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LOCAL AFFAIRS. friends
ia 7 o'clock in the
This fact the
Bat

xtuuKtiiBramuB*

morning.

THINK YOU’LL INVEST?

NKW AKVKKTINKMKNTS THIS WEEK.
Probate notice—Eat Edward Walah.
Probate n dice— EaC Sarah Parker Llnzee.
*
Notice of probate court sessions.
Probate notice— Eat Ira tttrry.
Exec notice— Eat Peter S Moore.
Exec notice—»t Albina II Drearer.
Exec notice— Eat Suaan M Daria.
Admr notice—Eat I.evl Lurvey.
Admr notice—Eft Phebe »l Clo*aon.
Admr notice—Eat Lydia B Lurvey.
Probate notice—Eat Samuel It Eluritlse et ala.

Idle money gets lazy. Keep yours at work. If you don’t know
yours to the beet advantage, ask us: it’s our business to keej:
on such things, and to give our patrons the benefit of our long
experiCome in any time and let’s talk it over. Or write if it's more con-

whereto invest

posted
ence.

ventent.

C. C.
BURKILL

BURRILL,

BANK BUILDING,

ELLSWORTH.

...

efforts

marred the

Loat—Eye glna*ea.

attorney to U S Circuit Court.
F F Simonion —Physician autl
surgeon.
CC Burrill—Insurance
Hancock hall-Peek's Bad Boy.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
Wiejrin A Moore— Apothecaries.
C P Davit—Market.

Work is progressing rapidly on the
Spruce street sewer. Tbe sewer is to run
from High street to Water street. It is
now about half completed.
Miss Leonora Higgins, who is a teacher

Portland schools, is home for tbe
She attended tbe national educational convention in Boston.
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Miss Emma A. JR. Allen left this
Martin
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Miss

SOAP, 6 bars for 25c.
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in
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are
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We beg to announce to the publie that we have leased the F.
II. Osgood stable on Franklin
street.
This stable has been
thoroughly renovated, and we
are

now

prepared

keep

to

a

First-Class Livery, Hoarding!
and Feed Stable.
Horses left in our care will receive
prompt and careful attention.
Please give us a call.

E. W. ALLEN & SON,
FnuikUu

Street.

Lorenzo Jordan returned last week

Mrs.

two-weeks’ visit to her husband in

a

New York. Capt. Jordan has sailed for
Tampa, Fla., in bis vessel, tbe “Pepe

Ramirez”.
Fred

8.

Gardiner,

Smith

and

daughter,

Sunday

arrived

was

to

of

speud two

weeks with S. L. Lord and wife. Mrs.
Smith will arrive this afternoon for the
summer.

Cushman,

who is

employed

by the Edison Electrical Co., at Roxbury.
He mb*
Mass., returned last Thursday.
called home by the death of his father, J
T. Cushman.
Tbe

lug

daughters of

tor

Rebakab

are

arrangeexcursion to Northeast Hart or

au

Tbe details art
Monday, August 3.
not yet completed. Tue public general y
will be invited.

on

Frank H. Jettison,
The

former

employee

of

office, is borne from
to locate in Bar Harbor in

American

Boston.
tbe

a

He

is

employ of
Co.

tbe

Metropolitan

vacation.

Morris

doing

the

Ellsworth. Me.

interest

all.

No

pleasure

of tbe

day.

accidents
✓

Tbe Contention Cove colony is rapidly
tbe Crockett cottage are H
F. Wescott and wife, Mrs. Byard, Miss
Byard, H. C. Stratton, wife and child,
Miss Velma Rogers, of Brewer, and Mies
Vivian Stratton, of Malden Mass. C. J.
Treworgy and family, of Ellsworth Falls,
are occupying their cottage, and C. L.
Morang goes down with bis family this
week.

are

was

in

the

going

on

proceedings

there between

the

that

builders’

association and the workmen.
the

steamsbip

‘•Commonwealth” with Judge aud Mrs.
Emery aboard, and of tbe “Cymric” with
Cot.
Hamlin, bis brother Frank and
Henry Whiting aboard, bas been reWork

on

tbe concrete sidewalk

on

tbe

is

progressing
The foundation has been mostly laid aud
the

In tbe sketch

curbing

Davis

set.

printed

life of tbe late A.

inadvertently

was

last

tbe1

week of

W. Cushman the fact
omitted

tbat tbe late

Edward R. Jordan was for some years a
partner in tbe firm of A. W. Cushman &
Co. This firm was dissolved in 1895 when
Mr. Jordan moved to North Vassalboro,
where he died.

Mr. Cushman's son, A. K.
taken into partner-

Cushman, was
ship under the

then
firm

name

of A. W.

Cush*

& Son.

Tbe county commissioners held their
regular monthly session at the court*
bouse yesterday.
To-day they are in
Amherst to locate a State road, tbat
town
thrifty
having complied with the
State law
with it

an

relating to roads tbat carries
appropriation from the State

treasury. Tbe commissioners will hold a
special session the last of this month to
assess State and county taxes on organ-

plantations.
Last Thursday City

'zed

Marshal

Silvey

re-

Harbor to look for
a colored man, William Smith, who
got
out of town without settling a bill of
ceived word from Bar

f20.

«ome

Mr.

Silvey

found

bis

exception of Aid. Moore, of ward 2.
Tbe purpose of this meeting was to con-

with

sider the matter of uncollected taxes. An
informal but exhaustive discussion of tbe
situation took place, after which tbe fol-

lowing vote

was pss-eri :
Whereas, the time eet 1n the warrant Issued to
Howard F. Whitcomb, collector of t res for tbe

year 1899 to make payment to the treasurer of
the city of Ellsworth, of the taxes committed
to him to collect, has elapsed, and the said treasurer has issued his warrant of distress against
him as provided by statute, and whereas tbe
time set in the warrants Issued to Roscoe

Holmes, collector of taxes for the years 1 00 and
respectively, to make payment to the treasof tbe city of Ellsworth of the taxes com-

1901

urer

mitted to him to collect for said years of 1900
and 1901 respectively, has elapsed, and the said
treason r has Issued his warrants of distress
against him as provided by statute, this special
meeting ol the major and board of aldermen baa
been duly called by the municipal officers of the
city of Ellsworth to appoint a committee to settle
with each of said collectors for the money that
he has received on his tax bills committed to
him as collector, for the respective years aforesaid, to demand and receive from him said bills,
and to discharge him therefrom.

J. H.

Bresnaban

elected
special
for tbe years 1899,
1900. and 1901, compensation to be 5 per
cent, except on abatements.
It was,on motion, voted that the finance
committee, consisting of Aid. Austin,

Street-Commissioner

expects tbe concreters here»tbe last

of this week.

was

collector of tbe taxes

Hooper

and

Moore,

be and

hereby

are

also tbe tax-books of
lector

verify

Roscoe Holmes, col-

for tbe years 1900 and 1901, and
the same, and after tbe warrant for

on

tbe collection of uncollected taxes for the

New York express, and placed him
in the coonty jail. Friday officers from

years 1899, 1900 and 1901 is issued, to turn
said uncollected taxes over to J. H. Bres-

liar Harbor transferred him to the

naban, special collector, for collection.

man

the

lockup

in that town.

Saturday he became violently insane and tried to hang him&e'f in
his cell, but was found in time to prevent
>is death, although he was unconscious
or some

time.

Adjourned.
STILL

*as

Deputy-Sheriff* Silsby

at

Uev. S. W.
vices

were

bouse

was

Cushman
residence on

family
Friday at 10 a.
Sutton officiating.
The

held

Franklin street

AT IT.

bor—Two

the

last

m.»
ser-

brief but

impressive, and the
filled with friends who came

Visits Bar Har-

Seizures.

The

persistent violators of the !:qoor
Harbor, to whom Sheriff Whitfamiliar, were not
looking for Deputy-Sheriff Silsby last

law at Bar

comb’s countenance is

Wednesday,

and did not know him when

respect to a
bearers were
Col. J. F. Whitcomb, Capt. H. J. Joy, exMayor A. W.
Greely and James A.
McGown. Interment was at Woodbine
cemetery. The stores, offices, banks and
postoffice were closed during the hour of

they saw him.
Hence the comparative ease with which
the visiting deputy got the stuff he was
after of Mrs. Ford, and of Hattjat the Foes

the funeral.

amination,

to pay their last tribute of
most worthy citizen.
The

Four

new

members

were

admitted last

evening to the Ellsworth lodge of the
Ancient Order of United Workmen. The
benefit of this order is well illustrated

by

the

H.

fact of

three

recent

deaths—W.

place, Bo-called.
On Thursday the two respondents were
brought before Judge Clark, waived exwere

sentenced

to the

usual

jail, appealed and gave
bonds for their appearance at the October

fine and term in
term.

COMING EVENTS.

Monday, July 20—Annual excursion of
Friend, who was graduated Graffam, J. T. Cushman and A. W. CushExcurWellesley college last month, and who j man, whose estates receive f2,000 each Congregational Sunday school;
sion open to all. Leaves at 7 a. m. sharp.
Miss Sophie Walker, Miss Paine and
has been spending a
few weeks with
from the order. It is a rather singular
George Paine are guests at the Wiggin friends in Massachusetts, is home.
Miss coincidence that these three men—who Tickets 50c.; on sale at E. F. Robinson’s.
Friend bas accepted a position as assistant came to Ellsworth about the same time, Children under 14, 25c.
cottage, Lamoine Beach.
The date set for the annual reunion of in tbe bigb school at York as teacher of were all three Masons, were members of
Thursday, July 23, Hancock hall—Leroy
the Ellsworth high school alumni asso- languages.
the A. O. U. W.—should die within a few J. French Co., in ‘‘Peck’s Bad Boy’7.
ciation is Thursday, August 6.
Prices, 25, 35 and 50c.
weeks of each other.
Rev. J. M. Adams will exchange pulpits
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, July
Preparations are going along smoothly on July 19 and 26 with Rev. Albert J.
An interesting and unusual sight on
Mr. and Mrs.
31 and Aug. 1, Hancock ball—Hay ward
Lord, of Meriden, Coon.
for the Hancock county fair to be held at
Ellsworth Streets during the past week 30,
Lord are expected to arrive bere to morin a repertoire of standard
Wymau park Sept. 1, 2 and 3.
has been the automobile belonging to J. Slock Co.,
row.
Price®. 15 25 and 35c.
They will remain four or five
The plays.
Henry A. Campbell, who is at work for
Montgomery Sears, of Boston.
tbe guests of Mrs. Lord’s parents,
the Boston Reduction Co., in Somerville, weeks,
macbiue came over land from Boston, arMonday. Aug. 3—Annual excursion
H. B. Phillips and wife.
K^bet-ah— Northeast Harbor.
M its., is at home on a vacation.
riving here about a week ago in charge of Daughter*
Mrs D. J. Chamberlain, of E'gin, lil
Parficalera to be announced later.
S. S. Folsom, cbaffeur. Mr. Sears made a
A party of young people gave a buckarrived in tbe city laat Friday, and will trip to Castine and back the other day,
Tu*»«d«v. WpdnM^flv and Thursday,
board ride to Shore Acres last evening in
remain during tbe summer.
She is a
and then went to Bar Harbor. He ex- Aug 18,19 and 20. at Bar Harbor—Annual
honor of Mist Calden, of New York.
bor-e
show «ud fair.
guest at tbe American bouse. Mrs. Cham- pects to return to Ellsworth to-morrow
Mrs. A. W. Cushman has left for LaWednesday and Thursday,
Tuesday
berlain bas not been bere for two years, and go from here to Goutdsboro and
ranine Point, where she will spend tne
1, 2 arid 3, at Wyu.au park, Ellsand her many friends are glad to welcome back. The machine is a powerful one, Sept.
worth—Annual fair by lae Hancock counsummer with J. A. Peters, jr., and wife.
ber. She spent last summer in Europe.
and is capable of being driven at the rate ty fair association.
Coi. C. C. Burrill, his daughter, Mrs.
miles
an
of
Mr.
of
hour,
McMillan
forty-five
&
though
Harry McMillan,
Ha'e,
Tatley, of Montreal, and her little son, Rondout, N. Y., bas been spending the Folsom smilingly observed that it wasn’t
SljfcrrtisremTts.
are guests at Shore Acres, Lamoine Beach.
week
with
friends
in
Ellsworth.
He being driveu at that rate hereabouts.
pant
Lewis Niccolls and wife, of Woonsoc- made the trip here wit b Capt. Bonsey, iu The machine has been 4,put up” at the
H7/r you siiornt
ket, K. I are visiting Mrs. Niccolls’ pa- schooner “Storm Petrel”. He will leave Hancock house stabie*.
rents, Josiah H. Higgins and wife, of this this week for Sullivan, where tbe “Storm
TAKE YOUR
Petrel” is loading stone for New York, for
city.
At the Hotels.
I'XEsriill'Tloy* K
Thomas Robinson became insane last tbe return trip.
Among the guests w do have registered
wss
taken
week
tiud
to the Bangor
Ellsworth parties have recently pur- at the American house
the
during
past
by
City Marshal chased tbe three-masted scboouer “Mel- week are the following: C. H. Wood, G
hospital yesterday
Silvey.
issa Trask”, of Bangor, for Capt. A. W. J.
Bar
K.
H.
Stafford,
Harbor;
Tapley,
Albert M. Hopkins and wife, who have Hutchings, who was master of the “J. M.
Fred Tapley, West Brooksvil'e; Mr. ana
BECAUSE
been sojourning at Lamoine Point, guests Kennedy”. She is 237 gross. 198 net tons.
Mrs. C. H. Sa*yer, Mr. and Mrs. S. W\
idll fool a tar
there
you
Whitat the W'-egu cottage, will return this She was built in Brewer in 1SS0.
South
Dr.
E.
M.
MontWilder,
Surry;
cal
mentor JJrvg* and Pho.
comb, Hayaes A Co. and B. S. Jeilison are gomery, Boston; Miss Pea son and friend,
afternoou.
> applies than ho* ever her
i >»
the
owners.
among
Mrs.
D.
J.
Bluehiii;
Chamberlain, Elgin,
Mrs. A. S Treat, of East Orange. N J.,
the
State.
of
this*port
S.
X.
J.
M.
A party including Joseph W. Nealley
Snow,
III.;
Taylor, Bangor;
entertained a company of friends at her
BECAUSE
Bluehiii: J. W. Paris, Sedgwick ; Mr. and
Q. B. Stuart, Edward Jordan and A. L>.
summer home, ‘‘Labrador Farm”, MonMrs.
S.
New
the store has mode PresStuart left Sunday morning io
Cbauncey
Troax,
York; H.
Capt.
day afternoon.
R Googins, Buckeport: Mr. and Mrs. W.
specialty for thirty years.
The postponed picnic of the Congre- Stuart’s s'oop yacht “Madeila” for StonW. Coolidge, Mrs. A. D. Hurd, Charles M.
where a summer school is being
gational Sunday school is scheduled tor ington
BECAUSE
F.
E.
held this week. G. B
Blaisdeil.
Stuart, who is Barker, Salem, Mass.;
Tne steamer
next Monday, July 20.
it deserves and has the ce
of
H.
G.
Franklin;
Smallidge, wife and
4
Catherine” will take the school and its superintendent of schools of this city,
the public and is
1>V
will attend some of the sessions.
children, Winter Harbor: M. Cole, Prosth*
cediral professioi
pect Harbor.
Hansom E. Moore, of Duluth, Minn., is
atitntisnnmts.
BECAUSE
Among the guests who have registered
visiting Ellsworth after an atoeoce ol
at the Hancock bouse during the past
the <kiUM phyxict. n ib
a
nineteen years.
He is accompanied by
week are: Dr. Thomas and family, W.
skillful phot racist—‘he j<
rehis daughter Cora, who is visiting Maine
both.
C.
ymrts
White, New York; D. G. Means, Surry;
for the first time. They are at preseut
C. U. Russ, S. W. Goss, Stonington; E.
with Mr. Moore’s sister, Mrs. A. H. Car
BECAUSE
lisle at Brimmer’s bridge.
Mr. Moore J. Carter, Brooklin; E. B. Meats, trank
'litre n‘jn trill nerer
lunf)
and daughter expect to spend a montn or Spratt, Bar Harbor; E. W. Merrill, Portbut fresh gofjdt—xto f
fUUy
land ; F. P. Ewer and family, Bangor; J.
two in this vicinity.
in
of
the
tour**
a
rhanging
M. Sears, Boston; F. H. Lindsley. Red
Sponges, Soaps, Brushes—a great
business.
U. A. Parcher and son Arthur, Charles
Iowa; E. Thorpe, Emily W. Thorpe.
BECAUSE
variety—Bath Towels, Nail Broshes H. Haynes and Dr. H. W. Haynes left last Oak,
Edith Thorpe, Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas,
'i' M
the establishment
tempi’
Friday with Capt. W. P. Woodward on Robert H. J.
Corn Plasters, shampoo ( ream,
Thorpe, Mrs. Jessie L. Thorpe,
,r‘. atm
trenj (leciet for accural*
the schooner “Henrietta A. Whitney” for
Miss Alma Thorpe, East Orange, N. J.
Hair Tooie, Talcum Powder, Toilet
elegant pharmacy.
a sail around Mt. Desert Island to SulWe should like to
Water, etc.
livan. They were aboard two nights.
Suicide at Brooklin.
Telephone No. 5a-4
supply you with whatever Bath The Parcbers were set ashore at Mt.
David Roberts, an aged citizen of Brook?tore open >un<t»
Desert Ferry Sunday night; the others
Goods you need.
lin, committed suicide Monday by sbootHememberour Tree Delivery
came home by train Monday.
The few showers of last Wednesday did log.
tor tbe past few years Mr. Roberts
not serionsly Interfere with the pleasure
has lived with Eugene Kane.
He bas
of those who went to Green Lake on the
Miss Lean

at

■

Refrigerators
A

new

ASSESSORS' NOTICE

All

lot received,

prices.
FVRMTUBE of every description. Everythin!; is new
and up-to-date.

The

sizes and

assessors

session at
•

J Hancock
| of each

e:. j. davis.

will

be in

Aldermen’s Room,
Hall,

on

the

10th

month.
F. B. AIKEN,
Chairman.

J)H.

BUNKER,
OF BAR

-’♦o*o*o*o*o40#': ♦
;>a*ci
EDWIN M. MOORE,

HARBOR,

Wishes to announce that hereafter he will give
special attention to the treatment of diseases of
tiie

Eye, Nose, Throat

a

dealer In all kleda of

O

Freak, Belt,. Smoked and Dry

!

FISH.

and Ear.

Office equipped 'with all the modern instruappliances for the examination and

ments and

treatment of these diseases.
Easy access to Bar Harbor hospital,

Patients receive the best of

care

where

at reasonable

rates.

AMERICAN

[Cod,

Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsb,]
Mackerel, Oyatera, Clama, Scallop*, j*
i
Lobe tore and Finnan Haddlea.

Campbell AiTrae Blda., Eaat Esd Bridge, t

ADS

ELLSWORTH,

Bath Goods

WIGGIN & MOORE,

ME.,

DKCGGISTS.

PAY BEST
TRY

ONE

Subscribe for The American.

in-

structed to examine tbe tax-books of H.
F W bitcomb, collector for the year 1899,

The funeral of the late A. W.

W. Knowlton is in Bar ^Harbor
stenogrspuic work in cSnnec-

north side of Main street

of

to

L'fe

Insurance

Tbe safe arrival out of

F. W. Arcbamboand wife, of Syracuse,
N. Y are the guests of Clerk-cf-Courts
J. F. Kuowlton and wife.

and fresh.

PS

home for

Silsby.
Aurora,
city yesterday on business before the
county commissioners.

Coupons given.

goods

Remember all
new

Mrs.

tion with the arbitration

Jessie Poster, of Bar Harbor,

Charles P.

If not, you had better call at my store and “have a look”.
I refer to those hand-painted China dishes I am giving away. Every
one trading at my store will have an opportunity to obtain a set of

dishes absolutely free.

Is at

No. 28.

SPECIAL CITY MEETING.

party to

growing. At

man

from

academy, Andover, Mass., is home for the

You Seen Them?
; Have
i
R
ft
R

Brewer,
relatives

King homestead
N. C. King is chaper-

week at the

a

Sunday and Monday of Miss
Mary F. Hopkins.
Miss Mary L. Shute, a senior at Abbott
ported.

t

*

calling

on

the guest

*

T

George E.

friends.

summer

STREET,

Mrs.

Jordan and wife, of

in town last week

Miss

Make To-Day Your Soap-Buying Day with Us.

.’{4 MAIN

spending his vacation here.
Twombley, of Winchester,

Further

August.

one.

employed in

weeks’ vacation.

Too much soap is bad for us; it takes up room that other goods
should have. That’s why we're anxious to unload in a hurry and
why we have cut these soap prices way, way down.

Sc

is

Marcellos Woodward, who is employed

SWIFT’S PRIDE, 7 bars for 25c.

FLOYD

who

Alice

Warren
were

LENOX

Is

Adams,

Mass., is the guest of
Greeley.

A BIG SOAP SURPRISE.

noon

for her home in Portland.

held

Misses Louise E. Dutton, Paulene Foster, Grace King and Harriet Rollins are

last

insurance and

n
TAPI
FV
M.
IAiLLI,
o. W

of

ana

will be announced later.

Albert N.

Whitcomb was in Beddington
Saturday.
Arthur E. Smith, of Gardiner, ie visiting relatives in the city.

W

companies.

first

the

particulars

per year in advance.

Sheriff

We have them, and their policies cost no more than those of small
give the lowest rates, and cash settlements.

about

speoding

THE AMERICAS is on sale in

and H. W.

picnic of the Baptist
Methodist Sunday schools will be

at Lamotne.

Mall train a arrive from ibe west at 6.13 a m,
12 52 and 8.11 pm. Leave for the west at
2.23,
5 31 and 10.28 p n.. Mall closes for the west at
2, 5 and li p m.

General Insurance and Real Estate.
long

in.

SUWDAT.

ELLSWORTH, ME.

tbe

summer.

SCHEDULE OE MAILS

L.

ENTERED AS SECOND CLASS MATTER t
AT THB ELLSWORTH POSTOFPICE.
j

hospitality offered Ly
should be borne in mind, because the Superintendent Race, hie good wile and Action Taken in the Matter of Unhis son and daughter amply made up for
leaving time before was 8 o'clock.
collected Taxes.
A special meeting of tbe board of alderHandsome new plate glass windows are It. Mr. Race and his assistants, J. H.
being put in the front of the furniture McDonald, W. J. Drummey, R. S. Spencer men was held Thursday evening. Mayor
and Fred Grace, were untirlDg in their Hagertby presided; fall board p esent
store and undertaking rooms of L W.

George I. Grant, a graduate of The
American office, now with Golding & Co.,
of Boston, is spending a two weeks’ vacation with relatives here.

Pound—(ieniieman'a coat
F Carroll durrtii—Application for admission

<

the

camp.

Jordan and E. J. Davis.

aa

*

Corner

opposite Post Office,

Ellsworth.

picnic of the Unitarian Sunday school.
The only disappointment of the day was
the loss of the visit to Camp Comfort.
On arriving at the fish hatchery it was
learned that the steamer

“Senator”

was

been in poor bealtb for some time, and
bad become despondent, wbicb probably

APOTHECARY.

led to tbe rash deed.
Mr.

Roberts leave*

from borne.

one

son, who is away

ELLSWORTH, ME.

CHRISTIAN

tf'oplp Fv

the Wppk Besrlnnlnir July
19—Comment by Rev. S. H. Doyle.

^

EDITED BY "AUNT

Topic.—Religion between Sundays.—Acts

*.

•

Its Motto:

0-17.

The Sabbath day is the day specially
eat apart by God tor religious worship
and service, but it does not follow
front that that it is the only day upon
■which we are to be religious. Every
flay of the week is the Lord’s day. and
there is no day upon which we are not
to loTe and serve Him. These facts are
recognized by all people, and yet when
It comes to actual practice many seem
to think that religion is only for the
Sabbath, that it is to be put on and
put off with clothes that are worn upon that day. and that between Sundays
we can follow our own plans and devices.
But Sunday religion only is not the
bind that is taught in the word of God.
There it is plainly taught that we are
to serve the Lord daily. The sacrifices
of the Old Testament were offered dally, although they were doubled in
Christ
number upon the Sabbath.
taught His disciples to pray daily for
their daily bread. “Give us this day
our daily bread.’’ The Bereaus "searched the Scriptures daily" and were
commended for so doing. “These were
more noble than those in Thessalonica
in that they received the word with all
readiness of mind and searched the
Btriptures daily whether these tilings
And Luke, the sacred hiswere so."
torian. gives us in the topical reference
a beautiful description of the religious
faith and activity of the early Christians between Sundays.
In this description we can learn
many things that should characterize
our lives as Christian upon the days of
the week:
1. Religious faith should he exercised
between Sundays.
"They continued
6teadfaslly in the ai>osties' doctrine.”
It is not only necessary to believe in
God on the Sabbath when listening to
His word In the sanctuary or reading
It In the home, but also when amid
the duties and cares of everyday life
during the week. The test of faith
comes oftener between Sundays than
upon the Sabbath, and at such times it
should be steadfast.
2. Keligious fellowship should be exThe early
ercised between Sundays.
Christians continued steadfast in the
apostles' fellowship as well as doctrine.
They broke bread "from house to
house.” We should not only know each
other upon the Sabbath day, but niton
Monday or any other day of the week.
It is a low standard of Christian fellowship that only recognizes a brother
in Christ in the church upon the Sabbath day and refuses or neglects this
recognition during the week.
8. Religions worship should he exercised between Sundays. The early
Christians spent much time on week
days in worshiping God. Fraise and
prayer were their daily devotions.
“They continued daily with one accord in the temple and, breaking bread
from house to house, did eat their
meat with gladness and singleness of
heart, praising God.” God should bo
worshiped during the week. Praise
and prayer should ascend to Him daily
from the home, and if we cannot go
every day to His temple we should at
least set aside the time of the midweek service held in almost every
church for public worship.
4. Religions work should be exercised between Sundays. They assisted each other. “And all that believed
were together, and had all
things
common; and sold their possessions
and goods, and parted them to all men.
The comas every man had need.”
munity of goods proved impracticable,
Chrisbut the principle was sound.
tian people should be interested in
each other's daily welfare and should
lend a’helping hand "to all men, as
They also
every man hath need.”
worked for the salvation of the souls
“The Lord added to
of the unsaved.
the church daily such as should be
saved,” but tliis is always done as a
result of Christian effort. We should
have a daily interest In the salvatiou
of the souls of men.
And what was the result of this carrying religion into the days of the
week? (1) They had “favor with all
the people!” A religion that is put on
and off with the Sabbath has little
favor among men. but a religion that
manifests itself at all times, that is
practical and helpful, that is visible
daily in the home, in society and in
the business pursuits of life will always find favor with men and influence them for good.
(2) They found
favor with God. God blessed them by
giving them souls for their hire. Finding favor with the people and having
the daily blessing of God, it is little
Wonder that these early Christians
“did eat their meat with gladness and
singleness (ft heart, praising God.” A
religion that is consistent will always
bring joy and gladness. Let us therefore serve the Lord at all times, and
His favor and blessing will be con-

stantly

upon

us.

BIBLE READINGS.

Ps. rxxiv, 1-8; Prov. vtii, 27-31; Dan.
vl, 10; Matt. vL 11; Luke lx, 18-27;
Acts vi, 1-7; xvii, lOgpt; I Cor. xv, 58;
Gal. vi, 1-10; Jas. ii, Li-26.
Born When Moat Needed.

These twenty-two years show that
Christian Endeavor Is a providential
movement introduced by the Father of
all at the precise moment In the history of evangelical Christianity when
It was most needed.—Anon.
Qolx Box.
(Any question may be asked that pertains to any phase of Christian Endeavor
Address Lock Box 674, Binghamwork.
ton. N. Y.]
No. 81. I. F. L., Batavia, 111.—There
are nine provincial Christian Endeavor
unions in Canada.
No. 82. S. A. F., Manhattan, Kan.—
There will not 1* another International
convention till 1905.

credit of the American
n
army "
did not retaliate with like
Indlgnltlea’
to the

aiibrrttgnnentB.

Mutual Bcnctit (ttolnmn.

ENDEAVOR.

I

r

After the close of the

Revolution tb
further uee for the
old
her where she
was,
chored, deserted and alone, full 0f
ye||ow

MADGE”.

Brltlah bad

“Jersey”

“Helpful and Hopeful

fever

and emallpo*
which bad
Imprisoned patriots.
She *„
shunned by all, no one
caring to go near
to
set
her
on
enough
fire.

The .purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—U is for the mutual i>eneflt, and alms to be helpful and hopeful,
ltcing for the common good, It la for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of information ami suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and its success depends largely on the support given it In this respect- Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
relection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Me.

One

day she opened a leak and
settled
mud, and the quicksands received her. When the government
took
the property It filled the marsh
lands, and
an Island
was
formed above the
Now her ghost has been found In
the
East
River, when the engines of
the
“rebels”, laying the keel of the new
warship, find,her, where the wind, tide, or
Wood of
patrlote twill "trouble her no
Into

the

jpnt

IF.

dreaming of a future goal.
When crowued with glory men shall

germs

killed

11 you arc sighing for a lofty work,
I r great ambitions dominate your mind,
•luft watch yourself and see you do not shirk
The commoD little ways of being kind.
If

no

and left

more, with sixteen
above her.

feet£of American soil

REVIVAL WORK.

vou are

own

Religious Aw aliening In West SullU
van—Interesting Meetings. ■- r
West Sullivan, July n
Revival work hi this village has
made
big strides during the past few days. It
is
now
forwaid
going
by leaps and

your

power.
Be careful that you let no struggling soul
Go by unaided in the present hour.

car--

(special^.

If you are moved
pity for the earth,
And long to aid it, do not look so high
You pass some poor dumb creature faint with
to

bounds, as a visit lo one of the tervices
will testify.
The local ^pastor, Rev. O. G.
Barnard,
with the leadership of Col. W. J.
the Boston,evangelist, lately of the Salvation Army, and his able
co-worker, Q.

th'rst.
All life Is equal in the eternal eye.

Cozens*

help to make the wrong things
right.
Begin at home; there lies a lifetime’s toil.
Weed vour own garden fair for all men’s sight.
Before you plan to till another soil.

If you would

Waits, soloist and director of
music, are carry fit* on a work that is «
delight to ail, and will live as a monuIrving

r

God chooses Ills own leaders In the world,
And from the rest lie asks but wiping hands,
As mighty mountains into^'ace are hurled.
W Idle patient tides may only shape the sands.
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox
Selected

ment to mark

a turning-point in the
religious life of the place which, should it
only endure for “a lltt’e while I am with
you”, would he an honor to any leader;

by Aunt Emma.

while the lasting bent ths will not be forgotten for }ears, so gieat already are the

Dear Aunt Madge:
I am glad (be talries sre loginning to bestir
themselves; your stoilette Is already stirring us
1 am quietly resting by the sea
to good works.
shore, and am trying what virtue there Is In
sufficient courage
take a pitcher of
the water to n.y room, and before going to bed
take an all over sponge bath and a vigorous
rubbing with a crash towel, and hope to receive
lots of benefit from the treatment as well as
from the » ool breezes and the rest and change
sea

water

baths.

1 have

The work goes to abow what can be
doue in the way of adding interest in, and
membership to, the church In lets than a

not

plunge Into the bay,

for a

results.

so

of scene and companions.
Thanks to Narcissus for the ice-cream rcclpa.
I suppose we all will have our jars filled
through haying with Au't Marla’s Will Watson cookies, or at h ast we shall ofteu fit) them
and as often find tln-m emp’y.
To-day Is the glorious Fourth. My brother
asked me, as 1 joined the family, how 1 had ei
joyed the night with its bell-ringing and gun1 tol i him 1 had
fir'ug and general racket.
been wondering if this was one of the good
things our tort father a had handed down to u-,
and if it is we must ;.cc« pt It patiently, if not

thankfully
The t-undeu fitlng of guns In the night is bad
for sick aud nervous people, but the fourth
cornea but once a
year, and young America
must have a chance to grow old and wise, even
if it Is at the expense of sick pe« p'e and tired

All the sisters will

join

w

it

b

me

in

be

an Inkstxln gets on your frock. remove at
with salts of lemon II the color will not
If milk Is spilt over i>, wa-h at once with
ami water. If candle or other grea-e lull*
.pon li. take it oul w ilti an icon and blotting
piper, French chaik or benzine.
“If tt is rain-spotted, iron on the wrong side
with a piece oi niu-lin between the cloth aud

If mud-siau.ed wall till It Is uty, then
Hie iron
orush off light y aud sponge the marks atterwsru.
L>aru any tears as soon as seen
If
paint fat's on thecloili remove with turpentine,
coal tar Is removed with butter, aud tea stains
EbTHKU
with plain water."
are

practical helps which some of
glad to make use of. Thauk

you will be
you, Esther.

We

true to the M.

always know you

are

B.’s.

Dear Aunt Madge:
Tuat wao a nice* fairy story in The American of June 21, and of course we all recog*
nized ibe little o)<l woman ajul sympathized
with her teelime* when the fairies were resting.
Were they really resting, or did they Hod so
many thiugs'on their hanos at once that they for
got to help the, "little old woman" out of her
mountain of burdens?
As I have prowled rouDd since my return I
have been reminded of some things which are
helpful, and which some of the reader* may
not have thought of.
One is to powder up and thoroughly dry the
table salt before pulling it inio the salt shakers
Set It on the back of the stove or some warm
place till all moisture la out of It, and It will
not grow lumpy in the shaker as it is sure to do
otherwise in this moist climate.
Another thing is to serve Indian corn meal
the same way to keep it sweet. Graham flour
may he treated the same way with advantge.
1 have just come across a very useful article
made for a present some time ago, and which
i-i bo easy to prepare and so handy that I m n
tion it, though I think something like it h s
already been mentioned in this column. It is a
packet of large-sized envelopes with a paste
board cover tied throuah with ribbon, and on
the outside cover wan printed "Newspaper Clip
pings”, while on the flop of each envelope was
marked the kind of clippings, as "Personal,’’
Political,” remperauce," or how nice if it
was for the M B. C.
You mav all have seen something like it, and
yet to be reminded is sometimes to do things.
Ego.
*■

This week

the early friends of the col-

“rallied round the flag”, and once
more showed their lcyaliy to the mission
we have established of hopeful and helpumn

ful work.
I realize how busy the most of you are—
sometimes I think it in one of the bonds
of our fraternity—the fact that all of us

work-a-day people, always finding
something to do, not only for ourselves,
but for others, and it is thus the true
spirit of sympathy is awakened in us all.
Aunt Madge.
are

Lydia E.

<

Monument

to

Erected

be

to

their

The

movement lo

build

monument to

a

the martyrs of the prison ships in the
Revolution isli*<ly to be successful. It

|300 000, and a<l but f11,000 is
Congress, the state of New
York, and the ci»y of Ne# York have appropriated amounts aggregatiug f 175 000
The prisoners for whom the monument

I*

to

cost

subscribed.

is to be bui't

are

those who

confined

were

East
prison
river, near the present site of the Brooklyn navy yard.
Four thousand of Washington'* solhulks anchoied in

in the

the

diers, captured at the battle of Long
Islaud, were confined in these hulks, and
subsequent captives were added to their
numbers, until a considerable fleet was

employed

for the purpose.

Release
constantly
who would forswear't he cause for which
but
only oue man—a Hesthey fought,
sian—accepted liberty on that condition,
while
tbe;r

more

than fifteen thousand

to

d

eJ

ail

in

floating priso'is.

The following
prison
ship “Jersey” will, perhaps, be of interest
old

many of the desctndenta of Cape.
Daniel Sullivan tor whom tbe town of
Sullivan was named iu ri cognition of
to

his

services in tbe American Kevolution.

Cspt. Sullivan’s

bouse

(now Sorrento
ruary, 1781, and be
Point

and carried
where be

was

I was
was

at
burnt
taken

Waukeeg
in

Feb-

prisoner

“O d Jersey ship”,
confined a year and a half.

to

the

Finally, through tbe intercession of bis
btotber, General John Sullivan, he was
exchanged, but died on his way borne.
His descendants, who are proud of bis
record, are tbe Simpsons, Lords, Beane
and Emerys, of Sullivan, Mrs. S. J. Cunningham, of Ellsworth, and Judge O P.
Cunningham, of Bucksport; also Mrs.
Robert Porter, of Massachusetts, and
Mrs. Georgia Pulsifer Porter, of Old Town.
century of searching by tbe historical societies of New York, and I y
government authorities, it was found that
the valuable old relic, tbe “Jersey”, Is lyAfter

services:

on

ff

d

s

thst

a

mission.”

rent

lb? c’asa

h-veall been

of

ms

h

numbers

new

brought into

members,

tne oid

work

the

by

offering,

free-will

bat the c’asa fa la'geiy composed of
young men and women who will be in a
and

I

way to lend

a

I fe-work

to the work of

upbuilding and mainta.nu g the church
interests of the town.
As

education advancts and rep'aces
superstition and modern s kept idem,
people don't look 8t and retard lightly

eary

t'e church revival

work

as

on; they come to years of
much young*r now than

now

carried

understanding
ever, and old

folks bold their faculties much later in
life also, so that the tharce for revival
work becomes broader as time goes by.

Watching;
Watch

a

Spider

at

Work.

ypiotr spin lilts web, and 1 shad
surprised if you ever kill a spider again.
It takes him about a» hour, sumewbn
a

* e

le**a, tor lie la a marvelously quick worker,
and there ia something almost terrifying

skill with which be works.
bia body, i.o larger than a
match's hear), >*i, I. on sed within that
mere dot of i>alur«, tbere in an iutelii*
geoce which is able first to* prospect the
about tbe

IN

There

Engineer

a

Stops the Cough and Works off the Cold
Laxative Bromo-Qulnlne Tablets cure a cold
in one day. No Cure, uo.Pay. Price 25 cents.

Bellinger,

wbo

bay for the sake of hie*
torical record only.
The old “Jersey” was the receiving whip
In this death recruiting station.
David
Sprout, commissary, with a squad of 130
prisoners, approaching this old hut. «x
were

ha*

under the earth.

kept

in the

about eleven

The pile driver*

at

hundred
prisoners there,
in-iny of whom were without clothing
during the winter. They escaped sm*i

length actually fell

about under the soil and marked* out

the

length and shape of the timbers of a large
ship—too large for a merchaut, which
would have required sevemy*flve or *
hundred

men

to

decided it must be

pox and yellow
the cold.
In his

manage her—thertfote
a man-of-war

leaning on a cane, sppea ed on j
the scene aud inquired the cau>e of their
conjectures. Whan told the s»z » of the |
old

man

he declared

hull of tbe old

it

to

be

tbe

“Jersey", saying: “Wiieu

rs, Mr.

to

fall

ia

for hia web, then to plan it out like
geometrician, and then to carry out hia
plan with workmanlike precis on.
Meanwhile, too, it must be remembered,
he ta not only doing hia thinking and bin
weaving but a'so spinning the material
for it, at! in that mite of a body.

1

Coffin says prison*

1

On the upper guu deck, hogs were kept
in pens for the use of the
oliicers, and
wheu fed with bran, the
prisoners would

it from the trough. They
allowed light at night, and

steal

were

not

were

so

hut at

{ the old “Jersev a*one.
lne mutter was often brought to the
alleution ut (Jen.
Washington by re
turned prisoners.
He wrote to Uen.
Howe under date of Jan. 13. 1771: “1 aru
to
trouble
sorry
your lordship with the
eut jret of the cruet treatment of our offleers and men, who are unhappy enough
to fall iolo your haudB in the
prison ships
to New York harbor.
“Without descending to
particulars, I
refer to the old “Jersey” alone, and I

Further
investigation
fact that tbe old resident

the

>eveaied
waw

the

right.

Oct. 2, 1776. the first prison ship
Wallabout bay. In 1777
two more ships came. Cue of them was
burned, and many prisoners perished in
About

was

anchored in

the flames.

The second

the

dispairiug prisoners,

the

following year.

was

in

set

tire

by

February

of

on

The year following, the “Hood Hope”,
“Scorpion,” ‘‘Prince of Wales” and the
old “Jersey”—the “Floating Hell” as she
then termed—were stationed there.
The old “Jersey” was originally a sixtyfour gun ship, but became unfit for war
service, and was anchored in 1778 iu
Wallabout bay for the reception of prls
oners.
Her port holes were closed and
holes
fastened, and groups of
about
twenty inches square were cut in her
sides for the admission of air, ten feet
apart. Strong bars of iron were placed
across these apertures.
was

Her

position

was

opposite

the mouth of

mill-race, three hundred yards
from the shore. Southeast of her lay
the so-called hospital ships, but the name
the old

hospital

was

a

mere

mockery,

for

they

perhaps

the

uncanniest

feature <f

thing is that the spider not
merely has his plan e'ear in his head, but
knows when he Lmm made mistakes, a’ d
yon can see him breaking off misplaced
thn-sds here and there, making tau« suck
1 * lien, and securing shaky connections.
—Success.
whole

A Surgical Operation
Is always dangerous—do not submit to
the surgeon’s knife unit! you have tried
DeWitt'a Wdch Hazel Salve. It will cure
when everything else fails—it has done
this in thousands of cases. For Blind,
Ble<di< g, Itching and protruding Piles no

remedy

Salve,

Witch Hazel
by Wiooin A Moork.

equals De Witt’s

Sold

tfanhing,

they fell over each other in the
darkness. In the morning the dead were
found lying over the Jiving.
It is esti-

j

low tide you could make out
of tbe hull sunk in .the mud."

Bui
•ie

crowded

boy, I remember weeing the remain*
old frigate lying suomerged at
this point. It was ail water here then,
was a

of the

m

victims to

fed on putrid meat and wormeaten bread which had been condemned
on the English
warships.

While the engineers were wondering
frigate they had discover*d.

an

memo

fever,

ers were

what historic

sides

facta o! the

down

sm

the fact

charge of the foundation* of the “Connecticut", experienced much difficulty in ultingly said : “There rebels, t here is the
driving the long pile* where he wanted | cage for you
them. So per*latent were the obstacles,
In 17^2, when Alexander Coffin was sent
that it seemed a* if a wooden floor laid a prisoner on board the
“Jersey ”, he found

construction
offered

was

how

w«y down to
“The Jast tune I

Toe special feature of Ihe situation i»

Vegetable Compound.

ing beneath the water* of Wallabout b*y.
This fact la made known by the circumstance of bonding the new 16,000 tou
halt e*hip “Connecticut".
Civil

Journal.]

Huston

evening
the

on

area

\

Memory—Will Cost $.'{00,000.
Kxtran fioui

FAITH

of these

him

West Pulltvan was to a dance,
but I thank and praise God t hat this time

1

Lydia K. l’iukham Medicine l’o., Lynn.

Pinkham’s

PRISON SHIP MARTYRS.

holidays:

These

genuineness.

the other

to

t-aid

came to

THE FOLLOWING LETTERS.

W15E IS THE WOMAN WHO HAS

“If

one

necessary.

yJXJ'VJ■ \J\J

July.

once
r n.
o tp

friend

—

Dear Aunt Madge:
I haven’t an Idea of my own this time, but
will semi a copy of “Little Economical Hints”
which my eye falls upon In a magazine. They
may he'p to fl 1 In a “chink” while the “failles”
take

was

recited

ereen

“Two months ago a friend suggested that I try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. No
It brought me the first well days I have
one knows what it has done for me and how thankful I am for it.
had for five years. It did for me what doctors could not do, and I want every suffering woman to know
about it.”
Loose Nauer, "51 E. 100th St., New York City.
“Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam:— I v.ish to thank you for what Lydia F. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
has done for me. I had terrible hemorrhages, berng lacerated from the birth of my child. The doctor told
me that if I would have an operation I would be well and strong.
I submitted to it, but was worse than
tie fore ; no one knows what I suffered. Finally a friend advised me to try your Vegetable Compound: I did
so, and commenced to feel Utter; I continued its use, and it has done for me what doctors could not do. I
If women with any kind of female troubles would only consult you liefore submitting
am strong and well.
to an operation they would lie spared many hours of pain and suffering. 1 cannot thank you enough for
what you have done for me.”— Anna Kirciiiiofk, 150 E. 100th St., New York City.
we cannot forthwith produce the original letters and signatures of above t^timonUls, which will prove
FORFEIT
^g
their absolute
Malta.

good sister B. may be touch
enetitted by her visit to tbe at a shore,
and we aie very glad to bear from her
again and read her thoughts in celebrat-

ing

with their pastor, Rev. Carl
Petersen, is the ocesaon for hearty
good feeling in the audiences. Mr. Pet*

K.

“Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam:—I cannot tell you how much good you have done me and how thankful I
For five years I have not been free from pain for a day. I have had backaches, headaches,
am to you for it.
ami those awful dragging sensations with leucorrhcea, and when menstruation appeared I was in such a
condition I could hardly sit up. I doctored all the time, but nothing helped me, and I was told that an

operation

Franhlin,

In

"

“

our

tbe Fourth of

vacant in the large church
sufficient to accommodate
ttie people who have desired to attend the
services of the past few evenings.
The appearance of the recent converts

have not been

irregular, suppressed or painful menstruation, weakness, leucorrhcea, displacement or ulceration of the womb, that
bearing down feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, bloating (or flatulence), general debility, indigestion and nen ous prostration ; or are beset with
such, symptoms as dizziness, faintness, lassitude, excitability, irritability, nerwant-to-be-left-alone feelings, and
vousness, sleeplessness, melancholy, and
the blues, they should remember that there is one tried and never-failing
remedy; Lydia E. Pinkham’s Compound at once removes such troubles.

READ

spontaneous

formerly

SiaiH

troubled with

women are

aim

Too much credit cannot be given
to all concerned for the manner in which
the whole sttsir has been
conducted.

How these words after the examination strike terror to a woman’s soul, and with what regrets she
hears them, when she considers that the operation has become necessary through her own neglect. Female
derangements cannot cure themselves, and neglecting the warnings of nature only means putting it off until
there is no cure. The woman who lets her trouble make headway pays the jwnalty of a dangerous operation and a lifetime of impaired usefulness at the best, and the operation often proves fatal when her life
might have been saved by Lydia K. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

When

hearty

a

effort.

NECESSARY.”

“AN OPERATION

The thought occurred to me that if the fathers
would mingle more in the sporta of their boys,
and Utr« Cl their amusements u little, the buys
and girls would gel more pleasure from their
celebrations than If left to their own devices to
make the whole night a terror to qui*t people.
Now, sisters, don't think 1 U..me the boys,
for I don’t; tin v only need a wise leader anti no
danger, but they will follow In the upward way
to true citizenship and a manly life and a truer
reverence for the stars and stripes anti the
rights of others, and he at last led to under-tand the meaning of the words which will apply to State and church alike: “Ye are my i
friends if ye do whatsoever I command you
Marti* n.

hope that

fortnight by

Two-thirds of the inmates of our hospitals are women. They are in most, eases either for treatment
or for an operation, made necessary by advanced stages of female troubles which have resulted in ovaritis,
a tumor, or displacement of the womb.

mated

that

eleven

thousand

perisut-d

/
what your inouey will
Invested iu shares of the
Is

ou

earn

If

Ellsworth Loan aod Euilhica ass’l
la

now

A NEW SERIES
open, Shares, 91 each; monthly
payments, 91 per share.

WHY PAY RENT
when you

can borrow on your
a first mortgage anu
Monthly
everv month

shares, give
reduce It

payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

hope,

upon making inquiry,
you will
have the matter so regulated that the un-

happy persons In captivity, may not in OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
future, have the miseries of cold, dislnaulre of
For

the

ease

and

famine

particulars

added to their misfor-

Henky
ilKNUY W
FI

tunes.

“You may call
eserve no

better

Rebels, and
treatment; but
us

er, my lord, we have
-en, and sensitive as
I

reed to

fee Inga

A. W.
say we
rememif

it, shall retaliate upon those to
look as the unjust invaders of
eu
rights, liberties and properties.
Hy injured countrymen have
long
called upon to endeavor to obtain
redreis
a id 1 should think
myself as culpable as
those who inflict such
severities upon
them were I to remain Bilent.”
To this letter no reply ever
came, but
nom we

Professional Carfis.

equally

loyalists, and,

_

Kino, pres!dent.

J)R.

H.

__

GREELY,

DENTIST.
Graduate of the Philadelphia Dental Collet*,
class of *76
49-OFVICV IK GILES’ BLOCK. ELLSWOUT*.
Closed .Wednesday afternoons until further

Subscribe for The Amebk-'AN

fflcBiral.

RLI.SWORTII makkkts.

ljcpeiiflctl On.

To Kc

Because it is the Experience of an
Ellsworth Citizen and can Read-

ily

be

Urge city would
lar more dependence In the direcplace
a local resident than
tions glren him by
the

bimself.

a

of another stranger like
a natural consequence of

guidance

This is

experience,

It’s like

a

ship

familiar
port; a trusty pilot

In

a

with the har-

always called

at distant points because we
ple living
oari’t investigate, bat pablic expression of
local citizens can be depended on, for 'tls
an

easy

matter

to

prove it.

Evidence like

the following is beyond dispute:
Delbert Dollard, farmer. West Ellsworth,
says:

“My back always annoyed

contracted
In my

a

cold for It

loins.

Even

was

after

an

amo

measum.

poumSs;

>or.M:

strange

upon to bring her
Bo It la with enher
to
moorings.
safely
dorsement; we doubt the sayings of peobor is

wsiohts

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall
weigh 60
pounas, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weljrh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of
potatoes,
In good order and flt for
shipping, Is 60 pounds;
1
of apples, 44 pounds.
nelght of a bushel of oeans In
good order and at for shipping, Is 62 pounds,
ui wheat, beets,
ruta-hage turnips and peas, ou
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions. 39
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds;of
parsnips,45 pounds;
cd barley an.i
buckwheat, 48
of oats
"-V*®1™. O' oven measure an by agreement.
,'r’c** 'looted la-low are the retail prices
..on
K',r"lt'rs <*» easily reckon from
likely to receive In trade
or cash for their jve
products.

„^,e "“D,lar?,

Investigated.

stranger lost in

A

lunra law BUAADiaa

July 15, 1903.

me

sure to

If 1

settle

ordinary day’s

work when I brought a little extra strain
on the mnsc'es of the loins I was lame and
the evening. I had heard about
Doan’s Kidney Pills and one day 1 walked
into Wlggin dt Moore’s drug store and
sore in

bought a box. It did the work promptly
and thoroughly. In my opinion Doan’s
Kidney Pills can be depended upon.”
Sold for 50 cents a box by all dealers.
Foster-Mllburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole

Country Produce.

A CRUEL
DESERTION
Mrs. Franklin lmd lost her husband,
fortune. All that remained to her
was
her daughter, Frances.
Mrs.
Franklin's gloom wore upon her daugh-

Chicken*

arc

scarce, fowl In fair

....22

supply.

Chickens.25 §30

Fowl.
Bay.
Best loose,per ton.
Baled.
Mtraw.
No loose straw

on

IS 320

.....I2al4

jg

the market.

.. .

Baled.

’lU

Vegetables.
Rrwn

peas

are now in the

market

plenty. Old potatoes cannot be had
price. We quote:
Green peas, pk
Turnips, tb
Potatoes (new), pk
S potatoes, lb
Cabbage,
Bermuda onions,
Carrots, lb
Spanish onions,
Parsnips, lb
lettuce,
Beans—per qt—
Spinach, pk
Yellow eye
Squash,
Pea.
1'2 §15 Cucumbers,
Tomatoes, lb
are

at

am!
any

01*
01*
04

01*

Ui

heir to prospective wealth. Every one
said, “At last poor Frances is to be
made happy."
The lover during his courtship had
observed the condition in the Franklin
home and Bpoke of Mrs. Franklin as
"Mrs. Dismal.”
He was Irritated to
And that it was impossible to get Frances out with him one evening, for her
mother objected to being left alone. If
he spent the evening at the house and
he and Frances wandered away into
another room, Mrs. Franklin would
take on a sour countenance and after
Langdons departure accuse her daughter of having no feeling for her.
Carr
resolved to end the unpleasant situation

by marriage.
“France*," he said, "we will have

What the Microscope Reveals to the
Trained Specialist.

I closed my last

ter, who was at thnt age when the
world Is most delicious- the age of
keen Interest, of warm friendships, of
love. Nevertheless Frances bore with
her mother’s Infirmities and made the

every respect capable of rendering her
happy. He was brilliant, well started
In his profession for so young a man,

laid, per do*.
Poultry.

the Editor of The American:
letter to you on board
our ship April 10,1903.
We are still there
on this date and must remain until we
can get our clean bill of health from the
harbor doctor, whom we are expecting to
come aboard any minute.
I presume he
is now enjoying his breakfast.
Our sigual is up, and this frightens
some of the passengers, for,
seeing the
yellow flag hoisted, they take it to mean
that there is sickness on board, end that
we are in for a quarantine.
The doctor’s
boat has come alongside, and he is on
board, and we are summoned to the din*
ing saloon to answer the roll call.
It seems that all are hearty and hale,
and that each has been able to get away
with bis or her rations.
Steam is now app.ied to the windlass,
To

sons,

Best factory (new) per A.16
*18
Bent dairy (new)..
Dutch (Imported). 90

Neufchatel...

ONE DROP OF B100D.

[The following Is the fourth of a series of
letters from P. G. Wooster to The American
his trip to the Hawaiian Islands-J

on

Dairy and creamery butter are both In *good
supply. \\ e quote:
Creamery per ft.Mgs*
... «^5

Kgg*.
Freeh

ASHORE IX HONOLULU

[Orljrlnul.]

best of the situation.
Then came Langdon Carr, who fell
desperately In love with Frances, she
returning his afTectlon. Can- was In

Batter.

‘flbbrrtiBjmmts.

CorrcapanBttuc.

It Tells the Story of Illness or Health—If You
Are “All Run Down” Dr, Greene’s Nervura
Will Cleanse Your Blood this Spring, and Make
You Well—The King of Spring Medicines.
Under the microscope a drop of
blood tell* a wonderful story. The
first thing the microscope tells us is
that all blood is not alike. Take a
drop of blood from your arm, another
from a cat and another drop from a
chicken, and the microscopist can distinguish them as easily as though you
had given him a bunch of feathers, a
tuft of fur and a lock of your hair.
The man with the microscope can
tell the different kinds of blood by
noticing the size and shape of the
blood corpuscles.
These corpuscles

and so, link by link, the big \,chain that
leads down to the coral bottom is rapidly

coming
chased

We

in

by

through

the hawser

hole, being

the killick.

running up the narrow
channel toward the government pier, and
as we get near to it, our ship’s keel stirs
up the mud under it at a great rate until
we seem to stick on the bottom and are
trying to back out. A big hawser is carare

ried to

now

the

pier;

no

steam

we are

comfort v&itU we set up for ourselves
Wooster?"
I look again and see my
in our own home.
There we shall be
05
friend, R. Q. Moore. The mail is being
United
States.
free
and
lor
the
independent”
agents
fruit.
taken off and the gang-board goes out for
This speech set Frances to thinking.
Native straw»»errles are In tbe market. To
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
the passengers, and I soon meet Mr.
her
What
would
mother
do
without
Is
15c.
day’s price
Moore at the pier end of the board.
He
no substitute.
15 §25 Oranges, do*
Pineapples,
.35*.4.5 her? Either Mrs. Franklin must live
Straw lorries,
lbg2o Lemon*, doz
45*3' with her and her husband or sink un- kindly directs me to the carriage that runs
12
CranoeTries, qt
^bertisrn.mta.
for the Royal Hawaiian hotel.
der a load of loneliness and sorrow.
Grn<wrlt)R,
While the carriage is waiting for other
Conee—per lb
Rice, per lb
.068.09 Vet if she lived with them the daughpassengers, 1 ste that we have landed at
.16 9 *» Pickles, per gat .438415 ter's condition would not be
Rio,
improved,
Mm; ha,
*5 Olives, bottle
.25 <j 75
the government p er; that we must pass
while the son-in-law would be reduced
35 Vinegar—per gal—
a
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per tb—
Frances stud- through gate.in order to gain the street,
to a similar condition.
.454.65 Cracked wheat,
.03
on the opposite side of which are governied to find a solution, but there was
.30 4 65 Oatmeal, per lb
.ot
ment buildings.
.40 no solution.
Sugar—per
Buckwheat, pfcg
She must choose between
lliilt
.05 { Graham,
.04
nonce with interest tbe tropical trees,
Granulated,
her mother and her lover. She decided
Coffee—A A B, .05 * Rye meal,
.04
palm* mostly, growing in what might be
.05 Granulated roeal,%02*
Yellow, C
to remain single.
called the front yard of the place.
Molasses—per gal—
Oil—per gal—
When Langdon Carr received her de.35
Liu seed,
.65 4.7'
Hnvana,
Cures Sick and
We are nuw lumbering along up the
Porto Itlco,
.50
14 cision he was very much troubled.
Kerosene,
.60
narrow
Syrup,
streets, turniug a corner
However, he realized that “Mrs. JJis- clean,
Lumber and Building Materials.
Nervous Headaches that
here and there, and very soon turn into a
mal” would make his married life misM—
9*
f
Lumber—per
Spruce,
pretty court leading to the winding ceHemlock.
13814 Hemlock,
135 erable so long as she lived and felt
Make Life Miserable.
ment staircase of the hotel, at which we
Hemlock boards, 13 §1* Clapboards—per \1
that Frances was doing right to decide
16 *20
Extra spruce,
24 a2#1
Spruce,
and climb to the first floor where
between them and her. Any other alight
Snruce floor,
20 4*25
No.
Snruce,
1,
20§40
Sick and nervous headaches are amongst
we fiud the office and Jap bell boys.
Clear pine.
Pine,
TO#io
2j$5
course would be an injustice to him.
of
The
man
or
woman
who
worst
ills
life.
the
Matched pine,
M
80845 Extra pine,
It is about 11 a. m., and we, my fellowIt was bette* that she should sacrifice
is subject to headache at irregular intervals, Shingles—per MLaths—per M
3 25
2.5 • him and herself and cling to her moth- I travelers and I, register in what is the
Cedar, extra
a
life
load
of
l«earing
misery
through
goes
2 73
l/cm lock,
2 00
mar- ! hotel—excepting some changes arid imand wretchedness that is terrible to think
Nalls, |H*r &
.0*8-00 er than drag that mother into her
; proveraents made to it since—that was
1 60 Cement, per cask
I .30
of.
,6*
ried life.
1 45 Lime, per «-a*k
{45
Headaches as a rule, result from a dis**
“Sweetheart, he said. “your act only i built for and used by tbe Hawaiian roy7 §11
.75 Brick, per M
scoots.
ordered condition of the nervous system.
alty. The royal shield still graces its
While lead, prtb .05*.(8 makes it harder for me to give you up,
Mental excitement, loss oi sleep, l*»dily
front.
Provisions.
since it shows your Mobility.”
fatigue, and disordered digestion are exciting Beef, ib:
1
At lunch we meet many of our ship’s
and Langdon Carr
Five
passed
years
\\ hen the brain l«ecomcs tired and
causes.
15 8.25
1
Suvik.’lb
Steak,
“lie is waiting for passenger*, who are to contioue the voynot marry.
did
12
16
*.25
Chop,
the
whole
is
weaknervous
debilitated,
system
•3 8.10
.08 ‘Mrs. Dismal* to die,” said his friends.
Corocxl,
Pigs’ feet.
age to the Orient, but have come ashore as
ened, ami headaches result. If the liver is
13
16 *.20
Ham, per &
Tongues,
a bit of delcious respite to sea-fare.
.05 .j06
.13 Then the doctors recommended a trip
Shoulder,
sluggish, the kidneys inactive, and digestion
IS abroad for Mrs. Franklin, and on the
Among them are my lawyer friend and
deranged, headaches in canal ly follow. To
20
Salt
14 8-13
Steak,
his family. (I mentioned them in a letter
cure am! prevent headache, the nervous sys11 31I steamer who should appear but Langiod-1«
Lard,
tem must
l*e
strengthened ami vitalized.
He showed great surprise preceding this.) Directly after lu..cn .a
don Carr.
C5
The most j-emistent cases <»f headache, nervous
Tongues, each
over, and we have picked our teeth to a
at meeting the Franklins, but this did
10 §22
Umli,
feebleness, and sleeplessness, are permanently
finish, we go out for a stroll, sight-seeing
15*23
Spring lamb,
not deceive Mrs. Franklin. She feigned
cured by 1‘ainc‘s Celery Compound; it is tht
Fresh Kish.
in’’ tier berth and to use oar camera, to occupy the few
seasickness,
remaining
great r■..‘constructant of the nervous system.
C >d and haddock are scarce. Mackerel* blue
and keeping Frances in constant at- hours th-.y have before the ship sails again.
Mrs. Henry Westrick, St. Clair. Mich., tells
flsh and Penobscot river salmon aie plenty. We
In going out we pass through the hoof her release from
tendance.
as
follows:—
suffering
tel, go down another staircase very much
I have been troubled with dyspepsia and
One night in a fog there was a sud05
05 Haddock,
Cod,
«ck headache f%»r a number of years. About Halibut,
4o
14 3I8 Clams, qt
den jar, a stopping of machinery, hur- j like the one I have already described, and
20
every week I would have a bad spell of sick Sink aiewlves, string 15 Lobsters, lb
rying footsteps on deck, shouting of or- enter a court leading to another street.
25 Hlnefish,
each
14<jl6
Mackerel,
headache, hut since I began using Paine’s
The main part of the hotel ia near the
12^14 ders.
Langdon Carr slipped on his
25<j30 Sea tiout,
Salmon,
is
,and
Celery Compound, my dysjwpsia gone.
The court is
fr u«t.
clothes and rushed up the companion- centre of the short block.
I do not have any more headaches. 1 feel
lined on boih sides with small cottages or
Coal—per ton—
Woo<l—per cord
way to find that there had been a colbelter than I have for years.”
'00
Broken,
5008650
Dry hard,
lision with a sailing ship, and the villas—which are a part of the hotel ser7 00
3 00 *5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
vice—and poncianna regia, of a specie of
00 steamer was supposed to be sinking.
Egg,
Roundings per load
No Need Soiling the Hands with
00
7
100*115
Nut,
Hurrying back to the cabin, he sought tree bearing pods of all lengths from six
Blacksmith s
7 or
5.00
Buttings,
Frances in her stateroom with her inches to two feet.
Klour, (irnln and Feed.
DYES
we are now on the street that runs past
mother and begged them to come with
Corn Is firmer to buy, but there are no
Diamond Dye* arc ewy ami cleanly to u*e.
It
him. Mrs. Franklin declared that she ex Queen Lilloukalani’s residence.
changes !u tbe retail prices here.
Made fur home economy ; never disappoint.
50 did not wish to live and beggtnl her
stands on spacious grounds, planted tc
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
Direction book and 45 dyed earn pies free.
4 25 * 5 25 Short**—hag— 1.10s 1 25
daughter to remain and die with her, tropical trees and shrubs, and about
1 30 Mixed feed, baa
Corn, ion b> hag
DIAMOND DYES, Burlington, Vt.
1 25*1 80
1 30
Corn meal, bag
whereupon Langdon took the old wom- twenty five hundred feet from the hotel
1
20
Cracked corn,
Middlings, bag
carried her on deck. we have just left. We take a good look at
1.38*1.40 an in his anus and
house and
A boat was receiving the women. It this big, square, hip-roof
The 1'lllow of the Italian Peasant.
glance up the long, shrub-bordered, wide
was the last boat at hand, and there
The Italian peasant girl as soon as was none left for the men. Langdon walk leading to the big front door standAPOTHECARY.
to spin and sew begins
put Mrs. Franklin in it, then turned to ing open in the middle of the habitation.
Maine she has learned
Ellsworth,
The ex-queen is at home, having arrived
to make her wedding trousseau. Thence hand in Frances. Frances hesitated.
from San Francisco a few days ago, but
“Get in,” he said.
piece by piece It grows, and she has
Tim
“No. I once decided between you and we do not see her.
put into It all her finest stitchery and
CLEANSING
sweetest thoughts. As soon as she is a
Walking down the street a block or
mother in her favor. Now it is your
am> healing
two we turn to the right, go one block,
CLUE FOK
bride she makes a bag of fine muslin. turn. I shall stay with you.”
This she begins to till with rose leaves.
In another moment the boat was low- and enter the government grounds to the
executive huildi g, which was once the
Each year adds its share. When she ered into the water.
dies, perhaps an old woman full of
Langdon was so happy that even the palace of King David Kalakaua. We are
years, It is this rose pillow that her death which threatened both Frances interested in the royal paims that line the
head rests ou. In this calm acceptance and himself had not the expected ter- main entrance on both sides, and we snap
Easy and pleasant to
He tried hard to keep our camera once or twice.
of and preparation for the great events ror for him.
U8®- Contains no
Injurious drug.
of life, such as marriage and death, from a muttered prayer that the boat
Passiug on around the palace we walk
Jl is
quickly absorbed
there are time and soil for the blos- containing “Mrs. Dismal” would be do*n another broad, royal, paim lined
belief
at
once
i. r7ee
and Cleanses wi—
_mb
soming of fancy which we, stumbling, lost. But there was little time for any- avenue—the one occupied by a force from
hit and mi«s, through life, do not fur- thing except preparation. Langdon se- the U. S. S. “Boston”, and volunteer
nil*
cured life preservers, which he put on troops on the 17th of January, 1893, when
and Protects the Membrane. Restores the
______________________
*t*d bmell. Large Size, 50cents
Frances and himself, then lashed Fran- it took possession of the government
TsfcTfVf*
woman has such an imagination that
A
PIV
SsSl.*® wutaftgat Druggists or by mall
ces to a skylight, securing himself to it
building now used as a court house.
ElA BROTHERS,
Warren street. New York. she tblDks she is happy when she Is breakWe cross another street to this building
They then waited for the
who afterward.
man
some
over
heart
her
ing
and grounds and examine the statue of
to go down, the happiest period eiwouldn’t he worth her little Anger If he ship
be Is.—
ther had known in five years. But the Kamehameba I, after which we retrace
Notice.
were as good as she believes
ship did not go down. The breach was our steps to our hotel.
undersigned hereby gives notice that he
on her
This is the evening of our first day in
i*i .v*148 contracted with the city of Ell worth.
Ton can’t sleep In the stillest patched up, and she proceeded
rine support of the
Sleeplessness.
poor, during the ensuing
the city of Honolulu, on the island of
Take Hood's Journey.
Is bad.
has
if
made
digestion
their
for
your
*?d
night,
provision
jjjrf*
ample
and
H® therefor© forbids all persons from
Oahu of the Hawaiian group.
AS 80011 as me iu»eis inauni
Sarsaparilla—It strengthens the stomach
urnuhng supplies to any pauper on his ac^
P. G. Wooster.
establishes Ibat condition In which sleep regu
land they learned that the boat In
his
written
he
will
order,
pay
foi?"jthout
lm goods so
furnished. Hahkt H .low kb.
larly comes anil Is sweet and refreshing.—Advl.
which Mrs. Franklin had left the steamFraner had landed on Newfoundland.
The Robin.
A
ces cabled to know if she was well.
West Franklin, July 11,1903.
To the Editor of The American:
reply came:
“For your cruel desertion I tap never
Among itie lew strawberry plants that
forgive you."
1 have are four single rows, each ten feet
the
broke
“feather
that
That was the
in length, that were set the latter part of
Very, very often some enthusiastic
Frances concluded to
camel's back."
last August.
On July 1, from these 1
customer tells us how much his Clarion
her
lover
nor
sacrifice neither herself
picked one and one-half quarts. If clipleases him.
an
married
were
matic conditions had not been so unfavany longer, and they
hour after receipt of the message.
The experience is the same in every
orable undoubtedly there would have
of
the
cookIs
very proud
LHigdon Carr
been fifty per cent. more. The robin had
kitchen-where a Clarion does the
fuel
mettle there is in his wife. He says free access.
C. £. Butler.
ing-short working hours—small
was
undesertathat when her mother
bills.
when
desert
her;
ble Frances would not
Trust Those who Have Tried.
how much
he was uudesertable, she would not
Perhaps you have no idea
I suffered from catarrh of the worst kind and
with
be
on
her
return
would
Frances
desert him.
easier your housekeeping
never hoped for cure, but Ely's Cream Balm
treated her mother as an irresponsible seems to do even that.—Oscar Ostrom, 45 Wara Clarion.
child, and whan It was apparent that ren Ave, Chicago, 111.
When you find out, nothing can keep
1 suffered from caurrh; it got so bad I could
she was unmanageable she put her in
There, surrounded bjg not work. 1 used Ely's Cream Balm and am
a sanitarium.
ycu from buying one.
she
imalids,
gossiped entirely well.—A.C* Clarke, 341 Shawmut Ave,
sympathizing
the imperial clarion.
continually about the ingratitude of Boston, Mass.
A*k your dealer about CLARIONS or write us.
The Balm does not Irritate oi1 cause sneezing.
children and lived happy till she died.
Sold by druggists at 50 eta., or mailed by Ely
F. A. MITCHEL.
Maine.
& BISHOP
Brothers, 56 Warren St., New York.

Compound

An Actual Case Described.
Charles Bischoff was afflicted with
boils till he reminded his friends of
the Bible story about Job.
Finally
some
one
persuaded him to take
Dr. Greene’s Nervura, and he was
cured.
Then ho wrote to Dr. Greene as
follows:
"My Dear Dr. Greene:

I have been troubled with nerve and blood
flfsense.s for the 'ast teu years. I had a num.
ber of boil* breaking out on my neck all the
time, ami I tried all kinds ©r remedies and
could not be cured. A friend of mine told
me to get Or. Greene’s Nervura blood and
nerve remedy.
I did and it has cured the
boil-*, and I have found it the best that can
be found for blood and nerve diseases. It
Is making my skin so healthy that I intend
to lake it right along.

1

CHARLES BISCHOFF,
Newark, N. J.

Permanently

Mission of the Blood Corpuscles.
All healthy blood also contains a
certain number of white corpuscles.

—

Skin eruptions of all kinds resulting
from impure blood are especially apt
to appear in the spring.
The most efficient Spri'-g medicine known, is Dr.
Greene’s Nervura because it acts on
both blood and nerv«s.
Now is the time when every one
ous.
Blood is the life of the human body. ought to take a good spring medicine
like
the
it
rushes
Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
heart,
Pumped by
through
Make Dr. Greene your own physithe veins into tne remotest part of the
IIis expert medical advice is
system. If the blood is rich, red and cian.
Call or write to 34 Tempi®
it carries health and abounding free.
If the blood is impoverished Place. Boston, Mass.
ife.

No.r?t°

flure

day,

WOOD

CO., Bangor,

B‘“&,h;d

Buckingham’s Dye

Makes linen lily
white and wash-

day

a

delight

50cts.

it

Hail&Co

Nashua

N H

ference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
where others have railed. The moatditficultcases successfully treated by mail,and beneficial results guaranteed in everv instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladles
whom we never sec. Write for further particulars and free confidential advice. Do not nut off
too long. All letters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy is absolutely safe under
leaves
every possible condition and positively
no alter ill effect upon the health. Sentby mail,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be
registered. DU. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Treinont St., Boston, Mass.
cases

Labor, Big Cake. Little Price, 5c.

j
!

P

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundrcdsof buxiuuswotncn. There is positive,
ly no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quictl!) and sately do the work.
Longest and mo. t obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at an v suge. No pain, danger,or inter,

Sunlight
Less

druggutsor R

of

Dr. Emmons7

you wash in the
“Sunlight” way.
The Soap of Perfection is

Catarrh

high quality ranges-clarions

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

kind.

washday”

CATARRH

Panper

on

“don’t-worry-on-

PARCHER,

HAY FEVER

Bowels
regular? Digestion good? If
not, remember Ayer’s Pills.
Is it acting well?

washbut use the

and toil

DIAMOND

BALX

Your Liverl

DON’T EOF-

1

an

The Best Spring Medicine.

These are the scavengers. They circulate around among the red particles
and drive out impurities and disease
germs. If the blood is lacking entirely
in white corpuscles, it is liable to disOn the other hand too many
ease.
white corpuscles are equally danger-

VMl’f8'

c. A.

“CHARLES BISCHOFF.
(Signed)
Newark, N. J.”
The above letter is genuine. Any
one interested may see the
original at
I)r. Greene’s office, 34 Temple Place,
Boston.
The boils resulted from impure
blood. Mr. Bischoff was cured of boils
because Dr. Greene’s Nervura purified
the blood.
"66 17th Ave.,

in human blood are round, disc-shaped
objects, too small to be seen by the
naked eye. The red corpuscles give
color, richness and health to the blood.

—

•’

how important is it that the blood
should be restored and kept in that
condition. Dr. Greene's Nervura blood
and nerve remedy will do this.
If
your brain is exhausted, if you suffer
from insomnia and nervousness, if you
have boils or unsightly pimples and
eruptions on your lace, it is because
your blood is impure. No amount of
cosmetics or outside applications will
do you permanent good. You must
remove the
cause
that is impure
blood. Strengthen, enrich and purify
the blood with Dr. Greene’s Nervura,
and these symptoms that cause you
so much trouble and uneasiness will

disappear.

Paine’s Celery

Oolong,

Pure, Rich Blood Means Health.
If pure, rich blood means health,

—

applied to the
cap-tsn,
warped in.
A crowd of white people and Kanakas
is on the pier to give us welcome.
I am
looking for the face of a friend whom I
havo advised of my coming.
Presently I
near a
voice: “How do you do, Mr.
and

and diseased it carries misery, pain
and sickness. The blood, tben, is tha
essence of life.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR LAURDRY C^APE
We

Kodol

Dyspepsia
Digests
what

Cure

you

promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign

PATENTS
[

eat.

Send model, sketch or photo of invention for
free report on patentability.
fri e book,
patentability. For in
How to Secure'
write
Patents and
to

TRADE-MARKS

{
i

GASNOWI

It artificially d igests the food and aid*
Nature io strengthening and recon*

the exhausted digestive or*
gans. It istbe latest discovered digestant and tonic. No other preparation
It in*
can approach it in efficiency.
stantly relieves and permanently cures

strutting

OPPOSITE U S.PATENT OFFICE.

WASHINGTON.D.C.

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn, Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
TIME and
Sick Headache. Gastralgia.Crampsand
bt using
all other results of imperfect digestion.

time*
Price 50c. and II. Large site contains
Bin all sise. Book al 1 about dyspepsia mailed free
uettfiTT
A CO*. Chicago*
Prepared by E. C*

C.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

Maine.

MONEY

I’hallen’s

Books.

14 Dover Street,

New York.

BZiTiBWOZlTEf

If niCC Who Have Used Them
LAuILO Recommend astheBE8T

STEAM

©B. KI.\G'8
Star Crown Brand

LAUNDRY

AND BATH ROOMS.

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

"NO

U««J tor year* bj leading ipecia!i«u. Hundred* of test!.
monial*. Atrial will convince you ol their intrinsic value
incase of suppress, on. Send ten cents tor sample and
book. All Druggist* or by mail 11 JO bo*.
IMS MEDICINE GO., Ejx 1930. BOSTON, MASS.

THE AMERICAN'S

Record

Advertiser’s Record,
Subscription Record,
Job Printer’s Record,
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed and indexed for quick entry
and reference. Descriptive circular and price
list on application. Published by
E. A. & W. E. CHIT.D,

advertiser!

are

letting down the price-bare into the field
of bargains.

PAY, NO WA8HKI."

All kinds of laundry worn done at short «t
Ice. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. K8TBY A CO.,
West End Brtdse.
Ellsworth. •«»

The merchant who does not advertise in
dull season makes it more profitable for
\ those who do advertise.
a

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

PUBLISHED
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

The

school

summer

breezes.

ELLSWORTfr, MAINE,
BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
W. Rollins, Editor and Manager-

_

Of the 214,633 pupils in Maine’s schools,
Hancock county is credited with 11,666,
and this number entitles the county to

f32,309

of the State's

school fund

JULY

1903

1903

Su. Mo. Tu. We. Th. Fr. Sa.

2 3 4
5 6
12 13 14
19 20 21
26 27 28

9 10 II

8

15 16 17 18
22 23 24 25

g^Full

1

9
^

4:02
p.m.
0:43

ff

Third

n

n

\t Quarter 1 /

pu

First

jkv New
VMoon
2:14
Q-i

The total

money.

for 1903 amounts to

a

n A

24

p. m
7:4«

V Quarter 01

Business again responds to improved
conditions.
Retail distribution
of
merchandise is accelerated by more
seasonable weather and fewer labor
controversies, while wholesale and
jobbing trade,
especially at the
interior, shows the encouraging effect
of brighter agricultural prospects.
There is
the customary excessive
demand
for farm hands, in one
extreme case labor sold at auction for
£6 a day, while train loads of men
have been seized
before reaching
their original destination.
Reports of holiday traffic and trade
in
indicate
no
holiday
goods
diminution in purchasing power, and
semi annual inventories show a more
gratifying situation than exoected.
There is less than the usual midsummer idleness in
manufacturing,
except in the cotton industry.
Opening of fall lines at Baltimore
meet with good returns,
there is
seasonable activity in dry goods at
Boston, reports from Philadelphia
indicate that lumber and building
materials are in brisk demand, while
railway traffic and industrial activity
are most satisfactory at Chicago.
*****
Another week of favorable weather
has done much to restore normal crop
in
sections
conditions, especially
where replanting had put agricultural
products so far back that there was
danger from frost at the latter end of
the season. Gloomy statements are
being succeeded by reports of a more
cheerful tone, and quotations require
speculative support to maintain their

position.

While cotton has not resumed a
normal price, it reacted about *10 a
bail below the high point two weeks
It was an interesting comago.
mentary on the fate of efforts to
corner the
great staples that the
cotton market collapsed severely on
the same day that the last payment
was made
in connection with the
settlement of claims against the firm
that failed three years ago in a similar
effort to control the available supply
of cotton.

If any one in Hancock county has a
heavier child of its age than Mr. and Mrs
Fred Bunker, of
Franklin, we would
hear of

like to
not be

This boy, who will
until September,

it.

years old

seven

weighs 107 pounds.
Augustus Jones, of Ellsworth, had the
milk from his cow tested recently by the
Babcock test. One of the herd tested 10
Mr. Jones feels pretty
8 10 per cent.
proud of this, he having raised the cow.
He also owns the dam and granddam of
cow.

summers

at

and

apple
years

forest trees

there

for

past, have failed to put in

pearance this
county towns

few

a
an

apAre all Hancock

season.

favored?

so

Portland's Special Celebration on Aug.
12—Great Preparations.
The Maine legislature, during last winter's session, officially recognized the importance of the Old Home week movement, and regularly established an Old
Home week, which for this year is August
10 to 15.
On the Sunday preceding O d
Home week it is hoped clergymen will

appropriate sermons.
Portland, to aid in keeping up the good
work, will have a special celebration,
with speaking by famous sons of Maine,
and by public exercises on Wednesday,
deliver

This

August

chance to

see

will

visitors

give

the forts which

the harbor in the

will

a

defend

summer war maneuvres.

and the thousands of soldiers in garrison,
while there will be plenteous opportunity

bay, enjoy

to sail about Casco

the

many
is world-

trolley trips for which Portland
famous, and to visit Portland's four

sum-

theatres.

mer

It is hoped that every town in Maine
will interest itself in this matter, as tend-

ing

keep

to

Apathy

Maine.

movement

an

annual

In the Old

tends

of the

success

practice of former
pilgrimage to

up the

makiug

residents

injure

to

Home week
not

only the

affair, but also the interests

of the entire .State.
The full

programme in Portland will be

announced In

short time.

a

Twenty-Sixth Maine.
eighteenth aunual reunion of the
Twenty-sixth Maine regimental association will be held at Belfast, Aug. 12, rain
The

shine.

or

Members

are

requested

with their wives.

to

be

present

meeting,

Business

9.30

Roil-call at 10.
Dinner, 1130 a.
The association will furnish coffee,

a. m.
m.

but otherwise each comrade
his

own

will

provide

rations.

by Mayor Small, of
Belfast, and response by Ralph Morse, of
Yale college.
The following railroads and steamboats
Address of welcome

will sell

trip

one

fare ticnets

for the round

places mentioned, Aug. 11 or 12,
good to return until and on Aug. 15: Banto

The Pope.
County to
Silver Star'’from Brooksvllle and CssXIII still hangs
by a thread which may be broken at tine to Belfast; Boston & Bangor boats
Now for nearly two from bay and river landings to Belfast;
any moment.
Maine Central from any station to Belweeks the interest and sympathy of

Pope Leo

the civilized world have been at- fast,
each way.
tracted to the Vatican.
Anj’one knowing the death of a comThe dying pontiff has reached an age rade within a
year, is requested to seno
his
the
name, company with date and cause
allotted span, being
long beyond
of his death and p ace of his burial to the
in his ninety-fourth year, and has
secretary, 1). W. Billings, Belfast, at ouee.
been pope for
nearly twenty-six
has
His
been
a
of
life
years.
great
The outlook is that the entering class at
activity and industry. His purposes the University of Maine will number
200.
over
have, says Rradstrect's, in a brief but
Chief Justice Wiswell was one of the
comprehensive article, been beneficent, and his temper has affected the guests at the outing of th** Cumberland
bar last Saturday at South Freeport.
mass
of men as being Bingularly
F E
TimhertHt,of Augusta, w»»
kindly and benign.
elected
president, of the ehsociat on of
But he has been more than this. siste superintendents of banking hi BufThe next convenfalo la»t Wednesday
Apart from his exalted station, bis tion will be held at Indianapolis.
has
individuality
impressed itself
one

aud

once

three-fourths cents

mile

a

twice

or

throughout the summer,
with much interest.

a

of

ss

practically

on

This

design.

the

in

Herreshoff

from

this

and many

of

prominent

the

lines and

was

raciug

R.

design,

one

enjoyable affair was the drive to
Jordan pond Wednesday morning, and a
A very

built by

were

and their

summer

series of

from

which

to be sailed

will consist of

British and American flags and wild
flowers. The band from the “Texas” ac-

:

which

was

companied

the

the

twenty to twenty-five,
twice a week—on
Wednesdays and Saturdays. One of the
conditions of the races is that an amateur

green wore In order, at which the
met many representatives of Bar

yachtsman

society.

are

fessional
other

must steer the boats.

may

amateur

A

dence, where tea and

pro-

Mr. and Mrs. Edward

accompany the owner or
charge, but ou race-days

a

in

to

time,

but fell behind after

of her

Edgar Scott,

a

won

was

season’s series of races.
The course on Saturday

elapsed time

the

a

tion
the

were as

at

dinner.

given
ships at

Pot and Kettle
officers at breakfastthe

afternoon

from

to

hundred

several

3

to

fleet gave
guests

British flagship “Arladne”.

6

the

a

recep-

on

hoard

a

Admiral

'illJtirrtisnmT.ts.

follows:

Y.

oicner.
Elapsed Time.
list, Edgar Scott.• •••14712
Astrid, II L Rno.1 50.07

Name and

F. SIMON TON, M.

PHYSICIAN

Curlew, II Gallatin.■*••. 152 54
Joker, 11 M Sears.1 56
Ben, A G Stewart.2 02.42
Scud, A J Cassatt.2 04.26
Papoose 3d, V E Macey. 2 04 36
Kirwana. J B Trevor.••••.2 0*>.10
Zara, J M Scars.2 05 41

and

D.j

SURGEON.

Offices in Manning Block, formerly occupied by
Dr J. F. Manning. Office open day ami night,
except when absent on professional calls.

iiia,-i7i voT^llai'

If

W.i

for

i
j

July,

8TATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held u
llluehlll, in and for said county of
on the seventh day of July, in the
year
our Lord one thousand nine
hundred andu
three.
On the
petition ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons inter
ested. hy causing a copy of said petition and
this order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth
lean, a newspaper published at Ellsworth in
said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
said county, on the fourth day of August a d
1903, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the praver of
the petitioner should not be granted.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probata,
A true copy. Atteati—Cats. P. Dorr, Register

Hancock*
Hi

To all persons interested in either of the es
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at BlaehiU, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
day of July, a. d. 1903.
matters having been pre
rpHE following
X sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causiug a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
may apEllsworth, in said county, that
pear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fourth day of
August, a. d. 1903, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they set
cause.

was

woS**?

running.?!!!
"k«
Il»,a,he
.s,??!;
comHi

they

on
board
the
Sands gave a diuner
“Texas” Thursday evening in honor of
and
officers.
the British admiral
Friday morning at 7 30 the British ships
retui ned to Halifax, and Friday afternoon
the “Texas” sailed for Nahant, Mass.

tbe winner of
from

the

smoker

warrant officers of the

mishap Thursday

first place,

was

given

A dance for

followed

evening

Thursday morning

point in the harbor to Schooner Head, to
Turtle Island ledges and borne, twice
around. Tbe boats in order of finishing,
and

quests

same

officers of the British

whose boat

were

Thomas A. Reilley.

club entertained the

last

owners

dance

Wednesday night by Mr.

and Mrs.

for

rigging.

Mr. Scott

and

Green

the 9t. Sauveur.

r

summer.

dinner

On the

very clever yachtsman, and he and
Mr. Sears had many a close contest last

is

Harbor

Coles entertained

Bowling

about 100

by H. ML Sears, led the way for

some

(

officers

party of officers and others at dinner
A

The boats being of exactly tbe same size
design, and carrying the same amount
of canvas, the outcome of the races will
depend to a targe extent upon tbe skill of
the amateur sailing-masters.
Last Saturday’s race brought out nine
contestants and was interestingly fought
out from start to finish.
The “Joker”,
and

some

the

on

Wednesday evening.

be must not touch the wheel.

owned

dance

a

or*tu*

recoils ?
Hi"

SLrgnl Xotirra.

On the return from Jordan Pond the
party stopped at Dhvld B. Ogden’s resi-

a

North."0’

more"
samT'k!'

Good Hair

party.

at

Harbor, Mount Desert, in the county
cock, aud state of Maine, and uariie,
bounded and described as
Beginning at a large rock near the
.:
road
below
bouse formerly 0I
Robert, marked thus X; thence
seventeen degrees south eleven rod. ,“ " "
sooth a little ea.tw.rdlv to a fir tr«'
beach at the mouth of Northeast
thence eastward ly by the shore to
near the county road, spotted on
four .is
thence northerly to the first
msntodSK
bound, containing one acre
gether with all the privileges to the
Ing the same primises discribed as
In the deed front Harriet Pung to
Walsh, dated May J. a. d lg« and
the registry of deeds for said Hancock
tv.
Maine May 4.
tv. Maine.
May t. aa. dd. lam I__ 2**
That it wonld be for the utrueni
benefit of ikiH
minors that said real estate should he
™
and the proceeds placed at Interest
Wherefore your petitioner pr«V8 tk.,
licensed
to
be
sell
and convey said
may
estate at private sale for the
purpose store
Said.
HllMlI L. Ha Vacs
Dated at Mount Desert this seventh da.’ei
a*Jr 01
a. d. ISOS.

follow*, t?
VL.

Vigor

00 a bottle.
All druggist*

!

at

budding? .I01,«

provementa thereon, situated

for over 40
have need Ayer's Hair
rears old and have * heavy
years. I am now
growth of ririi brown hair, due, I tblnk.eutlrely to Ayer’s Hair Vlffor.”
Mrs. M. a. Kkjth, Belleville, 111.
I

*W.n? D'

countv

New York, that It I. PomTm*
01
are Ibe owner, in vested
wise, of certain real estate, alt.iato.t
town of Mount Deeert, in eaid
eonntiof
cock, and described as follows. v[,
tenth part each (or one-filth
part in’,im
common and undivided of a certain
.H*
parcel Of land, with the

the dandruff, saved your hair,
and added much to it. If
not entirely bald, now is your
opportunity. Improve it.
••

i-

2?®)

p

a?
remainderI,“
ub'!'
n“M

Brooklyn Borough, King*

*1

Jordan Pond house,
artistically decorated with

luncheon

it

»•«*„. of
State, as nest friend of Alilj
and Lucy M. Walsh
Welshi, minor children of Edward

Hair Vigor

sum-

Hatfield
gave a breakfast to meet t he admirals and
captains of the ships. Tuesday evening a
dinner was given in honor of the officers
at Kebo Valley club, at which Dr. Robert
j
Amory, of Boston, president of the (club, j

morning Henry

Tuesday

ownership was determined by lot.
The new boats are thirty-one feet on
the waterline, and about forty-nine feet
on top.
For such small boats they carry
a large amount of sail.
races

honor of

by one
followed, and all
which will participate presided.

same

plan

this summer’s

the

was

In

residents.

mer

season closed last
year it
announced that several new thirtyfooters would be built during the winter,

Samuel It. Eldridge, late of Bucksport. in :
said county, deceased. A certain instrument'
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
George A. Eldridge administrator with the
will annexed, the executor therein named
having deceased.
William Wasson, late of Brooksville, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said decease*, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Mary 8. Wasson. the executrix therein uamed.
George Wescott, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur
porting to be the last will and testameut of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Mary Josephine
Wescott. the executrix therein named.
Harriet 8. 8purling, late of Chicago, Illinois, deceased. Petition tiled by George A.
Phillips, administrator, for license to sell
the real estate of said deceased.
Harriet Hutchins, late of Orland, in said
Petition filed by George
county, deceased.
M. Warren, administrator, for license to sell
the real estate of said deceased.
Abijah Garland, late of Ellsworth, in said
First account of A. F.
county, deceased.
Burnham, administrator, filed for settlement.
Edson H. Buker. late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of 1
George H. Witherle, executor, filed lor settle-

foregoing

Ainer?

BTATK OF MAINE.
Hancock a*.—At a probate court held at
Bluehill. in and for said county of Hancock
on the seventh day of July, in the year of
oar
Lord one thousand nine hundred and three.
A
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a
of
the
last
wilt
and
1V
copy
testament of
Sarah Parker Linvcre, late of Bostou. in the
county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate
thereof in said Commonweal h, duly authenticated. having been presented to the judge
of probate for our said county of Hancock,
for the purpose of being allowed, filed and
recorded in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the fourth day of August, a. d.
1903, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for safd
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forenoon. and show cause,
if any they have,
against the same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest:—Cham. P. Dokb, Register.
Hancock

STATE OF MAINE.
s»—At a
court

held

probate
Bluehill, in and for said county of Hancock,
on
the seventh day of July, in the year of

TELEPHONE.

our

ilrf.

SEVEN-ROOM

JFcr Sale,

HOUSE-My

Sasture.

j

ILcgal Xotkrs).

ORDERED

THE

Tub Ellsworth American
papnr.l

jFounti,

COAT—July

aubmiBcnunt*.

3Lcst.

really

£prc:ai Notices.

PURSUANT

clmimmtntg.

dict that the difficulties will be speedily, amicably and satisfactorily settled.

hali

Hancock
ELLSWORTH.
—

“Kearsarge” Coining

to Lamoine.

A

dispatch from the navy department
to Capt. Hemphill, of the United Staten
fl igship “Kearsarge”,lying at Portsmouth,
Eng will be of interest to many Hancock county people:
The orders are for Capt. Hemphill to
clean the “KearsargeV’ propellers, fill her

bankers with the best cos! and go at
highest speed, natural draft, to French-

man’s bay.

In response to these orders 1,500 tons ol
coal have been ordered, and will be put
aboard to-day, the propellers Und bottom
are being cleaned, and Friday at 9 a. m.,
the ‘-Kearsarge” will weigh aucbor and
begin her speed trip across the Atlantic
to the Lamoine coaling station.
This is the first occasion in the time of
peace that a battleship has been subject
to such a severe test. It recalls a similar
voyage of the “Oregon” at the time of the
war.

By the route selected by Capt. Hempthe 'Kearsarge” will steam 2,852
miles.

Management of

-■—

.Charles 1*. Halplu

THURSDAY, JULY

23

ONE NIGHT ONLY.
LEROY J. FRENCH and his Merry
Company of Comedians, Singers and Dancers
in the Musical Farce Comedy

PECK’S
BAD BOY
Elegant Scenery.
Beautiful Costumes.

A GRAND CHORUS OF FIFTEEN!
PRICES, 25, 35, 50c.
Advance Sale at

Wiggtu

& Moore’s.

at

Lord one thousand nine hundred and
three.
4
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
George II. Mace, late of Aurora, in said : JY copy of the l «st will and testament of Ira
First account of Fred Gerry, late of Stonebam. in thecouniyof Midcounty, deceased.
Mace, administrator, filed for settlement.
! dlesex, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Millie 1. Jon.s, minor, Gouldsboro. First decea*ed, and ol the probate thereof in said
HOUSE on Fourth street. account of John F. Jones, guardian, filed for Commonwealth, duly authenticated, having
The negotiations iu the labor trouble:
Electric lights. Reut reasonable. Apply settlement.
betn presented to the judge of probate for
Patrick Mulhern, late of Bullivan, in said our said county of Hancock for the purpose
that has existed here for some time were j to W. T. Moore, Ellsworth.
First special account of of beiug allowed, filed and recorded in the
county, deceased.
Bedford B.Tracy and John Mulhern, admin- probate court of our said county of Hancock.
hung up for over a week without accomistrators, authorized to sell the real estate of
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
plishing any results.
the heirs of said deceased, filed for settle- all persons interested therein, by publishing
Some lime ago it was decided to submit
a copy of this order three weeks successively
home at Town Hill. Eden I
Arthur Royal, late of
Ellsworth, in said j in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
tlie differences to a board of arbitration.
Fann of 40 to 50 acres. Good field and I
county, deceased. Fl«*t account of Guy L. printed at Ellsworth, 1n said county of HanCuts 15 to 18 tons of hay. Two story |
This plan seemed practical, and was acfiled for settlement. > cock, prior to the fourth day of August,
administrator,
Peavey,
ouse. large stable, all in good
to have fixed the amount alrepair. Loca- Also
a. d. 19U3, that they may appear at a probate
ceptable to both parties, but when it tion. 8 miles from Bar Harbor ana Northeast I lowed petition
for gravestones for said deceased, and ! court then to be held at Ellsworth, lu aud for
Harbor and 6 miles from Quarryville, where that
came to selecting the board of arbitrators
dollars is a reasonable sum said county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the
thirty-five
there are good markets for any farm product*. !
therefor,
and show cause, if any they have,
there was a bitch.
Very pood location for a country hotel, j William Conway, late of Ellsworth, in said forenoou,
the same.
Splendid view of the mountains. Will sell on j county, deceased. Petition filed by Nellie L. against
Each side was to choose two men, one a
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
easy terms or will rent for a term of years. I Davis, daughter of said deceased, for the A
true copy, Attest:—Cuah. P. Dona. Register.
resident and one a non-resident, and the j The only reason why I wish to sell is that I am 1
judge of probate for said county, to allow
focr thus chosen were to select the fifth1 not aole to work the farm on account of ray from the estate of said deceased a‘ reasonable
STATE Or MAINE.
age. Apply to E. M. Hamor, West Eden, Me. sum for the erection of gravestones, for fumember. The four men were chosen, but
Hancock s*».--At a probate court held at
neral expenses, and expenses of last sickne«s
of Jane Conway, widow of said deceased, she Bluehill.in and for the county of Hancock,
each side objected to one of the arbitrathe year of
on the seventh day of July, in
leaving no estate.
and
tors proposed by the other. A meeting
William Callahan, late of Mount Desert, in our Lord one thousand nine hundred
tHE subscriber hereby gives notice that said countj deceased.
was
held Saturday evening, and tLe
Petition filed by three.
the
this
and
after
that
from
day
he
has
been
duly appointed adminis- Zemro F. Callahan, administrator, for order
names of the men to whom objection was
court* of probate In and for said county
trator of the estate of Levi Lurvey,
late of distribution.
made were withdrawn and new names of Tremont, in the county of Hancock,
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court. of Hancock, shall be held at the following
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. A true copy, Attest:—(’mas. P. Dork, Register. times and places, to wit:
were suggested, and it is probable that the
At Ellswor'h on the first Tuesday of JanuAll persons having demands against the esary, March. April, June, August, October and
both tate of said deceased are desired to present
men named will be scceptaole to
subscriber hereby Rives notice that
November.
rpHE
the same for settlement, and all indebted
1 she has been duly appointed executrix
At Rluebill on the first Tuesday of July and
thereto are requested to make payment imof the last will and testament of Albina H.
September.
Reuben F. Lurvey.
Tbe builders’ association has named mediately.
late of Orlaud, in the county of
Dresser,
At
Bncksport on the first Tuesday of FebruJuly 7. 1903.
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the ary and December.
David Ogden, of New Yoric, and Charles
law directs.
All persons having demands
rI^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
At Eden (Bar Harbor) on the first TuesF. Psine, of Bar Harbor.
against the estate of said deceased are de- day in May. Court will also be in session, for
he has been duly appointed adminisJl
The men named by the labor unions are trator of the estate of Phebe H. Closson, sired to present the same for settlement, and hearings only, at Bar Harbor on the day* follate of Bluehill. iu the county of Hancock, all indebted thereto are requested to make lowing the regular sessions of probate court
D.
C
of
D.
Arthur
Washington,
Addison,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. payment immediately.
in August and November.
Myra Ellen Dresser.
and Kev. 8. L. Hanscom, of Bar Harbor. All persons having demands against the esJuly 7. 1903.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
f'l'tHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
subscriber hereby gives notice that
the same for settlement, and all indebted
Last week was one of great social activ
she
has
been
X
he has been duly appointed administhereto are requested to make payment imduly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of Peter 8. trator of the estate of Lydia B- Lurvey,
Isaac
Clohson.
social
t
he
summer
the
mediately.
among
colony,
ity
Moore, late of Tremont, in the county of late of Tremont. in the county of Hancock
July 7. 1903.
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required deceased, and given bonds as tne law directs
^flHE subscriber hereby gives notice that by the terms of said w ill. All persons having All persons having demands against the es£0antfli.
_L she has been duly appoiuted executrix demands
against the estate of said de- tate of said deceased are desired to present
of the last will and testament of Susan M.
ceased are desired to present the same the same for settlement, and ail indebted
Davis, late of Ellsworth, in the county for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imthereto are
4 GENT—Male or female, to take orders diHancock, deceased, and given bonds as the requested to make payment immediately.
Reuben F. Lukvey.
mediately.
XV rect from consumers for our 44 styles of of
All persons having demands
Mary E. Stanley Moorr.
Address law directs.
Exclusive territory.
tiue hosiery.
July 7. 1903
July 7. 1903.
against the estate of said deceased are deLawrence Knitting Co., 172 Broadway, Lawsired to present the same for settlement, and
rence, Mass.
Sixteen ouncett of performance to every
all indebted thereto are requested to make
pay men immediately.
pound of promise in the advertisement*
Mary A. Macombkr,
Ellsworth.
July 7.1903.
of THE AMERICAN.
[The only oomcrv

greatly
parties tothe.labor

hill

ships

Before the

ruler,

Spanish-American

dinner
Monday
Vice-Admiral Sir
Archibald L. Douglass, K. C. B., and
Rear Admiral Sands, given by E. Hall
McCormick at Mizzentop. The guests
were a number of officers of the various

tertainment

evening

watched

were

What splendid type
tlrel»
activity 1b the
■un as the |>-almist deserliie* it Issuing' like a
11 on Water St., gentleman’s
"bridegroom from Mb chamlwr and rejoicing
coat. Owner can have same by calling
like a strong man to run a race”
livery man at Josiah Tinckbr’s and proving property.
ought to rise in the morning refreshed by elun
i*er and renewed by rest, eager f.»r the s run Me
of the day
But how rarely this is so.
Mo-t
ecclesiastical
there will have people rise atl*l unjrefresiled, and dreading the
strain of the ay’s labors. The cause of thle is
away one of the
great deficient vitality
and behind this lies a deficient
T7*YE GLASSES—On Main 8t., pair of gold
of the time.
eupp'y of pure, rich blood, and an Inadequaie Mtj rimmed eye glasses. Finder will be renourishment of tl»e body
There Is nothing that warded by leaving at J. A. Thompson’s store.
will give a man strength and energv mb will Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery
It doe*
It is
to the credit of both this
by Increasing the quantity and* quality of
blood aupp'v.
This nourishes the nerve*,
controversy at Bar the
feeds the t>ralil, builds
enfeebled organs,
Harbor that they have agreed to settle and gives that sense of up
strength and power
NOTICE.
their differences by arbitration.
It which makes the struggle of life a joy. 1 he
U. 8. Circuit Court.
4
"good feeling”’ which follows the u«e of
Maine District, Portland, July 9,1903. j
would be a serious blow to every one "Golden Medical Discovery" Is not due to
to the rules of the Circuit
stimulation as it contains no alcohol, whisky or j
of the many phases of life at Bar Har- other intoxicant. It does not brace up the imkIv.
Court of the United States for the Disof Maine, notice is hereby given, that F.
bor at this season of the year should a but builds it up into a condition of *ou< d health. trict
Carroll Burrill, of Ellsworth, in said district,
strike occur. Wise counsel seems to
has applied for admission as an attorney and
counsellor of said Circuit Court.
have prevailed, and it is safe to preJambs E. Hrwby, Clerk.

passed
personalities

Sauveur

this

MONK,

aud

Bald? Scalp shiny and thin?
Then it's probably too late.
You neglected dandruff. If
you had only taken our advice, you would have cured

public reception at the St.
Monday afternoon, the first en-

After the

week

a

Ayers

enter-

welcome.

was

The

OLD HOME WEEK.

12.

held

were

royal

to the

over

STATE OF

Breakfasts,
tainment of the visitors.
luncheons, dinners, dances, drives over
the island, Ailed up the days and nlght9
of the officers, and very gay was their

resort have
very enthusiastic
about these little craft which are very
speedy, and at the same time comfortable
for cruising.
there
were
several
Last season
twenty-five footers here, and the races,

the knockabouts

_

Bangor; Washington
Washington Junction; steamer

upon his age, which sees in him one
of its first statesmen, and men generally will recognize that in the departure from
life of this distinguished

spend their

who

given

were

ure,

yachts-

and since that time the amateor

which

gor & Aroostook to

The life of

Bar Harbor, July 14 (special)—The
ot the series of races between the
new fleet of knockabouts was sailed last
Saturday and was won by Edgar Scott’s
“Bat” with H. L. Kuo’s “Astrid” second.
The first knockabouts were brought to
Bar Harbor some five or six years ago,
first

become

WEDNESDAY, JULY 15, 1903.
Business.
[Dun'* Review.)

Knockabout Races Labor Troubles—
Visit of the Warships.
j

men

Surry reports potato bugs and squash
bugs very scarce, while the caterpillars
which have made sad havoc with the

MOON’S PHRSES.
First
JF Quarter

tax

f600,000.

round

the

29 30 31

this

are

marms

sojourning at Stonington, soothed
alternately by the seasonable sayings of
Superintendent Stetson and the soft seaweek

5-rg.il Xoticta.

atrfjrrttennrnts.

lions being the officers of the visiting
British fleet sod tue United States warship “Texas”.
Morning, afternoon and evening, from
the time of their arrival till their depart-

FROM BAR HARBOR.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

£l)c t£Ustuortl) American.

NOTICE.
my wife, Carrie A. Trundy,
having left me without just cause or
I hereby forbid all persons harprovocation,
boring or trusting ht r on my account, as I
shall pay no bills of her contracting after this
Moses C. Trundy.
date.
Haven, Me.. June 23.1903.

WHEREAS

NOTICE.
HEREBY give my son, Fernald G. Howard, his time from this date, and will pay
no bills of his contracting.
Orlando B. Howard.
Cape Rosier, Me., June 29. 1908.

I

not

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Cuniculocus Park.

WEAR THE

KIRSCHBAUM
HAND-MADE
CLOTHING.

with every $10
sale or over.

OUR LINE OF

FURNISHINGS
ARE NEW AND
UP-TO-DATE.

10 DAYS SPECIAL SALE.

For ten

days beginning Thursday, July 9, and to continue
day, July 18, we are going to give a Dress Suit Case with
purchase or over.

until Saturevery

$10

I

trespass
DO demand
protection to life and property
of Hancock, the State of
from the
county

Maine, and the United States of America.

Mary C. Frbtz Austin.

NOTICE.
To official authority for the State of Maine,
county of Hancock, townehips of Lamoine,
Hancock, Franklin and plantation No. 8.
three thousand acres in Cuniculocus Park have been burned to glacial
deposits, clay strata or rock bottom. I demand exemption from taxes on this Austin
property for one hundred years.
Mary C. Frbtz Austin.

OVER

Dress Suit Cases Given Away!

RELIABLE CLOTHING CO.
HARRY

e

CLEANSING, PRESSING and
REPAIRING NEATLY GONE.

CONDON.

Managsr.

ELLSWORTH.

THE TRUE VERSION OF
A NEWSPAPER ITEM

HANCOCK POINT.

*

Osceola was within •
The dipper
sail of New York when a
jew days’
There was
wind struck her.

!

returned to

|
|

I

courses

Ml** Martha Ball has gone to Bar har-

bor,

where she will be

employed.

Nettie Higgins and daughter Sadie
are
stopping with Mrs. S. J. Johnston.
Mrs. Joseph Brewster, with her four
Mrs.

head
11 but to ‘‘lay to” under a
nothing for
the wlud came rain,
flying jib- With
children, has returned to Brewer after a
struck the vessel.
which froze as It
week’s visit with friends here.
John
was
Hutchins,
mate,
The first
July 13.
E.
on
for
his
holding
life,
on the bridge,
John
floor
A. Bacon and family arrived at
on
the
was
slippery
for to walk
the Bacon cottage this week for the sumimpossible and with the lurching of mer.
was liable to be slid overthe vessel he
bad become loosJames Adams and family, of Brookline,
hoard- The main jib
ened and a corner of it was flapping in Mase., have arrived lor the season and are
no
was doing
harm. It occupying the Grant
(he wind. It
cottage In the Field.
unsallorlike. To fix it a
wa» simply
E. B. Bowen launched bis
yacht “Why
on the bowsprit and,
Not” this week, adding another craft to
jmn must go out
considering the ice and the lurching, the Hancock Point fleet. The “Why
thia was equivalent to going overboard. Not” was on the beach all last season.
"Connor," saug the mate to a watch
The week's arrivals at the Tarratlne Inholding ou to the port ratlines, "go out clude Mrs. J. 8.
Wheelwright, Bangor,
and clew up the Jib.”
Col. C. C. Burrlll, Ellsworth, Mrs. J. W.
The man addressed looked up with
Tatley,
Montreal, Canada, Kev. Francis
There bad been bad
an asbeu face.
T. Hazlewood, Lyon, Mass., Miss
Holmes,
him
and
the
first
mate
between
blood
Ellsworth, Mr. and Mrs. Kellogg, Chiduring the voyage and he knew that
Charlton
Lewis
cago,
Murphy, Geneva,
HutchiDS Intended to put him overA. H. Kicker, R-ickland, Mr.
board, or, rather, he knew that Hutch- Switzerland,
aod Mrs. E P. Boutelle, Bangor, Robert
ins expected him to refuse to obey the
C. Catelle, Bangor, Berman Jenuey, Bosorder, which would be rnutiuy, possibly
ton, Mrs. George F. Godfrey. Bangor, Mr.
with death.
punishable
and Mrs. MiltonS. Clifford, Misses Clifout
there
and
can
one
go
live,”
"No
ford, Bangor, J. F. Conolly, Boston, Miss
said Connor. “I can't even let go to
Sarah Catelle, Charles Catelle, Bangor,
get across the deck without being j! Miss France* H.
Stetson, 8t. John, N. B.,
ehot against the bulwarks and mashed
I Miss Hunt, Bangor.
to a Jelly.”
Spec.
July II.
UU,
jvu v
along the gunwale.**
GOLDEN WEDDING.
There was an omlnons silence, at the
About fifty summer visitors extended
end of which Connor said: “Mr. Hutchcongratulation* to Prof, and Mrs. Eben J.
ins, I'm going to obey the order, and
Loomis at a reception given at the TarraIt’s probably the last order I'll ever
tine Monday afternoon celebrating the
obey from any one. If I succeed, when fiftieth
ann'vcrsary of their marriage.
we get to New York and I out of the
At 4 o’clock the guests were received at
merchant service—for I'm expecting to
the Tsrratine parlors which were tastehe married and settle on shore—you'll
decorated for the occasion.
Foxhave Just one more chance to kill me, fully
carnations and Canterbury belts
but you'll have to take the chance of glove,
while buttercups and wild
being killed at the same time. If 1 predominated,
roses were much In evidence
Dainty relose my life and there's uny chance for
freshments were served at 5 o’clock.
the dead to torture the living. I'll make
Prof. Loomis
has become
Hancock
It hot for you.’’
"Is this mutiny?” said the mate, Point’s grand, o'd young man, occupying
a position like u.ito Chief-Justice Fuller
glaring at his victim.
at Sorrenlo among the summer visitors.
There was uo reply. Connor began
In 18*31 Prof. Loomis entered the obserto work his way along the bulwarks,
at Washington, and has been aswatching the seas aud taking advan- vatory
He succeeded in tronomer and observer for forty years.
tage of any lull.
reaching the bowsprit aud began to Cpon retiring Prof, and Mrs. Loomis came
crawl out on it. There were no men to Hancock Point for the summer, spendforward except Hutchins and Connor, ing the winter in Bermuda. Mrs. Loomis
but vhose farther aft, seeing the latter's was Mary A den, of Washington. The
Loomises will probably build at Hancock
attempt, were frozen with horror. ConPoint within a few years.
nor had not covered half the distance
Among those present at the reception
to the sail when a great wave struck
the vessel's bow and sent him into the were Dr E' z-tbetb The*berg, Dr. Grace
brine. Hutchins from the bridge saw Wbeaten. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Mr. and
him swept by and the look that was on Mr-. Milton Clifford, Bangor; Mr. and
his face. Nevertheless he was relieved Mrs. E. P. Boutelle, Bangor; Mrs. Charles,
that the man had gone. There was the ! Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Prof, and Mrs.
usual shout of "Man overboard!” and Ropes, Bangor; Miss Natalie Lord, Wina few life buoys were thrown over, hut j ter Park, Fia ; Miss Sally Crosby, Ells
nothing of moment could be done to ! woitb; Mrs Aiex W. MacCoy, Misses
save Connor, who soon drifted out of
MacCoy, Logan W. MacCoy, Byrn Mawr,
Newton Centre,
; Ps ; Mrs E. B. Bowen,
sight.
A week later the Osceola approached
Mass.; Prof, and Mrs. H. G. Lord, New
New York bay. The cold bad contin- York; Ed ward Stienbaeb, Orange, N. J ;
ued, and her icy coat was even thicker Charlton Murphy, Geneva, Switz.; Mrs.
than it had been. The vessel anchored Moses Stephen Slaughter, Madison, Wis.;
ofT Sandy Hook, waiting orders from Miss Annie Crosby Emery, Ellsworth.
All

on board
out,
the captain aud most of the crew
went ashore for rest and recreation,
leaving the vessel in charge of the first
mate aud a single watch.
At two hells in the evening Hutchins,
after swing that the signal lights were
In position, went down into the cabin
to look over a handle of newspapers
that laid been brought aboard. Sandy
Hook is exiKised to the waves of tbe
ocean, aud tlie ship was rolling heavily.
Presently the mate heard u step on
the companionway. I,ooking up. there
on the stairs stood—the
ghost of Connor! lie was pale ns a corpse, aud his
eyes were flaring.
"Get up!" commanded a voice.
Hutchins, who did not doubt that he
was facing the avenging spirit of the
man he had murdered, obeyed, trembling. Connor or his ghost had meanwhile come down Into the cabin and
passed beyond Hutchins.
"Go on deck!”
Hutchins hacked out of the cabin on
to the deck, fascinated
by the glittering eye of the man or ghost—he did not
know which.

owners.

went worn

so

uo
main Jin needs clewing.
and clew' it.”
Whether the prospect of certain
death—for the conditions differed only
In degree from what they were when
Connor was ordered to make this attempt—or something human there was
about Connor affected him. by this
time Hutchins was ready for defense.
Even a ghost can't corner a man without being turned on, and the mate,
seeing that Connor was unarmed,
suddenly thrust his hand to his hip,
drew a revolver and fired.
His band
was
unsteady. Besides, at the moment
a wave
rolled under the ship. His shot
went wild. The ghost drew a revolver
from under his shirt and before Hutchins could fire
again shot him dead.
Scarcely a minute had elapsed from
the time the two reached the deck before Hutchins' body was rolling in the
lee scuppers.
Two of the crew saw
the fight and,
coming up, drew back at
aight of the man they believed to be
1UP

out

dead.

"Boys," said Connor, "don't be afraid
of me. I'm no
ghost. A life buoy floated by me, and I
clung to It. A steamer
making a few knots only against the
•torm passed so close to me that I was
taken on board and after much effert
revived. 1 got in yesterday, have been
watching for your coming and came
out in a boat. I’ve
punished in a fair
S*ht the coward who tried to kill me.
I’m to be married next week, and I
want you to come to the wedding.”
"First we’ll get rid of this carcass
and say he slipped overboard."
And that was the version of Hutchins’
death given in a four line newspaper
Item.
I'EHCIVAL SCOTT DREW.

School of Agriculture—A New
ami Useful Feature.
With the exception of the abort winter

South-

__

|

The

t»gers.
Jennie Ball
Harbor.

Miiw
west

fOrffrinalJ

UNIVERSITY OK MAINE.

Ux-al Items of Interest-List of Cot-

been

in

the

past of regular college
grade
open only to students with
sufficient preparatory training to “enter

college”.
At the

April meeting,

the trustees appointed a committee to prepare plana for
a school of practical
agriculture as a de-

partment of the college of agriculture of
the university.
At the June meeting,
the establishment of the
school was
authorized, and the necessary funds for
lte development and maintenance were
appropriated.
%
In addition to the six
professors who
are employed In agricultural instruction

—

Mtos Juruan.
Loan, Misses Frances and Natalie—Winter
Park. Fla—Rote lot cottage.
Lord, Prof and Mrs H G—Columbia university N Y—Broadview—Misses Lord and Hertier and Tommy Lord.
MacCOT, Mis w Alexander, Bryn Mawr, Pa—
Misses MaeCoy, W Lo
McFarland cottage.
gan MaeCoy.
Mason, Mr and Mrs John R-Bangor—Mason

cottage. William Mason.
Nichols, J C—Boston—Mr Nichols.
HickkK, Mr and Mrs Y J—Bangor— Maurice
Ricker.
Robinson, Dr and Mrs D A—Bangor—Misses
Robinson, Master Robinson.
Ropes, Prof C J II—Bangor—Jack Ro,»e8
Slaughter, Prof and Mrs Moses Stephen—
Madison, Wis—Miss Elizabeth Slaughter, Mlsa

Stetson, Misses Frances and Edith Plummer.
Stetson, Hon I K
Bangor—Stetson— Mls«
Ruth Stetson.
Thatcher, Hon and Mrs B B—Bangor—Miss
—

Thatcher.
Turner, Prof and Mrs F J—University of
Wisconsin—guests of Prof Slaughter.
Bangor
Walker, Mr and Mrs Edward
Greely cottage. Miss Frances Walker.
Wing, Mrs Sarah D—Bangor—CVwitoIa. Mrs
Whitcomb Newell and Robert Newell.
Wiswell, Judge and Mrs-Ellsworth—Ham—

—

lin cottage.
Woodward, Mr and MrsCE— Bangor— HatleMisses Woodward.
mere.
Wood, Mr and Mrs E E Wood—Bangor-Mas
ter Wood.
Young, Mrs Monroe R—New York—CVoir*nest.
Miss Charlotte Burnette.

Miss Hare—He

plexioo

like

a

told

peach,

me

and—

I had

a

cotn-

Miss Cbellua

—The idea! Of coarse yoa gave him a
piece of your mind. Miss Hare—What?
Certainly not; I— Miss Chellue—The
imprudence of him! Why, you haven’t
any tazz on your face; only on your
upper lip.

la

a

Donald McEacnarn, who has been very
ill, has rallied and is now considered out

danger.

of

Mrs. James Alien and

Provlncetown,

two

visiting Mr.

are

sons, of
and Mrs.

Mrs. Emery Richardson, of £angor,
here

Sunday

over

with

her

sister,

Mary Harriman.

the

college,

the

in

agriculture, particularly along
line of crops and crop production.

Carrie Lynch and friend, from
are bere with Misa
Lynch’s pa-

Miss

Boston,

rents for

a

The game of

baseball

Kincaid who have been at home
Waltham, Mass for a three-weeks’
tion, returned Tuesday noon.

her

vaca-

friend,
pleasant

to

for

morrow

their

on

Mr. Smith,

who

a

KaurosOs an* Stiauiboa

Miss

return

is

Sarsaparilla

positively removes them, has radically
and permanency cured the worst cases, and
is without an equal for all cutaneous
eruptions.
Hood’s Fills are the best cathartic. Price 25 cent*.'

from

Miss Carrie Cochrare
entertained 4
party of her friends at home on Monday

West.

scheduled

Hood’s

short vacation.

Miss May McCarthy and Miss Blanche

leave

vessel, the bark “Penobscot”.

salt rheum.
The suffering from it is sometimes intense; local applications are resorted to—
they mitigate, but cannot cure.
It proceeds from humors inherited or acquired and persists until these have been
removed.

was

Mrs.

of his

the

How it reddens the skin, itches, oozes,
dries and scales!
Some people call it tetter, milk crust or

cation.

tion

at

Eczema

Eugene Grindeil, who has a position at
Ratb, came borne Sunday for a abort, va-

evening in honor of
Cbamben, of Portland.
troting was passed.
fitted

Robinson.

A. P.

a&forrtisnnrntB.

president was empowered to engage an
additional professor in agriculture to devote all hla time to the work of instruc-

Commencing June 15, 1903.
BAB

HABBOB TO BAH GOB.

trip

native

Sun-

day*

of
AM/AM

„_AM
SPMPMjPM
Brooksville, has not been East before for So W
Hbr
8 *0 11*20 y
The school will open for He first term Saturday was not
!*7 ioj..
played, as the Castine tbtrty-three years.
No E Hbr
9 02 il 30 y
7 **»!..
October, and an early announce- team was unable to fill the engagement.
Seal Hor
9 20 11 &> y
7 4'....
15.
July
J.
Bar
Hbr... 6 3; 10 80 1 00 4 00 *9 00!..
ment will be made of the .courses.
The
E. A. Leland has retired from the
Capt.
Sorrento. 10 85
,.'s
50
work of the school will be along lines of
Hancock P 7 05 >0 60
command of the schooner “Medford”,
,.|4*A5 6 4bi..
A large portion of the
4 25
following births, Sullivan..
practical agriculture, and with the excep- and is now in the bark “Rachel Emery”,
Mt Dea’t F 7 ?0 11 20 1 50 * 55 9 5
6 30
tion of English, the studies will
marriages and deaths are printed for the Waukeag.. 7 87 11 27
5 02
6 38
all; be
Capt. Merritt Smith, for many years
Hancock .j7r4 > Ilf30
.510
41
16
time
in
In
agricultural.
The American.
first
will Franklin R 7148.;5f 5
general, one-fourth *of master of the schooner “Celia
They
50
te
is
F.”, uow
the studeot’s time will be taken
Waah’g Jc 7 N» 0 49.. ..l5f24
10*35 16 59
up with in command of the schooner “I. K. Stet- appear next week, or the week after, in ELLSW’H
8 02 11 M 2 23 5 3i 10 28 10 43 7 08
animal
husbandry; one-fourth^ with son”.
5 37
10 40 7 14
our contemporaries.
Tee American is Ella Falla 8 »e 12y01
Nlcolln
i8t»8 12 16
5 52
crops and crop production; nearly anPfOl t7 57
8 28 12m
Miss Pbebe Hooper, teacher of music in the only paper printed in the county Green L
6 02
11 10 17 36
other fourth with the problems of the orLake H.8136 12132
...6tl«
11117 17 43
the Monticello female seminary, Godfrey, which systematically collects the vital Holden
chard and garden; while
8
4» 12140
..16 18
11 14 17 50
English lanBr June... 9 03 1 00 3 26 6 38
is passing the summer at her home in statistics of the county; the others
11
43
8 09
111.,
sysguage, carpentry, forge work and agriB Ex. St.. 9 10 1 07 3 -5 6 46 11 35 11 V
8 16
town.
steal
them.
tematically
Ban
M
cultural chemistry will take
C... 9 15, 1 10 *3 40)6*50 11*40 11*5 5 9 20
up the rep.M. P M A M
A M
M
P
Miss
Mildred
of
mainder.
Stone,
Bangor, is to be
Portland...
5 35 7 40
(5 4 20 4 2- 12 30
BORN.
0 no 11 CO
Bo«ton
57 7 25 7 75 4 00
Boys and girls fifteen years old or older teacher of Instrumental music in tbe
NY daily ex Sunday U7 05i
who are prepared to enter an advanced seminary to fill the vacancy caused by the CARNEY—At
Ellsworth, July 11, to Mr and
BANGOB TO BAB HABBOB.
Mrs David Carney, a son.
of Miss M. Alice Cory.
grammar or high school will be
admitted. resignation
Ellsworth, July 14, to Mr and Mrs
There will be no charge for
The sloop yacht “Queen Bee”, which DAVIS—At
Sundays
tuition, and
Charles I Davis, a daughter.
•PHI
AMIAM
AM
every endeavor will be made to keep the was owned by a syndicate of Bucksport SUMNER—At Winter
9*45
8 (W *9
z3 45
Harbor, July 3, to Mr
and Mrs Irvin Sumner, a son.
* L
living expenses as low as possible. The people, has been sold to Joseph Fogg, sr.,
Potld 1 .*. 5
00 11 05 12 47 20
a
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will

course

term

five

cover

terms.

The

who will

use her for a fibbing boat.
W. Hughes, wife and children, of
Coiumbus, O., Madame Johnson and
George Johnson, of
Boston, are at
the Gardner cottage, Alamoosook, for a
few weeks.

fail

will

begin about October 15, and
co itinue thirteen
weeks; the spring term
w^il begin about February 1. and continue
thirteen weeks, and the summer term will
negin about

July

1

and

continue

ten

F.

W. Arcbambo arid wife, of Syracuse. N. Y., have been in town, guests
Rt K. B. Stover’s.
Mrs.
Arcbambo is
remembered here as Mias Jennie Weller,

E-ich term Of the first jear will be
complete in itself, so that persons who
cannot take the entire course of
weeks can come for one term
The aim of

the school

sixty-two
or

more.

be

will

to

and

young women for
practical, everyday life of the farm.

young

men

a

fit

week

Leroy

J.

He

French

of the

two

joyed during
city.

its last

engagement in this

CHURCH
iter. Da rid

NOTES.

Kerr, pastor.

BAPTIST.

Sunday, July 19—Morning
10 30. Sunday school at 12 m.

service at
No

meeting of the board of trade

hospital

with

Morning

school

at

1145.

at

Social

meeting at 7 p. m.
Tuesday evening meetings omitted during July and August.
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2 30 p.m.;
Mr. Simonton.
CONGREGATIONAL*

Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
Friday, July 17—Prayer and conference
meeting at 7 30. Subject: “Worship.”

Sunday, July

19

—

Morning

service at

The pastor will exchange pulpits
with Rev. A. J. Lord, of Meriden,
10.30.
on

July

19 and 28.

until the first

^onn.,

Sunday school flosed
Sunday in September.

UNION

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
i?ep. J. A. Scheuerle.
Sunday, July 19—Preaching service at
10 30 a. m. Sunday school at 11 30 a. m

Evening service at 7 30.
Weekly prayer meeting Friday evening
at 7.30.
UNITARIAN.

Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, July 19—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by Rev. A. L. Hudson, of
Newton, Mass. Sunday school will be
discontinued until first Sunday In September.
East Lamoine—Rev. Mr. Sutton will

preach

at 3 30 p.

m.

To Core a Cold in One I>»y.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
refund the money If It falls to cure.
druggists
R. W. Grove's signature la on each box. 25c.

resort

summer

1.

La^molne,

CURTIS—TREW’ORGY—At Surrv, July 8, bv

Rev J D stciiraw, Miss Marten a A Curtis to
Herbert RTreworgy, both of Surry.
HA WES —BA RNES—At West Brooksville, Julv
8. by Rev H L Packard, Allas Lizzie A deb
Hawes, of West Broocsvllle, to Lluvd Elmer
Barnes, of Andover.
LEIGHTON— WHITAKER— At Steuben. JulvS,
by Rev Lyun V Farnsworth, Mias C ret la J
Leighton, of Cherryfleld, to Gowen M
Whitaker, of Gouldsboro.
LURVEY— DAVIS—At Northeast Harbor, Julv
3, by Rev Euwiu F Mitchell, Tina E Lurvev,
of Alt Desert, to Charlee 11 Davis, jr, of
Trenton.
NOLAN—KANE—At Bangor, July 1, bv Rev
Edward McSweeney, Mi-* Margaret J Nolan,
of Bangor, to Edward F Kane, ol Bar Harbor.
YOUNG—KELLEY—At Goukloboro, Ju y 7, by
Ch C Larralwe, erq, Miss I'-lna E Young’ to Ira
B Kellf'Y, both of coutdsboro.

the

The boat

was

loaded

on

at

Bangor on Saturday. Capt.
Lowell will purchftse a new and considerably larger boat as soon as he can find
one which is suitable.
cars

S. Homer died at the Homer
homestead Friday night. Mr. Homer re
cently returned from Council Bluffs in
impaired health, hoping for a benefit from
tbe change of air. He is survived by four
brothers—Cleveland C., Leslie A., George
P. and
Albert, and two sisters—Mrs.
Cynthia Fish and Miss Jennie. He was
fifty-nine years old.
William

|

j
|
|

The American

The steamboat

war

bas

become

an

old

The srearners

“Golden Rod”
as

are

they

“Merryconeag’’ and
still running in oppohave aince
February,

making much

penses, and with
One boat

more

than

ex-

end of the fight in
recently reduced fares
and tbe other boat followed.
It is difficult to judge which boat is having tbe
better of it.
no

sight.

Receipts from Xew Organizations.
Figures given out at the office ot the
State treasurer last Wednesday show that
months ot this year the
sum of $52 780 was received from the organ'zatlon of new corporations, and $7,160
received in fees from corporations already organized In increasing the amount
of their capitalization.
Maine began the making of
corporations for profit in the year 1887, and
(or the ttrst six

since that time the State

has cleaned up
dollars in this line,

million of
for the making ot new and the enlarging

over

half

of old

a

companies.

Figures lor the first six months of 1903
show that the year will eclipse all others
in the amount paid at the treasurer’s
office. The State has derived a further
revenue from corporations by reason of
the franchise tax which was placed by
the legislature of 1901, through the efforts
ot the grange. The receipts under this
law have been as follows: For 1901, $39,290; for 1902, $38,850, making a total of
$78,140 for the two years. It is certain
that the franchise tax receipts for 1903
will be larger than 1902.
M
at

Stelnert ft Sons Co. has a competent tuner
Bar Harbor. Pianolas adjusted, etc__
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•Dally.
z Sundays only,

y Sundays only steamer
’pave* Southwest Harbor 2 20 p m
H <rbor ..3b p m; Seal Harbor 2 5u p m, to connect with tld- train.
t**top on slg i»l or notlcj to Conductor.

;’Northeast

Tnese train* connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Lioe, to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

prints

I

more

marriages

vital sta-

and

deaths—

than all the ot*>er papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it

prints from

to two weeks ahead

one

Stesmii’t Ol
| ilocM, Blneiiil] & Elswartii
lessrrgk

of its

ccmtemvoranes.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.

SAILED

Friday, July 10
Sch Herrletta A Whitney, Sullivan, load stone
for New York
Sch H C Chester, Ray, Boston, laths, Ells
worth Lumber Co
ARRIVED
Saturday, July 11
Sch Lulu W Eppes, Patten. Boston
Sch Game Cock, Pratt, Boston
Sch Lydia Webster, Fullerton, Bangor
Sunday, July 12
Sch Nellie Grant, Dodge, Boston
SAILED
Wesnesday, July 13
Sch Lulu W Eppe*, Patten, Boston, lumber,
Ellsworth Lumber Co
Sch Storm Petrel. Sullivan

atrfjcrtisrm rnts.

s

Saccarappa lodge on Upper Toddy pond
is occupied by a large party of Bucksport young people this week, including
Dr. A. B Hagerthy, Leslie Little, Dan R.
Courcey, H. Lee Swazey, Misses Marion
and Florence Stover, Grace Nichols, Maud
Katharine
Nichols,
Nellie
Buckley,
Courcey, Susie Googins and Leila Field,
of East Hampton, Conn.

AM
»:-0

Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. U. It.
ticket office, KUsworth.
MARSHALL—At Trenton, Ju'y 9, Lewis J
Passengers arc earnestly requested to procure
I tb-ke^a l>efore entering the trams, and especially
Mar-hall, aged !>€ years. 11 months.
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
M’ENTEE—At Brooksville,
July 8, Miss
GEO. F. EVANS,
Sarah McEniee, aged 62 years.
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
DIED.

B.

to Twin Lakes.

Of 6 05
C9 6 10

BF.x s 5
9 35
Br Jc
8 17 9 42
Hid ’n
6 38 0f02
Lk H
6*44 10fCM
GrL
6 52 1 117
Nlc* In
» rOb 10 26
Ella F
14 10 40
ELLS
7 911K «•
W Jc
7 30 10152
Fr R
_1 *00
Han
....lit 9
Wauk
....Ul 13
MDF 6 A' ...:»l 2u
Sull'n 7 .*0
Han P 8 15
11 40
7 1
Bar >' 7 40
Seal H 8 30
N E H 8 50
8 \V H *9 00

AUSTIN-CHAMPION-At Lamoine. Julv 8.
by Rev S R Belyea. Miss Elvira L Austin', of
to Daniel E Champion, of
Lakeport,

and about

Lowell bas sold the little
steamer “Agnes”, which has been used as
a harbor tug for the past ten
years, to go
G.

AM

Eng ’r *5

MARRIED.

140,000 yards have been dredged in all.

Capt.

..

..

Orland, July 7, to Mr and Mrs
White, a daughter

tistics—births,

sixteen-foot' channel

neither

service

August

on

a

sition,

19—

in the line of

The dredging operations in the river
have been completed, and the dredge
fleet hes gone to Vina! Haven.
The
middle ground” has been cut through

Mr. Kerr.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.

was

committees

Dr. Albert C. Hagertby has successfully
passed the examination before the State
registration board. He will spend a few
weeks in town, and take bis appointment
as interne in the Eastern Maiue
general

story.

SuDday, July
10.30.
Sunday

several

patronage.

even-

EPISCOPAL.

we**fc, and

particularly

ing service.
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2.30 p. m.;
METHODIST

summer

appointed to consider various matters
looking to more business for the town,

come-

_

bis

were

ager French has surrounded them this
season with the best and largest
company
they have ever had. All the scenery is
new
and the
costumes are handsome.
The press throughout the country where
have
been
seen in “Peck’s Bad Boy”,
they

praise

borne this

was

A

new songs and keep the audience
continuous roar of laughter, Man-

loud in their

for

beid this

several
a

came

accompanied by Miss Lillian Gray,
his sister, and Mrs. E. S. Phillips, of Roxbary.

presents those fnvorite curuedians McDermott and Clifford, in the musical succ°*s “Peck’s Bad Boj”, in
three acts.
Tne play starts in the famous
grocery
store, then to the Boniface hotel and the
picnic grouuds at Clear Water WoodB.
McDermott and
Clifford are in
the
characters of the Dutch groceryrran and
happy Hooligan. The piece is lively and
laughable, and the comedians introduce
in

seminary faculty.

vacation.
He is
principal of the bigh school in Haverhill.

Hancock hell will ring with laughter
when

former member of the

Prof. Stanley D. Gray

the

AMUSEMENT NOTES.

Thursday, July 23,

WHITE—At
Herbert W

Fred

weeks.

Hill.

Stearns, Mrs Ezra L— Bangor—Seal Crest.
Stetson, Mrs and Mrs E E—Bangor—Clarence

Frrtnk F!etcber, of Rockland, a former
resident. t» visiting bere among relatives.

A
evenCapt. W. D. Bennett has sent bis
ting mare Beulah to Camden to be
J. A. Smith and wife, of Port Townsend,
for the summer campaign.
who
have
been
visiting Mr.
Capt. Peter C. McCaulder returned to Wash.,
Boston Wednesday to resume command Smith’s niece, Mrs. Martin M. Moore,

investigation

and

—

per cottage—Miss Marie Grant.
Hale, Mrs ii M Ellsworth—Phillips cottage.
M In a Hale.
Jon a son. Miss Lettle—Bangor— The Barnacle.

Lota of
liOcals-Deatb of W. S
Homer—Steamboat War Still On.
Mis* Madge Gilmore bag been visiting
relatives in Camden.

I*aac B. Rich and son, of Boston, were
in town for a few days this
f eek.
Miss Flora Wood, of Brockton, Mass., is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wood.
Extensive repairs have been commenced
on the Warren A Co. store on Main street

and

Adams, Mr and Mr« James—Brookline, Mas* dians and their new company. Reserve
Miss Adams, James Adams. seats will be on sale at Wiggin & Moore’s
—Grant cottage.
IIacoa, Mr and Mrs J A— Baugor—Bacon cot- drug store to-morrow morning.
tage. Carlos Baron.
The
which
is
Hayward Block Co
Baldwin, Mrs Grace—Boston—Campbell cotbooked for three nights at Hancock ha'l,
tage. Master Baldwin, Boston, Dr and Mrs
beginning July 30, comes to this city with
Baratov, Back Bay, Boston.
Standard proBakilkit, Mr and W II Bartlett—Bangor— an enviable reputation.
Bellevieuf. Madam Ba;tlett, Charles Bartlett, ductions of famous plays will be the rule
G II Hammond.
during their engagement. Specialties will
Bowen. Mr and Mrs E P Bowen—Newton Cen
be introduced each evening.
The welltre, Mass—Fairvieic. Mrs S K Whiting, Mas- known
terpsicborean stars, Morrisey and
ter Kidder Bowen.
Proctor, will introduce their clever specClark, Mrs F Lewis
Spokane, Wash—Mrs
ialties.
t’riab Orlando, New Mexico, Mrs A L New
be.), Spring Valley, N Y. Master Teddy Clark
8ept. 1 sees tpe reappearance in EllsDoank, Mr and Mrs W W Doane—Bangor.
worth for t he first time in two years, of
hMLKV, Prof Harry C, Yale—Crosby Lodge. Gorton’s Minstre's, reproducers of everyMisa A C Emery, Brown, Miss Sally Crosby,
tbin: refined, enjoyable and up-to-date
D C llammatt, Topeka, Kan
In minstrelsy. Tne company still carries
Fkekhf, Mrs A L—rfangor—Crabtree Lodge.
the famous baud that was so much enMr and Mrs Geo 11—Ellsworth— Juni-

Grant,

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

dairying, horticulture and
poultry husbandry, the instruction of
Mrs. Henry Peakes, of Bangor,
agriculture at the University of Maine
gueet at W. A. Remick's.
has

are

AT 1 HK COTTAGES.

In

FROM BITCK8PORT.

That
Pale
Face

Tells you that you need
iron and you can have it
in the most approved and
agreeable form by taking
the new iron tonic, Pept-

iron Pills.
They ironize
the blood, and that means
they give the face, lips, cheeks, and
ears
a
good, healthy color, and
strengthen and tone the whole syBtem.

specific f<4
conditions,
nervousness, sleeplessness, dyspepsia, poor cirThey

all

are

a

anemic

BLUE HILL LINE.
SCHEDULE IN EFFECT JUNE 1, 1903.
Commencing Sunday, May 31. steamer will
leave Rock) nd (same pier) upon arrtra) of
steamer from Boston (not before ■* a m). dally,
except Monday, for Dar* Harbor. (1) Blake's
Point, (?) Dingo (Butter Island;, Eggemoggln,
South Brooksvlile. (3) ller»1ck*s, Sargentvllle,
Deer Die Sedgwick, Hrooklln. South Bluehlll,
I luehlll, Surry and Eilsworth (transfer from

SurTy)

RETURNING.

Will leave Ellsworth (transfer to Surry) 7 45
a m, Surry at ?.xua in, tiailv, txcep. sun«jay for
Hiuehlli, d *outh Bluehlll, (5) West Tremont,
Brooklin, St-ilnwIck. Deer Isle, Sargentvide,
(6,> Herrick’s. South Rrooksvllle, Eggemoggln,
(I) Blake's Point. (7) Dirlgo, Dark Harbor,
Rocklaua, connecting with steamers for Boston.
(l) Wednesdays. Fridays and Sundays.
■1' Tuesday*,'Thursday s and Saturdays when
requested hv passenger
») Stop when signal Is displayed at wharf or
upon notice from passenger, during months of
.June and September; daily durtng months of
July ami August.
(4) Stop when flag is displayed from wharf or

upon notice from passenger.
(5) Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
(6) Stop same days and conditions as when
going eastward.
(7) Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays, when
signal la displayed or upon notice from passenger.
Note—This company will comply with above
schedule, except in ev« nt of unavoidable causes
of delav to Us steamers.
Daily trip schedule in effect June 1 to Oct. 1.
O. A. CROCKETT,

Manager, Rockland,

EASTERN

AToorfs

+*'*'*+*’^

Steamship Company.

culation, cold hands and feet.

They are pleasant

Mt.

take, acceptable
to the stomach and readily assimilated,

perfect boon to delicate women
girls, invalids and convalescents.

Peptiron Pills

Six

BEDDING PLANTS
AT THE

ELLSWORTHGREENHOUSE.

Week

to Boston.

Commencing Monday, May 4, 1903, steamer
“Mt Desert”, Cant F L Wtalerbotbam, leaves
Bar Hart»or at 1.00 p m dally, except Sunday,
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor. Stonington and Rockland to connect
with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING.
From Boston at
From Rockland

Monday.

5pm dally, except Sunday
about Sam dally, except

at

All Freight via the steamers of this company is Insured against Are and marine
risk.
E. S. J. Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. and T. A.
Boston, Mass.
Calvin Austin, Vice-president and
Gen’l Mgr-. 368 Atlantic ave., Boston.

Pansies.

Telephone connection.

MISS N. F.

DRUMMEY,

Public Stenographer
...and Typewriter...
Reasonable Prices.

Office,

a

coated)

Selling Agent In Ellsworth:
G. A. Parcher, 14 Main Street.

Oilea’

Trips

(Cbocotate

Peptiron Pills, 50c. or $1. the latter a full
month’s treatment. Prepared by C. I. HOOD
CO., Hood's Sarsaparilla, LowelL, Mass.

our

Division.

and

“I have been taking Peptiron Pills six
weeks,” said a grateful lady “and am
realizing great benefit, feel stronger, and
know by what my friends say that I look
better. I am glad my confidence In Hood’s
Sarsaparilla led me to take Peptiron Pills.”

aud|see

Desert

to

a

Come

Me.

Rockland, Me., June 1. PJC3.

Hai>K

ProrapCServiee.
Block* Ellsworth.

People who advertise only occasionally
overlook the fact that most persons have
short memories.
is

The failure of a mercnant to advertise
an advertisement of his lack of enter-

prise.
Advertising brings
assists the salesman.

the customers

and

COUNTY NEWS.

Tax American has subscribers at 106
of the 116 post offices in Hancock county;
all the other papers in the County combined do not reach

so

a

be, but it is the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circula-

after
soon,
months.

than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

VEWST

OOUNT1

County New*

other poffos

uw

HARBOR.

SOUTHWEST

Henry Tracy.
K. P. Brown and wife, of Boston, are
spending a couple of weeks with Mrs.
James Crockett.
Rev. Mr. Archibald and family, of
Brockton, Mass., are again at the Fisk
cottage for the season.
,

July

of

absence

dance at Soper’s grove
hall every Saturday
evening untillurtber notice.
Among the recent arrivals are: Mrs. W.
B. Gorham and a lady friend, WJunifred
Hanson and Mr. McNeil, of Boston; Miss
Belle J. Rich, of Revere, Mass.; Miss
Maude Blaisdell, of Winchester, Mass.
a

in the

one

time

village closed Friday, Miss
II. L. Partridge teacher. Little Samtnie
School in the

_

weeks and

went the term of ten

not absent

or

tardy

fall.
and

noon

largely attended, and

quiet time

a

had.

Miss Mae Stanley,

perfect

to

Higgins, of Boston, who
past two years, died
last Tuesday and was brought here for
Interment.
Miss Higgins was a most estimable
has been ill for the

the

mar

been

em-

in Fitchburg, Mass., is at home.
Will T. Pierson and friend, of Washington, D. C., are at the Center Harbor houseMrs. Alma Flye, Misses Annie and Musa
Dollard are attending the summer school

McFarland and wife.

Indian Point.

has

Stonington.

McFarland Wilkins, of Magnolia, Mass., is visiting her parents, W. P.
Mrs. Ella

Miss Mabel Sherffcan came home from
Somerville, Mass., last week, where she is
employed as a teacher.

shop.

Mrs. Lucy Hussey, of South Framingham, Mass., who has been visiting her
niece, Mrs. A. H. Mayo, returned to her
home

Thursday.

8. W. Tainter and

deceased it could be found an arouou
which he had
town In the good work*
done.

July 11.

ployed

Among arrivals are Winfield and Myra
Higgins and Charles Higgins, who are
spending their vacatiou with their pa-

Miss Hannah

re-

occurred.

day

who

at

DEATH OF HANNAH HIGGINS.

pleasure of
Although at
Mast Hill the crowd was not nearly so
large, those who attended report a fine
time.
The evening was so warm that all
preferred to dance out of doors; hence
the crowd at the town hall was small.
The summer home of the Viles family

Nothing

ported.

pagei

A. E. Blake went to Bar Harbor
last week for a few week*.
Hal Powers, son of Capt. E. R. Powers,
is in town for a few weeks.

dine
grove the afterthe Fourth was

Soper’s
evening of

The dance at

other

Fred and Richard Haynes return to
Portland Friday, where Fred Haynes in
H. M. Pease, A. J. Carter, Will Hale and
tends to take to himself a bride. The wedM3. Roberts went to Boothbay last Tuesday,
ding will take place Saturday evening.
where they will be employed in the sar-

hope that she will return in the

who all

tee

BHOOKLIN.

Charles D. Kittredge, Fred Haynes and
Richard Hayues are home from Waltham
enjoying a vacation.

rents at

Harold

once.

was

Fbr additional County Newt

Mrs.

Q.

Soper missed only one-halfday. Miss Partridge endeared herself to her scholars

a

D.

13.

Tuesday.
J
Capt. Howard Mayo has moved his family to Hancock Point.
The Sunday school held a picnic at
Clark’s cove on the Fourth. A delightful

several

COUNTY NEWS.

soon.

WEST EDEN.

an

There will be

and also

will follow

Charles Kittredge leaves for Waltham

Kimball is expected home

Miss Lisle

was

baptisms

illness.

severe

Holway

A new coat of paint has much improved
John Gilley's house.
William Nash, of Camden, N. J., with
his son Ralph, is visiting his sister. Mrs.

and other

Miss Helen Mooney is out again after

is not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to

tion of The American, barring the B&r
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
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For Additional

fifth condidate, Miss Bessie Stickney, was
unable to be present. The labors of Mr.
Emery have been wonderfully blessed,

wife have returned

/
NORTH LAMOINE.
Miss Blanche Hagen has recently

re-

long live in the memory of her friends, and
serve as an inspiration to more zealous work
"For God and Home and Every Land”.
May
the influence of this good true life and unfaillDg
faith in the ultimate triumph of temperance
principles, teach the lesson of patient perse*
verance in sowing the seed of reform.
Be it
further.
Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of the
Frances E. Willard union be extended, with a
copy of this tribute of love and respect, to the
family of our promoted sister, and recorded on
the memorial pages of the Union Journal, also
sent to The Ellsworth American to be
Jennie M. Mason,
printed.
Margaret Holmes.
A. M. Lawton,
Committee

on

resolutions.

TREMONT.

WEST

Miss Lelia Reed has arrived home from

Bangor, where she has been at work.
Capt. Willard bas been borne from Banpast week while his vessil

gor the

Clark, Dan Dow and Ashbury Lo-

W. A.

paus were borne to
their families.

spend

tbe Fourth with

daughter, of
visiting his mother,

and

Hannah

Alonzo

Somesvilte, have been
Mrs. Abbie Hannah.

SEAWALL.

visiting

ft.

Fred Kent, of California, is visiting his
brother, George Kent.

descendant

1

Norman W^ar dwell, wife and child, of
are
home after a visit to his
mother, Mrs. Robert Ward well.
Mrs. Mary Wilson and daughter Abbie,
of Orono, and Mrs. Hattie Shepherd and

William Knight came
home
from
Bangor this week.
Fred Cole, of Portland, is the guest of
Mrs. Charles Thompson.
The sidewalk society was entertained by
Mrs. Monts ford Haskell Thursday after-

are

arrived

Island,
party.

with

loaded
a

coal

L.

tbe Fourth

WEST

Swan

for

little too late to

juiu

s

the

^

Charles

Harbor,

of

Sullivan

rising young man, a
’03, from the

graduate
Maine medical school.
of

the clars of

Leslie Foster and
wife, Mrs. G. W.
Andrew Percy Havey, Bowdoin, ’03, is
Harbor, is Davis, Miss Ada Turner and Miss Agnes at home. *• Andy took high rank in all
Julia Stanley. Mitchell returned Monday from their of bis
visiting
daughter,
college work, and was a great favMrs. William Doliver has gone to Oak home in Milbridge, where they have been orite. Along with his studies he
helped
Point to visit her son, John Doiiver and spending tbe Fourth. Some friends are conduct a successful baseball campaign.
with them on a visit.
family.
I Evangelist William J. Cozens, formerly
Thelma.
July 7.
Charles Newman and family came from
j lieutenant-colonel in the Salvation Army
Mt. Desert Rock light station last Suuwork in Boston, assisted by G. Irving
SORRENTO.

Betsey Moore,

Mrs.

her

of Bass
Mr9.

day. in the station^ naphtha lauuch.
Dudley Doliver went to Oak Point last
Sunday, returning with his wife who has
been visiting her lather, Mr. Haynes.
Mrs.

George Kent

Sunday

with her

new

appeared out last
tornout.

She has

a

haudsome team, and a trotter in the
bargain.
The Baptist society has bought a large

very

tent to

canvas

Last week it
man's lawn.

ings,

the

for their

use

summer

sale.

pat up on Amos NewIce-cream is on sa'e even-

was

tent

being

well

patronized.

Newman and Mrs. Carter were in
charge.
Dolly.
July 13
Mr6.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
The Miss's laBigi are at the Rock End.
Dr. and Mrs. Stuart Hart are at tbe
Kimball.
Dr.

and

Mra.

Hayward

and

Miss

C

White arrived laat week.
Miea

F. E H. Marvin and niece are
tbe Charles Graves’ cottage.

oc-

cupying

Mrs. E. E. Atherton and

Walter Fuller
Manchester tbls week.

Miss Alice Pine is at the Clifton bouse
She spent last summer lu Can-

tbls year.
ada.

Miss Myra Stanley baB returned from
Waltham, Mass where she baa been since
April.

J. S. Melcher returned to New York on
Sunday after having spent a few weeks
with his

July

family

here.

7.

Itchloess

everybody
Only one
Ointment.

_

S.

the skin, horrible plague.
Most
afflicted Id one way or another.
care.
Doan’s
safe, never-failing
At any drug store, So cents.—ddvf.

of

bei.>g made

ou

tbe

Jones

Carroll Dnnn is c'prkiog for John
^

^

W.

summer.

company is laying new sidealong tbe principal streets.

The laud

walks
5

F. B.
of tbe

Hall, of Aabviiie, is taking charge
building of tbe street walks.

George C. Gordon, of We-d Sullivan, Is
engineer on steamer **E. P. Dickson”.
The

New England telephone coropauy

has fourteen

ing tbe

’phones

in service here dur-

summer season.

Quite a number of guests are now at tbe
hotel, but after July 20 tbe bouse will be
well tilled up to tbe latter part of August.
Alvin Wakefield contemplates going to
hla former home in Cherry field, where, it
is said, be will take unto himself a brid*.
store
Lawrence is building a
hotel, where tbe postotfice and
confectionery store will be kept by bis
assistant, P. L. Aiken.

W.

near

H.

tbe

13._Spec
SEAL COVE.

Sunday afternoon

tbe rite of

baptism

by five candidates, Rev.
Clarence Emery officiating. In tbe even-(
log special services were held, when tbe
candidates were received into the Tremont
was

received

Baptist

The Misses Blanchard, of Philadelphia,
are occupying D. E. Ktmbali’s new cottage.

are

Hall (or tbe

July

Mrs. Sarab K. Blrcbbead is occupying
tbe Howard Frazier cottage this season.
visited Mrs. Ansel

K^pnirs
estate.

church.

Doiliver,

Mr.

Emery,

assisted

by

home.

George Knight has arrived borne from a
trip coasting in schooner "L. T. Whitmore”.

For

Edward Gilpatrlck and family, of New
Haveu, Conn.,* arrived last Tuesday to
7
spend the summer at his old borne.

AUSTIN-CHAMPION.

of

Camden,

is

prices call

Ellsworth
M.

Raymond McFarland, A. M., came last
Friday from Castleton, Vt., where he has
been teaching the past year. On his way
he attended the teachers’ convention
being held in Boston.

W. ft F. W.

on or

»

County yewa

eaht

A very pleasant and qatet wedding took
place at high noon July 8, at the home of
Mrs. Abbie Austin, when her younger

address

Creamery

Hopkins,

COUNTY
For additional

Propnetoi’

NEWS
^

..

tfe

bluehill.

Henry F. York came home from
boro la«t Tneaday.

w.u
"d°-

Bich.rd Urlndle went to
Spruce h—
to work Uat Monday.

daughter Elvira married Daniel Champion, of Lakeport, N. H., Rev. S. R.
Belyea officiating, assisted by Rev. David
Kerr, of Ellsworth.
The ring service was used.
Only the
immediate members of the family were

MIot Hattie White, of
Waltham, Min
la vleltimr her mother, Mrs. Oscar

White

Mies Kona Candage come home
|t0»
Providence, R. I., lest Thursday.
Sheh„
been there ebout eight months.
Leon Chapman

carpenter’s

and

They

ere

at

Is

learning

trade

present

under
at work on

Island.

the joini.
Mr. Oott

Bertlett'a

8. Watson Cousins and Richard
Ashworth, jr„ left last Saturday for Redstone
N. H., where they will be
employed

granite

ti

cutters.

Mabel A. Wardwell came home
a
few days ago for a vacation.
During the
she
has
been with her
past year
aunt,
Mrs. E. W. Barton, at
Holyoke,
giving and taking less.-ns in
I
! tmI music.
Miss

Msss,|

Inetrumen-'

|

L*»t Saturday Mis* Eihelyn M.
Long
home from Boston, where «be
his

came

been attending ibe
meeting of the New
; England educational association. Mi«
Long ha* been teaching at Everett, Mass.,

for Beveral

8be closed ber school

year*.

few

days ago.
M is* Susie E. Ljng
day* ago from East
tbere

a

where nbe ha* been

past year.
land

She left

came

home

few

a

Brewster, Maes.,
teaching during the
last Friday for Rock*

where *he

will make a brief visit
and then go to Stonlngton, where she will
attend the teachers’ school.
Deacon A
the

H.

Webber and A I. Couslni,

village blacksmith,

went

on a

fhhtng

week, in C. H. Curtis’ twenty*
seven foot boat.
They were gone two
day* and one night. Cousins clairaa to be
h gh
line, although neither of them
caught any tlsh. A few days ago C. H.
cruise last

Curtis and G. G. L >ng enjoyed a pleasant
excursion among the Islands in the »ame
boat. They visited Stonlngton, Swan’s
Island and other

place*.
There is quite a colony from East Bluebill and Biueblll at Bedstone, N. H. The

rnen are nearly all employed as cutters
guests at William If. Moore’s and sharpener* by the Maine and N. H.
day last week.
| Granite Co., which operate* at Redstone,
Mrs. Mabel Larrabee and two children N. H., and North Jay, Mo and employs
arrived at I)r. Larrabee’s Wednesday for ! about 300 men. Beveral have taken their
families with them to enj >y the cool air
an indefinite period.
Several are
Mrs. C. F. Mountfort and Mrs. E. I. from the White mountains.
In official capacities. C. 1. Fert la
Lowe, of Portland, were guests of Mrs. C. nerving
! superintendent, John Tufts, general foreC. Larrabee the last of the week.
man of the cutters, J. O. Bowden, supera
number
from
here
Quite
attended the intendent of
blacksmiths, ami Hiram
memorial service of David B. Flint In
Herrick, oue of the foremen in the
Winter Harbor Sunday afternoon.
quarries. There has been some couiplaiut
Miss A. L. McDonald, of
the
letter*
not
Portland, the about
arriving at
C. G. of the Pythian sisterhood of Maine, East
time.
on
Biueblll
poet office
was entertained by Mrs. L. P. Cole durThe
has
been
trouble
explained.
ing her recent visit to Halcyon assembly. The postmaster here has been credibly
were

one

Capt. and Mrs. 8. O. Moore gave an
informal lawn party for their niece. Miss
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos j Agues Moore, of Brooklyn, N. Y., Thurs- !
day evening. The grounds looked picHardy.
with tbelr many Japanese lan- I
J. W. Ingraham, Cyrus C. Brown and i turesque
terns. Dancing on the
piazzas and lawn
Albert Achorn and wife, of Camden, made
furnished
delightful
entertainment.
a trip here Sunday in a naphtha iauuch.
Dainty refreshments were served during
Frank
of the schooner
Hardy,

visiting

j

Capt

informed that the female portion of the
colony have been directing their letters
to Bedstone, N. H. instead of East Bluehill. It appears that the air Is so pure at
Bedstone that the workmen require but
little sleep. A few mornings ago one of
them came to the boarding house just 89
the cook was bullriiug the fire. Seeing

Haskeil,
the evening.
the dining-loom deserted sud supposing
4‘L. T. Whitmore”, was at home this week
be
Halcyon assembly of Pytblan sisterhood that all the men had gone to work,
while the vessel was loading at StonHe was
snack.
asked
the cook for a
called a special meeting
Friday night to
ington.
entertain the grand ufflcers of Portland. gravely informed that he was a little
Mark C. Whitmore and wife, and Miss The
U. C., Miss A. L. McDonald, with | “previous”, and if be would condescend
Veni-i Whitmore arrived Tuesday and her
at
assistants and with Mrs. Alfred I to wait he should have his breakfast
opined their cottage, Spring Lodge, for Hamilton acting as grand
the usual hour.
in- !
prelate,
G.
Wabz, soloist, is in town engaged in re- the season.
stalled the following officers, for the en- !
July 13.
vival work connected with the Methodist
M’ss Genevieve Al'en, who has been a suing term:
p c, Mrs. Welch
Moore;
church, similar to the plan recently guest at the Eilis house, has gone to C. C„ C. C.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Larrabee; V. C Charles
conducted in Franklin, with such great
Biooksvilie to open her cottage, Fairview, Blancc; Prel.,
Miss Hattie Urlndle has gone to BrookRaymond D.Guptiil; K. R.
success.
Both are conscientious and able for the summer. Mrs. Wallace Scott, of S,L P. Cob
; M of E,J. M. Williams; liu to spend the summer.
workers.
Franklin people are coming this place, is also there for the summer.
M. of P., L 8.
Ray; M. at A., Nelson
Miss Inez Page spent Sunday at Sedgdown and rendering helpful service. Rev.
E.s
July 13.
A.
M. at A John
Morse;
Stinson; I. G., wick with her aunt, Mrs. Nancy Orcutt.
Mr. Barnard is a thoughtful man
in
R. E. Robinson; O. G., William
H.
Mrs. Alice Twining, of Kant Bluebill,
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
securing the help of these evangelists.
Moore; M. O., Mies Julia Goptill,
and little daughter spent a few days lwt
Spec.
July 6.
July 13.
Farmers are feeling rather discouraged
C.
week with Mrs. Alma Retell.
at the proepects for getting their hay, with
SEAL COVE.
BROOKSVILLE.
8. Aylward, wife and son, of Rockland,
the continued fog and overcast skies.
George Callahan and wife, of Lynn, j
Myrl R. Limeburner and wife were in are visiting Mrs. Aytward’s mother. Mrs.
There was no preaching service in the
Mans., are stopping at W. J. Harper's.
farm.
Bangor recently.
church h re la-1 Suuday, and no notice
| Annie Closson, at “O. I. C.”
Misses Helen Sawyer and Evelyn Carver has been
Hollis Staples, o( Sullivan, haa been In !
Miu Clara Cook, of Boston, arrived
given of any for the 12th, so far
are home from a short visit with friencs
town recently.
as known.
Wednesday and will spend the Buramer
in Bar Harbor.
Miss
witb
Mrs. C. H. Closson, of Sedgwick.
la
May
board
held
Douglass
The school
a meeting with
working for Mrs.
Miss Mary Pierce came from Waltham, j the assistant
Mrs. Lucy Closson, wbo Is eighty-eigM
superintendent Friday even- William Stover this season.
wor
Mass., to visit her grandmother, Mrs. ( ing to transact business for the
bas been doing all of ber
Mrs. John Henry and
quarter.
son, Prof. Ber- yesrs old,
son
Sophronia Harper.
for several weeks alone. Sbe has her
The reports given show the school to be in tram Henry, are at the Lakeside
cottage.
Mi«« Lucre*!* Pray, of Indian Point, j good condition, with good attendance and
and part of the time a hired man to coo
Miss Genevieve
of
New
Allen,
York, h«B for. Sbe la a busy woman.
and MissLuella Brown, of Owl’s Head, intere^.
arrived at her pretty
cottage “Fairview”.
ol
are visiting Mrs. C. H. Sawyer.
j
Mr. and Mre. Ralph Page and family,
Summer
visitors continue to arrive.
Phebe Hinckley, who lor the
an
past year East
Peter Reed is having extensive repairs The Mi-ses Daly, from Boston, came to has been
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Nevells
brook,
employed In Massachusetts, has
made on bis bouse. J. W. Ober and sou
Mrs. C. B. Peirce’s Saturday.
Fred Rob- returned home.
family, of Sargentville, Mr. and McThe tenant, Mr. bins came the first of the week and Carl
the work.
a-e doing
Henry Marks and family, of East Blast) e
Dean W. Grindle, of Hall
t
has
Quarry,
Fred Page and Cecil Page spent
Luut, will vacate in a few days, as Mr. Robbing comes Sunday. O.hers are ex- been visiting his
parents here.
He
MrreReed intends to occupy the house him- pected iext week.
tbelr
turned home Saturday. His
Fourth
witb
of
parents,
July
sister Carrie
and
him for a short visit.
seif.
and Mrs. Ira Page. The children
The W. C. T. U. had an interesting accompanied
July 13.
twenty,
numbering
grandchildren,
Juyll._D.
meeting with the secretary on Wednesa bappy family gathering.
day. The W. C. T. U. column in The
SAUNDERS.
RaE2lrf)crtisnnmtB.
July 13.
American for some weeks
back was
Mrs. Eliza Bowden is gaining. She 1b
drawn upon for entertainment apd ideas
under Dr. W. E. Emery’s care.
WE8T FRANKLIN.
of the work, also the reports of conven-

Manset, conducted
School has closed in district No. 5. It tions in the Star.
the communion service. Those received
was taught by Miss Cora Clark, of East
were Mrs. Abbie Reed, Misses Lucy Reed,
The many friends of Capt. H. T. Lufkin
Evelyn Carver and Gertrude Kelley. Tbe Surry.
were surprised and grieved to bear of his
Mrs. Wesley D. Leach is boarding with
death on July 4, as he had been as well as
her parents, Reuben Leach and wife this
The Foundation of Health.
usual up to that day, though in feeble
Nourishment is tbe **mndation of health summer.
^
health. In his death the church here loses
—life—strength. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
No.
6
in
district
School closed
Friday. a valued and respected member, and the
is tbe one great medicine that enables the
HamMiss
It was taught by
stomach and digestive organs to digest,
Gertrude
sympathy of all goes out to hiB widow in
assimilate and transform all foods Into monds, of East Surry.
her affliction. The stormy weather on the
the kind of blood that nourishes the
Spec.
July 9. __
day of the funeral prevented many from
Kodol lays
nerves and feedB the tisanes.
the foundation of health.
Nature does
from here, but those who could
One of nature's remedies; cannot barm the going
the rest. Indigestion, Dyspepsia, and all
Rev. Mr. Hawks worth’s reattended.
disorders of the stomach and digestive weakest constitution; never falls to cure sumDr. Fowler’s marks were very appropriate when he said
organs are cured by the use of Kodol. mer complaints of young or old.
that it a monument was wanted for the
Sold by W i go in & Moore.
Extract of Wild Strawberry.—Advl.
Deacon

of

McKnabb, of Ellsworth, who
visiting her mother, has returned

Mrs. Alec

Miss Lena

SULLIVAN.

Spiro Bridgharn,

is another

Miss Grace Holden arrived home from
Boston this week.

has been

prepared to receive
whirl, we will pay
highest market
price.
tor

Gray.

van,

noon.

Miss Mabel Wilson closed a successful
term of school in the Perkins district last
Friday, and left Saturday for Seal Harbor,
where she has employment for the sum-

a

Seavey”,

guests at

We»rc

in

Boston last week.

Mrs. Mary Ann Walls, wbo has been
nursing Mrs. Will Trask, returned to her mer,
home at the Cape, June 30.
i July 13.
Her youngest son
family reunion.
Capt. Everard Lunt, of the schooner “Paul

to their home

Miss Ada F. Conner ha* gone to the village, where she has employment at the
Pentsgoet hotel.

children, of Philadelphia,
Capt. Bennett Dunbar’s.

1

Mrs. L. M. Lunt celebrated

F. Sexton, of Buugor, is
E. Newman.

a

Bangor,

was

loading.

by

D.

y

was

Creamery!

turned from HMIowell.
Mrs. Ober, of Southwest Harbor, visited
Ellen Young the pant week.
Elizabeth Bwett, of J^araolne
Mrs.
Beach, is spending a week with Mrs. Lucy

Beverly, Mass. They present.
of the
The house was prettily decorated with
were
Miss Nellie Carroll, who served as sumaccompanied by their daughter,
oldest families of Mt. Desert and Eden.
flowers.
Miss Clatie trailing vines, roses and garden
Mrs. Ernestine Tyler, and
mer librarian last season, is again on duty
Her father, William Higgins, was a son
The bride wore a (free* of white swiss
at the library. The card catalogue sysof Jesse and Priscilla Higgins who set- Tyler.
muslin and carried white carnations.
tem has been completed.
Mrs. Humphrey has presented to the
tled near the narrows in 1778.
She was attended by her sister Emma,
They
Her mother was Miss Ruth Richardson, Brooklin library seven new books.
Livonia, the tittle daughter of Wil ard will not be occupied this year on account
who wore a light, chocolate-colored dress,
Phillips, so recently bereaved of a of the illness of Mrs. Viles.
daughter of John Richardson, who set- are “Temporal Powers”, “Truth,” “Mon- and carried piuk carnations.
G.
ica,” “In the Guardianship of God,” “The
mother’s tender care, is at present at the
July 9.
tled on Beecn Hill.
The bridegroom was accompanied by
Last Confession,” “l'he Shadow of h
home of her uncle, J. D. Phillips.
Miss Higgins is
survived
oue
by
the bride's brother, Hollis E. Austin, in
HARBOR3IDE.
Mrs.
Crime”
and
“The
Bondman”.
brother, Nathan W., and several nephews
Miss Grace Carroll, assistant post-misthe absence of
the
groom’s friend,
L. F. Sawyer is at home.
and nieces.
Humphrey is one of our summer visitors, Adelbert
tress, was quite seriously ill last week.
Clark, of Lakeport, N. H.
at
Hotel
at
The funeral services were held at the stopping
Dority
preseut.
She is now improvii/g, though still conMiss Annie Black Is home from Q lincy,
After the ceremony dinner was served.
A fair was held at the Bay schoolhouse
her room.
fined to
Her many friends not Cuelsea, as stated iu last week’s issue. schoolhouse Thursday afternoon, conMr. and Mrs. Champion left on the 2 23
ducted by
Rev. George E. Kinuey, of Friday afternoon and evening, under the o'clock train. After a short
hope for a spiedy recovery.
Mrs. Willie Clifford, with little daughtrip they will
auspices of the school children and Miss go to their home at Lakeport. They were
Mrs. M. J. Masou, of Mt. Desert, is ter, is boarding with her busbaud’s pa- Soraeaville.
Mias Higgins went to Boston some Gertrude P«rker, who kindly assisted the
spending a few weeks with a son and rents.
recipients of many pretty and useful
years ago, where she has resided, work- them. There were tables of fancy and
daughter at Southwest Harbor. She finds
presents.
Judge Kimball has not gone to Caliing at the tailor’s trade.
In declining domestic
articles, home-made candy,
a warm welcome here, noi only from her
Mrs. Champion is one of our highly esfornia as stated, but will go Aug. 1 with
health she resided with Mr. and Mrs. tiowers, ice-cream and c*ka.
A very enImmediate relatives, but from many old theG. A. K.
teemed young ladies, having taught sucHenry Nash, by whom she was tenderly tertaining programme was carried out in' cessfully for several years in our own
friends whom she has not seen for several
Mrs. French is staying at the Gilbert cared for. The deceased was
about seven- the evening. The proceeds, |30, will §o
years.
State and New Hampshire.
Her many
cottage with her daughter, Miss Blanche ty-five years old.
toward the purchase of au organ for the
friends here extend most hearty congratThe Congregational! sewing circle is
Townsend, of Cambridge, Mass.
11.
schoolhouse.
July
M.
ulations and best wishes for her future
making plans for a midsummer sale durMrs. Ida Jordan, who has been visiting
Une Femme.
July 13.
prosperity and happiness.
ing the first week of August. The date her
NORTH CASTINE.
parents, Andrew Black and wife, rewill be announced later. As the society
Y.
July 13.
turned to-day to Sedgwick, by steamer.
Mrs. Ada Joyce is ill.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
in the past has received contributions of
C. H. Blake’s family had their usual
PROSPECT HARBOR.
needlework from friends of the church
Capt. Ezra Conner is home for the hayMiss Ethel Small has typhoid fever.
salmon dinner on the Fourth. Brooks ! ing season.
outside of the circle, they hope for a conv
Andrew Havey, of Sullivan, spent a day
Amos Hardy went to Camden Sunday.
tinued interest. The circle has recently Griudle, wife and children were there;
Miss Estelle Perry, who has been visitor two with Ralph Moore last week.
Mrs. George Blastow is in feeble health.
Blake and Mr. Blake’s
been entertained by Mrs. Hannah B. Gil- also Mrs. M. A.
ing at Sandy Point, is home.
Misses Bessie and Clara Strout, of CherAbbie Bqkeman, Charles Nevels,
Isaac
arrived
home
week.
this
sister,
Capt.
Gray
and
Mrs.
A.
C.
At
Norwood.
both
ley
Mrs. Isaac Dunbar and son Delmont are
ryfleld, were guests of Mrs. E. E. Hay Satwife and daughter, and another family
a
Miss
most
Alberta
Hatch
has
returned
to
was
places
enjoyable afternoon
relatives in Brooksville.
urday.
from Sedgwick picnicked on the grounds. visiting
Belfast.
spent.
Miss Ada Waterbury, of New York, is
Ralph Klngslev,of Bar Harbor, baa been
did
what
Visitors
at
Undercliff
13.
they
Spray
July
Capt. George Torrey was at home a guest at Capt. S. O. Moore's for the
the guest of Mrs. Augusta Leach.
past
could to celebrate the Fourth by firerecently.
week.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
y
Mrs. George Arey and family, of Brooksworks, sailing, ringing of bells and tootMiss
Emma
Eaton
is
in
Biewer
visiting
Whereas, Our loyal white ribbon sifter
Miss Lotte Johns has been spending a
Mr. Hope and others ville, are in town for a short stay.
ing of cornets.
this week.
Mrs. Lydia B- Lurvey, a member of the Franfew days here with her grandmother, Mrs.
made the evening bright by a big bonfire
Capt. Samuel Conner and son Walter, of
ces E. Willard W. C. T. U. of Southwest HarMrs. George Ho'den and son have gone N. E. Johns.
on Buck Island, the crackling and snapBrockton, Mass., are visiting relatives in
bor, has been called from earth to the life
to Portland.
ping of which could be heard for a long this vicinity.
George Noyes and his sister, Mrs. Fred
eternal, therefore,
Mrs. Lydia Preble is the guest of Mrs. O-eutt, were
Resolved, That while we recognize the wis- distance. The evening was a fine one,
of
Mrs. Fred
guests
Mrs. Charles
Dunbar and family, of
E.
T.
dom of the divine decrees, and strive to say, following a perfect day.
Marshall.
B'aneeThuraday.
Brockton, Mass., arrived Friday to spend
the
be
we
mourn
loss
will
B.
done,”
“Thy
sincerely
July?.
the summer.
Capt. Charles Thompson returned from
Mr. Crimmln and wife, of North Sulli^
of one whose faithful Christian example will
j
She

woman.

Ellsworth
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CONTINUE

Those who
and strength
ment with

gaining fletth
by regular treattreat-

are

Scott’s Emulsion
cont.Lnue ‘he treatment

and

ak?feaJS;,P Uk

whirMeroffe
the
season.dUrlnB

Send for free sample.

5£OTT & BOWNE, Ch.„,L,u,
409-4‘Ti earl .street,
New York
50c. and $1.00; all druggists.

George Coombs

la in

port, painting

01s

veasel.
to

are
Mice Idle Clark and little nephew
to-day.
Everett Morae Is going to Bar Harbor

atart for Sbawmnt

where be will find
"Sebenoa”.

employment

on

boie

Mias Janie Springer bas arrived
from Brewer and is employed in the
tly of Mortimer Goodwin.
<r"m
Mias Georgia Heath arrived home
Ellsworth Wednesday. She has been
ployed in the hardwood factory.

July 11.
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WEST BltOOKHVILLE.
had

ha.
N.ncy Smith

Mr8

,t“m

her

Mrs. Zulrna Harding, of Lamgine, formerfy oC this pUce, ta visiting relatives
and friends here.

Strout and two children, ol
Mrs Foster
here tor the

Portland, are

summer.

Rev. Mr. Mitchell, of Northeast Harbor,
preached a very fine sermon in the union

family have
for an Indefinite time,
red tbelr bouse
Charles Tapley and son Harry
to New Bedford to Join their
hive gone
Thurston Lord

Mrs.

and

meeting-house here Sunday.
v
Capt. Leonard J. Spurting, in schooner
“Wild Rose”, stocked |650 in one week’s
fishing, the highest line sharing nearly «75.

"engineers
J

Douglass house has opened for the
eight or ten arrivals from
srtson. with
The

Portland-

Edward Brewer and family, of Holbrook, Mass., arrived at the home of Mrs.
J. M. Spurting Iasi week to remain for

making an exMrs Thomas
with her son, I)r. Thomas
Vended visit
at Auburn.
Is

Tapley

othru pay*

Minn Schnssa Q. Row and Mlaa
Raymond, ol Bouton, arrived Saturday tot
the Henson.

house

ha. returned
George H. Tapley
Tl,lt ln Ban*or-

•

...

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Minted.
„

County S»,,

the

Tapley.

season.

The relatives and friends hete of Mra.
Almenia Baker Flint were grieved to

Luther Church, of BinMr. and Mrs.
Inst Saturday. They are at
arrived
jo,
the Stevdna cottage.

learn of her loss in tho death of her hua-

I baud, D. B. Flint.
the color of his
Dr. Farrow Is changing
Mrs. Sarah Tucker, after an extended
white.
from yellow to
house
dwelling
| visit with relatives and friends in Boston,
work.
the
Is
J
has returned home, accompanied by her
Melvin Lord doing
Mr. Uandall owner,
niece, who Hill spend the summer here.
yacht "Polly”,

hail been fog bound here for several
for Buck’s Harbor Wednesdays, Bailed
that

day.
C. Sawyer, who
Mn. and Mrs. Andrew
Brookside several days last
were at the
home In Bangor
week, returned to their
Monday morning.
/
and
Clara Tapley, of Malden, Mass.,
of Colbv, are spending
jobs 9. Tapley,
with tbelr parents,
their summer vacation
T. Tapley.
Capt. and Mre. John
of the ateamCspt. Robert M. Tapley,
his wife and daugh(hlp“A r ua”, with
Will C.Taptey, of Mark
ter Art. a t», and

/

Island
stay »i
ley.

a

station, are making a short
mother, Mrs. Marla Tap-

t

heir

"

J

John B. Steele died at Bar Harbor hoapi ta I on July 3. He had been there since
June 24
His body arrived here July 4,
accompanied by the widow. Funeral services were from the union meeting house
on Sunday, Elder Eugene Brann, of Ellsworth, officiating. Interment was in the
Preble burial ground. Mr. Steele was r
native of Addison, but came here-when n
young man and married Miss Myra O
Spurling. who, with four children, survives him.

The item in last week’s American
how the

fi,100

which

has

been

as

paid

to
on

the union
was

meeting-house cellar was raised
incorrect. The fact is that the ?400

raised last winter

by

the nineteen

work-

ers was principally raised by donations
Mrs. L rale Tapley, of O d Town, Mrs.
| from non-resident tax-payers and sum
Fa„iii, o .Aden, of Bangor, Mr. and Mra.
mer visitors, for which they,as well as the
Jo„ii R'. of Boston, and Mr. and Mrs.
ladies’aid sod *ty, whi’h has borne the
H„„y i.sskell, ol Somerville, Mass., were
expenses, deserve great credit. The fTOO,
here isel week attending the Haweawhich the editor credited to tlie summer
B-.rn. s wedding.
was the net
proceeds of three
Mlag
L zzie Adell tourists,
Till’ wedding of
years of hard labor by the ladies’ aid.
ol thia village, to Lloyd Elmer
R.
July 13.
Birnts, of Andover, took piece at the
and
Mr.
hride’a
the
I
ue
paienie,
h.
ORLAND.
8.
A. Hawes, Wednesdsy,

July

N.

Mri

ceremony w.s performed by Kev. H.
L. Pickard, of the Congregational church,
la the presence of a large parly of relatives and Irlends. Mr. and Mrs. Barnes
lilt on thestesiner “Pemaquld” Wednes-

SPARKS— M AI.LOCK.

Tu

a short
wedding trip.
home” at tbelr home in
Andover Btter Sept. 1.
Tombon.
July 13.

day evening for

They

"at

will be

A8HVILLE.
Bunker i* in poor health, but
Mr*.
seems somewhat better just now.
Nell'e

Jason Tracy and bis mother, of Gouldsboro, were the guests of J. H. Tracy Sun-

day.

brilliant wedding. in which Orland
people will he much interested, occurred
Friday evening, July 3, at their future
boiue, No. 10 Tennyson street, Boat on,
when Mias Bertha M. Sparks, only chi d
of Clifton Sparks, formerly of Orland,
and Fielding Mullock were married in the
A

presence of relatives and friends.
The ceremony whs performed

by Rev.

A. Clark, of Somerville, the ring service
being used. The couple were attended by
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur L. Harris.
Mrs.
Harris was formerly of Orland, and will
be well remembered as MisB Sidia Cash-

ing.

The bride

was

handsomely attired
a bouquet of

in while muslin and carried

Little
been

Miss

having

Robertson,

Lena
a

long illness,

who

haB

roses.

seems

After the ceremony a reception was held
from 8 30 to 10 30. Dainty refreshments

Miss

Eliza

were

gaining.
Miss Clara Ch’lcott and
Whitten, of Sullivan Center,

white

to be

were

in town

served

by

The young

four young ladies.
were the recipients of

couple
many pretty gifts.

COUNTY NEWS.

Philip started forward impetuously,
but she drew back and leaned, trembling, against the door as she said in a
frightened whisper: “You? You?”
EAST SULLIVAN.
The janitor had discreetly withThe congregation at the morning service
drawn.
was greatly
pleased to heat Mr. Waltz
Philip felt a pang of reproach as he
sing again. This time it was not expected,
By Mary Wood
looked at the shrinking girl. He had
so proved a
startled her too much. His voice was
double^leasure.
Dr. Helen Taft Cleaves has been spendvery gentle as he said:
“Yes, Miss
l'JOf, by T. C- McClure
Copyright,
ing a few days with her sister, Mrs. Fred
Lambert, it is I, the man from the car
Noyes. Sbe leaves for Massachusetts to! window. You see I know your name.
; The
day, where she has a position as second
Janitor told me. And I’ve come to
The elevated train always slowed up
doctor in an institution.
ask you whether you liked the violets.
before It came to the curve. On this
Mrs. George Farrin and son Frankie particular afternoon it came to a dead
And, oh, when I missed you from the
were driving up from West Gouldsboro
| window I could not stand it. I just
Hop.
Saturday afternoon just before the shower.
Philip Bryce gazed listlessly from the had to come and find out whaf was the
matter.”
Mrs. Farrin saw an automobile coming in window.
He was tired after a hard
1
The girl’s eyes were downcast, her
time to get her little boy out and take the fay at the ofllee, and the
prospect of a
rheeks crimson, ns she said in the same
horse by the head. The animal was so lonely restaurant dinner and a lonelier
terrified that she could not bold it. The evening in his apartments was not infrightened whisper: “Yes, I got your
violets. They were beautiful, and you
hor-e fell, broke the wagon, and but for viting.
He gave an impatient sigh as
were very kind to send them. But you
the assistance of tome men who happened his glance traveled up the height of the
aldhg, would have injured himself. The brownstone building. “Just like my ought not to have sent them, and you
ought not to have come here. Miss Methouse,” he commented. “Probably just
occupants of the automobile sped on.
calf found me with them, and I had to
ns full of people, each one knowing litH.
July 13.
tell her all about them—and you. She
tle and caring less about the rest.
BLUE HILL FALLS.
was dreadfully shocked.
I—I did not
I.ord, but a big city's a selfish sort of
know that I had been doing anything
Capt. Friend, schooner ‘‘Game Cock”, place!”
arrived from Portland July 6.
wrong. But she said that I had been
Just then Ills glance reached a winvery bold f^nd forward and that you—
R. O. Chatto has his buildings painted. dow on the level of his own and rested
you were not a good man. And she
His face brightened, for the
Blanchard Bowden, of South Bluebill, there.
did the work.
somber curtains framed a girl, an un- j made me promise never to watch for
you again, and she threw the violets
Capt. Small has the gasoline launch doubtedly pretty girl. And yet there
Her voice
away—my poor violets.”
“Jaquiah” completed, and is making ex- wus something so pathetic in the pictrembled, but she raised her eyes trustture that Bryce's heart gave a throb.
cursion trips from Parker Point.
The girl leaned forward, her delicate ingly as she said more firmly: “I don’t
H. D. Friend, of Brockton, Mass., is
she
believe everything
that
said,
face supported by her clasped palms.
spending a few days with his father, D. Under a
though. I know you meant to be kind,
mass of pale gold hair
waving
P. Friend, and his sisters, Mrs. A. F.
dark eyes looked sadly fur beyond the even though it was wrong.”
Cdnary and Mrs. Emma Bowden.
Philip Bryce gently took her hands
train into a scene painted by her imagSUB.
July 13._
in his. “No. it was not wrong. Do 1
ination.
SEDGWICK
Suddenly, as if waked from her day look like a man who could not be trustdream by the fixity of his gaze, she ed?”
the
arrivals
the
Among
during
past
Something in her face seemed to give
turned. As her eyes met his a wave of
week were Joshua T Butler and son, H.
crimson surged up to the roots of her him confidence, for he went on impetuof
New
York
Douglass,
city. Mr. Butler
With a proud little movement ously: “May not a man send flow’ers to
hair.
came to see his aged father.
she drew back into the shelter of the the girl whom he loves? Little girl, 1
Sunday, July 5, a little son of A. S. curtains. And at the same moment the am all alone in the world and very
his
Turner, while playing around
lonely. You are lonely too. I read it in
train, obeying some unseen signal,
father’s horse, wa* kicked in the head.
your face day after day. And you need
moved off around the curve.
He received a severa wound and was unIf you
some one to take care of you.
As it jolted upon its way Philip
conscious several day*. At the present
But can trust me, if you think that some
leaned back, with a sigh.
Bryce
there is hope of his recovery.
this time the sigh was not for himself, day you can love me a little, wron’t you
C.
July 13.
but for the girl. "Poor little soul!” he let me take care of you? I can wait
said softly. “She looked even more lone- patiently. I have been loving you for
WALTHAM.
than I. Wish I could do something these many w'eeks, but I can wrait till
Friends of Mrs. John Haslam, form- ly
for her.
Well. I'll look out for her to- you are ready, dear.”
erly of Bar Harbor an1 Waltham, will be morrow.
As she looked up into his earnest,
Strange to say. the
anyway.”
interested to know that she is recovering
this
of
philanthropic manly face and read the love shining
recurrence
from a surgical operation, performed at
down on
thought infused brightness Into his en- in his eyes she laid her head
the Agnew sanitarium, San Diego, Cal.,
his breast and whispered, ‘I am ready—
tire evening.
Ju'y 7. It was expected that she would
now\”
There was an unusual element of
be ah e to leave ilie r-anitarium in about
So Miss Metcalf lost her companion,
baste in the way in which lie sprinted
len risys, a t houg h of course it will be a
but Philip Bryce gained a wife.
up the stairs of the elevated station
numbet of weeks before she entirely rethe next afternoon. It seemed a matter
covers.
How Berlins Died.
of the greatest importance that he
Spec.
In Harper's Magazine Collins ShackHe
should catch the 4 o'clock train.
elford tells the true story of the fatal
told himself that it was only because
PRETTY MARSH.
it was his usual train, and he prided expedition of the explorer Bering, from
Nuland Moffett, of Boston, is visiting
Here
whom Bering strait is named.
But there
himself on his regularity.
his grandmother, Mrs. A. E. Moffett.
is Ids account of the adventurer’s death
was that in his manner which belied
Miss Laura Brown, of Philadelphia, is
after the loss of his ship:
his words.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Maria Haynes.
“Bering, who hud been for some time
As the ti^in slowed up for the curve j
Her nephew, Master John McDauiels, is
his eye eagerly sought a certain wintotally disabled, was brought ashore
with her.
She
on a hand barrow in a boat and placed
dow. The girl was at her post.
Joseph Manley and wife, Mr. Scull, might have been reading, for a book in a sheltering hollow, where his still
had
a mere handful
faithful men
wife and child are at Camp Taylor. was in her lap. but Philip felt sure
cleared the snow from the sand. Even
George F. Arnold and wife are expected that she saw him, felt sure that sudthen he was dying. Ilis great age and
later in the season.
den color flushed her cheek. Such marthe hardships he had undergone on
velous power has the human eye—on
S.
July 13.
this voyage made his struggle for life
occasion. The young man was unreafb* additional
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Schooner yacht‘ Alert”, of Boston, Capt.
laid In the harbor over Sun-

day.
Schooner “Grace Choate”, Capt. Burgess,
landed 44,000 pounds of fish at S. S. Morse
<& Son’s tish-stand

Saturday.

Miss Gertie McRae has gone to Southwest Harbor, where she will be engaged
at the
Stanley bouse for the season.

Strainer 44W. G. Butman”

“VlnalhavenV* place

for

is

on

day

a

in the

or

two

while she undergoes a few repairs prior to
her annual inspection.

M1»8 Goldie Bridges has returned to
Belfast, where she is employed.
Landlord Littlefield gave a lawn party
on the Penobscot houae lawn Wednesday

evening.
Mrs.
for

George O. Littlefield leaves to-day

Boston

where

she

will

join

her

husband.
Mrs. Margaret Littlefield has goue to
Gilead to visit her graudmother, Mrs.
Boswortb.
Mrs. C. K. Bridges and Mrs. William

^

July

July 13.
WtAIUA V

'a W
01 men,

Brimmer,
i8

S-rvices

in

io,vii

were

^ouufc Sunday.

of

Brewer,

wltb

p

crew

cutting hie nay.

held

lu

There

tne

uew

wan

1

here wbh a
sing at
Gening. There will
fc**«dug, jU|y 18

tbe

a

meetinglarge con*

chapel Saturday

be another

1 sefc,us about
time tbe
^ut >n its
appearance.

uew

Saturday

iron

The

bridge

contract

CHllej for its
completion July 15.
Cb

,*rr>8
John.
July

slight mistake in tbe artiMrs. Mary O. Carr last week. Mrs.
father was Josbua Moor, and not
was

a

13

8.

Just About Bedtime

Karly Riser—it will
stiffs
ii:”.“ll°Ut biliousness and liver
Dbu/U

,.u,UOUHUe£*,j

*na

uver

cure

con;

troubles.
irouoies.

different
Risers are oinweui
i^ariy rtiaera
n!I. Piil8*£arly
They do not gripe and
bnw^°iher
Qown lfae
the mucous membranes of the

frn™.
Ifoiu

*

...

itnr,„

eenn.

^.n

*lver and

but cure by
lhe secretions and giving
those organs.
Sold by WlQ*

str(hn£*ur?U8in*
Giv
fl^4to
** &
Moobe.

boweis,

BURRY.

Alice Beede came home from Bosby boat Saturday.
^
has
Miss Helen Campbell, of Ellsworth,

ton

been

visiting Mrs. W. M. Lord.

“I’ll have you in

a

minute,” said the

dog.

4

Miss

1 L»I, r..

8pe«aiiou.

There

13._Suba.

M.

,j

Misses Cbarlena and Hazel Smith returned to their home in EllBworth Tuesday.
fallE. C. Witbee, who was Injured by
weeks ago, is
ing from a building several
able to be out of doors.
with
Miss Delpblna Lord, who has been
E. Gray, several
her sister, Mrs. Mary
home in Bangor
weeks, returned to her

Monday.

of
State Missionary Rev. Mr. Hunt,
the
Baptist
Charleston, preached iu
held a sochurch Sunday afternoon and
cial service in the evening.
Bar Harbor
Miss Grace Beede went to
house.
Tuesday to work at the Lynam
who has
Her sister, Miss Martha Beede,
several seasons at
been head waitress for
old place.
the Lynam, is again at her
July 13.1

“No, you won't," answered the rabbit.
“Why?” called the dog.
“Because there Is another somebody
that wants me more than you do,” answered the rabbit.
And, sure enough, at that very mo
ment a great big hawk swooped down
from the skies and dug his talons Into
the back of the rabbit. Then the hawk
spread his wings again and mounted
to the skies.
“I want this rabbit for my dinner,”
said the hawk as he winked at the

dog.
And the dog fe!t just about as cheap
anybody ever did to see his prey
get away from him in that way.—
as

Httsburg Disputiih.
Newltt—The alter effects of the grip,

they

say,
diseases.
had the

Why,

are

worse

than

most

other

Slopay—That’s about right. I
grip last winter, and it’s making

trouble for
doctor

Subscribe for The American.

One

newJy-kleeted professor
languages at the University

|

And

also of St.

you

Newltt—
now, I tell yon.
are not In the hands of the

me

now.

hands of the

Slopay—No.
dootor’s lawyer

I’m
now.

In

the

John,

overboard

from

a

lake

steamer, which was carrying a crew of
woodsmen. Scribner, it is said, walked
up to Myers, and threw him overboard
without the slightest warning and withany known reason except that
was under the influence of

out
ncr

Myers

drowned

was

before

Scrib-

liquor.

be could be

reached.

JamesfE Wade,

the railway postal clerk
Augusta Isst Tuesday night
stealing from the United
States mails, pleaded not guilty when
arraigned before Commissioner Bradley

arrested at
for alleged

Wednesday and
Sej tern her term of
Bath in the sum
Wade was
between Portland

at

bail.

held

was

for

the

U. S. district court
of f1,500. He furnished
employed on the run
the

and Augusta, and
handled thousand of letters containing
small sums of money for the
Augusta

publishing firms.
Important Convention.
seventy-seventh annual conference
Maine Cougregationalists occurs in

The
of

the
conjunction with
ninety-sixth
annual meeting of the Maine
missionary
in
fticieiy
FttriningU.ii Jrept. 22-24.
Tm

o

a c'nuUi cnurch Ih lie host of
a
position it ti ud lest

0piHHn.11,
t

!.»

«•*

1‘tie

y<ars
ago.
committee is able to
real
a

of the

in t*

teiipf

is ii

ti Rt an

the

just

programme
main

announce the

conference, which justify
unusual y good meeting

prospect.

Mis» Mmy iB..* W o”ey, president of
Holyoke college/will give an addi
II. £eficb,twho has
just accepted the. presidency of^Baugor
seminar}. Harr} W. H cks, ol Boston, is
another speaker new to Maine audiences.
Two kit-rlred itepien for discussion will
h« : “The
Type^of Lift and Character Dent-o by the Time-,” and “Our Ministiy
Yung Men”./"[Perhaps the most
iu.po- »«‘t discussion will centre about
“Forward Movement”, of which Rev.
J ‘v l> n'Hu.of Bangor, i» chairman.
The Matae Charitable society holds its
annual meeting Sept. 23.
This society
provides for indigent and aged ministers
and their families.
The annual sermon will be preached by
Rev. W. II. Fenn, D. D, Portland.
Rev,
E H. Cousins, Thomaston, is the correM( unt

tsb;*also*Rey."David

1

sponding secretary

of the conference and
port of the work of the churches is
always avsaittd witu in trcbt.
his

it

Rev C W Folsom. Bath, is moderator.
The

girl in

the can*

love long before

Ho

know**

min’s

r

in

fact.

tumble- to the

Sttibtrtisemcnte.

i

~~~

"

~

j

over

for many

so

smoke

I’liilip's

romance

Maine.

of

A woodsman who says he is Joe
of St. John, N. B
was arrested
at Kineo last Wednesday charged with
pushinganother woodsman. James Myers,

—

of 8, 1741. a month after the landing, his
one
that for
body was already half buried, and it
once he had a listener worthy of his
needed but a little work on the part of
The third story front flat?
his skeleton comrades to inclose this
powers.
Miss Metcalf lived there—
Ah, yes.
hero of the arctic regions in a coffin of
Her
a nasty, cantankerous old lady.
frozen sand.
companion, poor little Miss Lambert,
Fill Your Lung*.
had a hard time of it with her. How
She
Breathe
more.
deeply.
she ever stood It all he didn't see.
Breathe
was some sort of a poor relation and
Breathe freely. Why don’t we take
likely didn't have anywhere else to more of this vital power Into our beBut it was a shame the way ing? We must if our lives are to be full
stay.
the old lady deviled her.
and vigorous.
The janitor grew quite excited over
The puny, whining, stingy individual
In fact, be had
So did Philip.
it
is not the one who has a full, deep ressome difficulty in restraining his feelpiration. She is stingy and crabbed
But he forbore to interrupt the with herself fifst.
ings.
junitor. Such information was pre- I Fill your lungs full. Fili the upper
cious.
part. Fill the lower part. Now be sure
“The poor young lady never gets a you cannot get another bit of air anybreath of fresh air except when she where. Slowly and steadily exhale.
goes driving with the old one, and
Whenever you are outdoors do it,
never a minute to herself except when
walking to and from the office. Get up
her tyrant is sleeping.”
from your sewing and go out on the
Sudden enlightenment came to Philip. 1 porch and try it. When you feel nervEvidently Miss Metcalf took an after- ous try it. When things get tangled up
He had to thank the god and you are becoming confused try it.
noon siesta.
of sleep for these stolen meetings, if
If you feel cross try it. In short, when
meetings they might be called.
you feel the need of vitality fill your
The janitor's story had strangely exand take it. Control the exhalacited him, however. It was in an ex- tion, and if you persist you will find
ulted mood that he sullied forth like restlessness, worry and impatience will
knight of old to the nearest florist. lose their grip and newer power will
The purchase of a large bunch of vio- possess your being.
lets somewhat soothed his feelings.
God's gift, fresh air, plenty of it!
But he reddened shamefacedly as he
Will you take it?—Medical Talk.
inscribed a card. “From the man in the
car window,” and addressed the box to
'You were horn on t tie oc< an, you say?'’
That he,
Philip r»nia ked the traveling acquaintance.
“Miss Lambert*”
man,
business
fact
of
matter
Bryce,
“But, o!
“Yes,” replied the other man.
should be caught ut such a schoolboy’s course, you consider America your countrick! And yet he gToried in the in- try. “Of Not at all.
My name isn’t
the

of

Scribner,

his discovery.
} hopeless.
“His slow passing away was pathetic
days. When twiIn effect he partially
light fell earlier, the girl's slender fig- and pitiful.
silhouetted against lampwas
buried himself alive. He lay under the
ure
light. The curtains were never drawn, \ shelter of a tent made from an old sail.
and she was never absent. She watched
I.ong suffering had made him childish
I and petulant.
Each day and all day
for him.
The assurance pave Bryce tne cour- : his weakening hands were constantly
busied scraping down upon his body,
age to call on the janitor of the brownas
to the
stone house and inquire
beginning at his feet, the sand from
prices of vacant apartments and inci- the ridges on either side.
I
“He would submit to no interference
dentally as to the girl.
The jauitor was loquacious, after 1 with this occupation, insisting that the
the manner of janitors. As he watched I sand warmed him. When he died, Dec.

sonably happy

Week’s

Winnowing* of News,
Novelty »u«l Nonsense.
Dr. J. B. Segall, of New York, is the

wreath

best

cigars

up
he

Made

B\irley Tobacco
and

packed

where

it grows.

from
felt

iungs

congruity.

the

from

Firvest

Martins Navy

[Worth Navy Plug]
Not made by

Only Union

The next afternoon he could hardly
wait until the train reached the curve.
Would she wear his flowers? Would
she smile her thanks?
But—the girl was not at her post; the
curtains were tightly drawn. The pain
of the disappointment stung him into
He had allowed this girl to
energy.
Should
grow into his life and thoughts.
Never!
he let her slip out again?
With sudden determination he left
the train at the next station and
walked straight to the brownstone
The Janitor recognized him.
house.
He volunteered to show him the way.
The girl herself opened the door. Her
cheeks were pater than usual and her
She, too,
eyes heavy from weeping.
by her startled glance, recognized him

Morgan.”
Mias Bragg—When the present King ol
England was here in 1860 my grandfather
Our family
entertained him at dinner.
plate was used on that occasion and the
Prinoe—MIrb

Sharpe—Had to use a plate
neighbors, I suppose.

borrowed from the

|

axative

Cures

a

ftromo

Cold in One Day,

Quinine

a

Trust.

Labor used.

TO BE GIVEN AWAY:

$1,000

in Cash

$2,000 in Premiums
save the Taos
Your dealer will tell you how
to win the money.

|

Sellers have been visiting relatives in Orrington the past week.

Miss Addle Littlefield, who has been
About seventy-five from here and Long
a vacation at home, has returned
spending
Island went to Bar Harbor on the “W. G.
to Portland where she Is employed.
Butman” Sunday. It was an ideal day,
George Littlefield, of the sterfmsblp
*od the
trip was enjoyed by all.
“Atlanta”, U. B. N., who has been spend- “I WANT THIS BABBIT FOR MY DINNER.
George Tainter, of Brooklin, has comrea short vacation at home, has
menced work repairing Francis Sprague’s ing
The dog went so fast that
Charlesluwn, Mass., where he great race!
boat that went ashore on John’s island turned to
be gradually gained on the fleeing
will continue his duties.
and completely took one side off of
hare.

j^dge,

Jo

f
4

—

Disappointed Dog

Harry Gray,

CAR

J
I

Mrs. Mallock’s OrSaturday afternoon.
land and Bucksport friends extend conAn Anirpal story For
Henry Tracy and wife, of Gouldsboro,
gratulations.
were the guests of Mrs. Tracy’s mother,
Little FolKs
Mrs. M. A. Robertson, Sunday.
Mtb. F. P. Hutchings is recovering after
M. W. Johnson and family, who have
a severe attack of German measles.
been at South Gouldsboro, moved home
=
Mrs. May T. Moore, of Brockton, is the
last week to stay until after haying.
of Mrs. H. E. Grindle at the Orland
guest
John H. Tracy, 2d, came home Saturday
A dog saw a rabbit sitting in the
from the Belmont, Bar Harbor, to spend house.
Among recent arrivals are: Miss Belle middle of a field munching away upon
the night with his family. He returned
J. Rich, Revere, Mass.; Miss Maude Blais- a carrot top.
Sunday morning.
Mrs. Moore,
“I’ll just cfech that rabbit,” said the
While Mrs. Alice Farrin and son were deli, Winchester, Mass,;
and away he went after it at full
dog.
Brockton, Mass.
the
horse became frightdriving home,
Miss Mary L Ripley, who has been sev- speed.
ened by an automobile. The wagon was
But he was not quick enough, for
Mrs
Ira
overturned and the horse fell into the eral months with her aunt,
home on Mr. Rabbit saw him, dropped his carditch. The occupants were not much hurt, Gross, has returned to her
Oh, it was a
Point. Her place at Mrs. Gross’ rot top and scampered.
as both had
jumped from the wagon. A Leach’s
thunder shower coming up, ail were is taken by Mrs. Sadia Rideout.
r
G.
July 13.
hurrying to get under cover.
B.
July 13.
PENOBSCOT.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

A
[ FROM
WINDOW

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

ILfjjnl Xoti'ctsr
NOTICE

Or

FORECLOSURE.

TITHEREAS George G. Ware well, of Pe-

W

nobscot, iu the county of Hancoek.
und State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
dated ihe twenty-first day of February, a. d.
1894, and recorded in the Hancock registry or
deeds, hook 276, page 320, conveyed to me, the
ndersigned. a certain parcel of real estate
situate in said Penobscot, and bounded as rol1 >ws. to wit: it being all of that part of lot
number 93 lying west of a straight line with
the head or eastern line of the Grant lot. socalled, and on said twenty-first day of February, a. d. 1894, occupied by Mr. Roberts, and
being the same run by Samuel Leach (excepting ten acres deeded by William Grindle, u.,
to Eben H. Grindle) : and one other piece located in said Peuobscot and bounded as follows: commencing at the shore at the northwest corner of lot uumber 93; thence southerly on “aid line lorty four rods to a maple
tree; thence southwesterly eighteen and onehalf rods to a fir tree; thence northwesterly
forty-four rods to the shoie; thence easterly
ore-half rods To tne
on said shore eight and
first-mentioned hounds, containing twentyfive acres more or les i, together with the
buildings thereon. aDd all the privileges
thereunto belonging; and whereas the condition of said moitguge has been broken,
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of
Horace Perkins.,
said mortgage.
Dated this 27th day of June. a. d. 1903.

/,

p

Giipn2 Days

on

every

box. 23c

Cures

Nothing

But;

Rheumatism

Itwillcure YOU or von get your money
r
.il druggists.
back. All
In Table* form only. NO ALCOHOL.

THE WOODBURY CHEMICAL CO.

Incorporated^

Price

50 Cents.

170 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

fitmmiBcnuntg.

delays from breakdowns! Breaks
can be replaced without sending to factory.
I have o|>ened a warehouse in
basement of the Manning building,
opposite Manning hall, for the dis
play and sale of the farm mach nerf
of Adriance, Platt & Co., o
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
more

subject

The

ot this sketch

was

born

this

Mr. Parker
whom it

Hie

was

glad
A

was an

indeed

a rare

to count him

man

such

ideal

always

was

country where

on

companion, one
pleasure t) meet.

a

spirit,

and all

were

their list of friends.

of such

sterling

worth aud

with

record

deserves

something

more

a

passing notice.
During the Civil war be served three

than

years in the navy, and

was in

many bardof the most

fougbt engagements. Iti one
brllliaut naval battles of the war, his

ploits

the admiration of his

won

officers, and be

large

was

of

amount

never

ex-

fully entitled to

he

which

prize money

a

After

being discharged
in Co. E

volunteer

infantry,

credit.

was

He

the defences of

from the navy,
First Maine veteran
and

served

with

honorably discharged in
Washington, D. C, June

28,1865.
After the

war

he

again

enlisted

in

Harbor,

His

occupation

sailor, and
most of his life was spent upo-i the deep
He was an honored member of Warren
post, No. 66, Q A. R of Winterport, and
was

that

burled under the rites

of

an

ceremonies

of the order.
He

leaves

daughter,

one son, William
Priscilla L, both of

E., and

are in

town for

Zemro Hall will

a

"H

m sleep the brave who fink to
By all their country’s wishes blest

man

wants to know if

a woman

George B.

Waki field

visit

Clifton,

in

family into

his

has

vacated.

returned
his

where

a

Mrs.

left

Charles

Pease

Monday for

and

from

Flossie

visit among; out-of-

a

Mrs

C.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.

Ellsworth.

remains

with

have been made with the

Hugh Havey

ra.

Bangor Monday

join

to

her

Foliett Gerrisb and

Mrs.

expected in

are

few

of

days

Waltham, Mass., a week ago.
tion for appendicitis will

Au

operathis

Capt. V B Gordon was in town Saturday evening from Bar Harhnr. He is the
master of yacht “Tanawah”.

S. Banker, of Kingman, is,
wife, sp^uding bis vacation with
his parents, Charles l. Bunker and wife.

of

men

Co. have

a

large gang
ledges

at their quarry uncovering
good stone.

Seward” and “Wil-

“Maud

Campbell”

July

sailed

10

loaded

Sullivan.

Haying began Monday ail over town.
Crops look well, though not up with last
as

that

Phe'ps

record

was a

year

and Haskell have

rangements

whereby

locate here.

He will

Dr.

on

made

Phelps

soon move

bay
ar-

will

into the

Her rnauy friends

week.

her share of troubles t bis

season.

She has

Jea«e B.
engineers thus far.
Upton, of Machiasport, is now at the
valve, and intends for things to “proceed”,
had three

Nathan S. Bunker has purchased quarry
property of George W. Pettengill, and beHe is a man
gan operations this wrek.
of long experience with granite ann its
working, and is in a position to handle
Paving will be
any ordinary contract.
the principal product until his quarry is
better developed, whtn he will prubab y
handle dock and bridge work and ranSpec.

14.

Eugene

painting

He is

having

aud

work

done

on

his cottage.

Dr. H. F. T. Cleaves, late of Wintbrop
college, Rock Hill, S. C.. who has accepted
a position at Medfield, Mass., insane asylum, was in town Friday, accompanied by
her

nephew,

livau.

Noyes,

Francis

Friends

of

East SjI-

glad to greet them.

were

The Epwortb league will observe its
anniversary on the evening of July 15
Rev. N. R. Pearson will lecture on “Tue
Epwortb L ague; a centre of Christian
influence”.

Installation

follow, after which
B. Fernald

A.

of

officers

ice-cream

will

will

be

wife,

and

TRENTON.
OF L

Marshall,
of Trenton, died

Lewi* Y.

July 9, aged

eighty-six years and eleven months.
He is survived by a widow and eleven of
their thirteen children.

The children

are

their

grandchildren, were photographed Saturday forenoon by Osgood, of
Ellsworth.
Rev. C. E. Petersen, wife aud
daughter were guests at the bountiful
dinner following, where
over twenty

participated.

forenoon

baptismal
Sunday after tue

East Franklin

at

a

meeting, and at the Centre after

the afternoon service.

A full and

tive house listened to the

evening,

‘‘When

it

the

being

three

last in the

Tyler

Bunker eaug very

“The

Golden Pathway.”

Suoday

lecture

stars

atten-

come

out,”

Mi-. L

course.

effectively

a

solo,

Boston,

for

schooner

with

W. B. Blais

Wm.

F.

Campbell”,

New York, W. B. B aisdei! &

blocks for

Co.
Schooner

Berry, Larooine; Mrs. Charles Davis, Arno.
Marshall, of Trenton.
One son, Lewis, died some thirty years
ago, and a daughter. Mrs. Lizzie Hapworth, died at Bar Harbor about three
years ago.'
The funeral

was

held

last Saturday
Sitnonton, of Ells-

worth. officiating'.

“Pochasset”,

blocks for

New

York, T. M. Blaisdell.
Ju y 13.

LAMOINE

family

Mr. Merrill »nd

cottage

their

on

tripe

between this

v

place

and Bar

Har-

bor.
W. C. Wallace has

large

new

cha-ed

store

ou

nearly completed

the

new

entire

party

yacht; she
fitted for sailing
in
this

well

of the

new

his

by him.

Work at the

use

of the

make

family

Their

season.

quite

July

week

a

and

boats and

little fleet

a

ago for the
friends this

their

Mr.

to prepare for the
later in the mouth.

coming

Hopkins,

of

the fleet

E Is worth’s veteran
a

few

days

at

Co1. C. C Burrill and his daughter, Mrs.
Tatley, with her little sou, are at
Shore Acres for a few days.
Landlord Eoo of Shore Acres has reJ. W.

give

social

a

a

flne

hop

The arrival of the

the

coaling

piano, aud will
Friday evening,

new

on

July 17.

'h
United States cruiser
Admiral

Dewey’s

anxious y looked
She is expected to arrive at

forward to.

station in

a

few

days.

summer

yesterday, and will return in about
days when a fleet of forty-flve of
Uncle Sam’s warships will arrive at the
coaling station.
ten

In every way.

*

{

Among the recent arrivals at Shore
are F. S. Osgood, New York; Capt.
Snopling, Isiesford; H. N. Bragdon,
Lamoine; James D. Rice, J. H. Rice,
Bangor; Helen Rollins, Mabelle Monaghan, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Davis, Helen
and Muriel Davis, C. F. Davis, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Shote, J. H. Hopkins, Miss
Acres

Helen

*• Like It.

t

“We

nee

Master

Arthur

Shute, Ellsworth.

day

Everybody
responsible for bis

else in the world

“H. R. 8umu.”

to be
but

the

former

Providence.

Hopkins

»

own

always puts his up to

are as

Suits;

DeLaittre, of Minneapolis,
guest of her cousin, Mrs. Frank L.

Hodgkins.
Reuben Cousins and two children,

I

Skirts.

Portland, are guests of Mr. Cousins’
father, Shepard Cousins.
Jes«e Bunker, of Webster City, Iowa, is

We have bought
manufacturers’ stork of 250AValking and
Dress Skirts, which we offer at
Jjtri and $7.50. Some among
them are worth double the price.

the

guest of his aunt, Mrs. Eben King
and other relatives in town.
The best wishes of the community are
to the newly-married couple,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L»n*cott.
^

extended

returned

home

Fri-

day. She was accompanied by Miss Olive
Coolidge, who will visit several weeks at
Smyrna Mills and Hodgdon.
The

class

singing

gave its

long-de
ferred concert last Wednesday evening
The instrumental solos by Miss Ida Higgins, of Edswortb, were highly appreciated.
After the concert, ice cream and
cake were furnished by the grange.
H.
July 14.
CAPE ROSIER.
Mrs. M. A. Blake is visiting her sisttr
at South Brooksvi'le.

Delano,

Mrs.

the

among

Malden,

of

ialo

arrivals

is

Mass.,

E. O. Thwaits, of Sargentvil'e,
visited her sister, Mrs. Dunn, on the 12th.
Mrs.

the accidt
near

nt on

\
5
i

from

the quarry which

the

hole’s and

cottages

are

in Monte Carlos, the new long
effects reduced from si.’i to $10

and Underwear at reduced

$

We

f

brolderies, Corsets, Hosiery

12.50.

prices and in large variety.

selling everything suitable for
low prices. Come one and all.

are

wear at

M.

came so

fast

Ginghams, Ducks and Cotton

Cheviots.
Fans, Parasols, Silk and
Lisle Gloves, Laces and Fin-

mid

'Slimmer

|

s
s
f

1

QALLERT.

killing him.

All

our

$2.50.

1 .50 to

Silk Coats
aud

j

$

recovering s'owly from

A. F. Cousins is

Dress Goods
have reduced to a price to
close. Also reduced prices oil
we

Shirt Waist Suits

Gray’s

at

Dimities and Wash

A full stock of

l

I

# 1.50 per pattern of three yards.
In our early spring sale we sold
similar goods at SI. SI.50,
S'2.50 and S'!. Only about loo
patterns in stock.

Dressand Walking

of

Sophie Benn

low

one-half of their real value.
In connection with our shirt
waists we offer Shirt Waist
Patterns at
75c., #1 and

Miss Grace

Miss

every

stylish high-class
as they are with us.

#1.50, #2, #2.50, $5 and
#5.50, or practically at nearly

our

$15.00 Suits for #10.00
12.50
17.50
"
10.00
20.00

week.

Mrs.

to

washable and silk—the greatest
bargains ever offered. We have
over 500 of them at $ 1, $
1.25,

$10.

$12.50 Suits for

Miss Hattie Cousins, of Waltham, Mass.,
calling on relatives and friends last

is the

noteworthy

interest

Shirt Waists

( heviots and Venetian Cloth

was

fill-

ing up with guests.
Eben

Haskell and
a

There

are

son

voyage with
home the 12th.
sea

now

have

Capt.

MOUTH OF THE

re-

Has-

about thirty guests at

Undercliff.

Mrs.

George Ray

Mrs. Daniel Blake, of North Castine,
visiting ijer sister, Mrs. C.
H. Blake, returned July 10.

ittle

C.

H.

Blake and

daughter,

family, with his
child, and Mrs.

Mrs. Veazie and

M. A. Blake took an excursion in his
yacht to Buck’s Harbor on the 11th which
was Mrs. M. A. Blake’s birthday.
B.
July 14.

BLUE HILL.
G. S. A. base*ball team played the
Orland, Wednesday, July
8, resulting in another victory for the Q.
A.
Score
S.
3 to 1. Batteries, Gay Hinckley and Vuazie; Wittiam and McJornach.

father, Rev. E. Bean.
Guy Hinckley, who has spent bis vacation in his home at the Bluehill house, has
returned to Boston.
Lonnie

Wit ham

is

home

for

two

a

weeks’

stay. His place of business is in
East Boston.
Howison is the guest of

Rear-Admiral

Henderson.

Mrs.

cottages at Parker Poin;

occupied.
J. Montgomery

aie

now

Franz Kneisel

Sears

when

he

paid a visit (o
passed through

his automobile on his way
Castine to Bar Harbor Monday.

the town with
from

July

14.

M.

EAST FRANKLIN.
Miss Mabel Donnell, who recently

re-

Waltham, Mass.,

turned from

where she
has been employed in the watch factory,
is very ill at the home of her father, O. S.
Donnell, with appendicitis.
Mrs.

Harbor,
ness

Benjamin Graves, of Northeast
came today, called here by the illsister, Miss Mabel Donnell.

of her

H. Rutter, who has been visiting
Lawrence, Mass., is home. His
brother, W. F. Rutter, returned with him.
Freeman Kinsman is in Ellsworth at
G.

friends in

were

the

on

Rev.

C.

E.

received into the church.

July

14.

R.

and her two

daughters
Bartlett’s Island

at

days

Harvey

Albert

and

wife,

with

their

Russell, are visiting Mrs. Harley’s mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Tate.
Mrs. Celia Fullerton was in Brewer last
veek. Her daughter, Mrs. Hall, with her
wo little
daughters, accompanied her
son

Money
on

jorne.

July

13

Mrs.

Browne—You don’t

fou

R.

_

use

ammonia

for

a

mean

headache.

something said to
just as good.

Mrs.

True “L. F.” Atwoods Bitters

Not the kind you mean.
You get it at the drug store just ask for
‘acrobatic spirits of ammonia.”

the

i

iltmmisrmmts.

be

Get the

to say

Malaprop—O!

Orlaud team in

Rev. Edward Hayes preached in the
Congregational church Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes and two children are
spending the summer with Mrs. Hayes’

Deni
Waste
Your

ast week.

ipent a few
■ecently.

who has been

IUVER.

A. B. Fullerton visited his daughter,
Vlrs. Sadie McDonald, in South Brewer

Percy Clifford is at borne ill. Dr. Farrow is attending him.

post-office building.
Petersen
baptised five
candidates last Sunday, two by immerbusiness, sion and three by sprinkling, and several

is expected

prices

WALKING SUITS.

Cordie Kins went to Biddeford tobb employed for the season.

to

work

‘Yon*’ at home and like

It exceedingly.

W-e*l

Shote,

when the

a

fin6 and

wear

-Special Bargains in

sailed

pleases everybody

clothes,

Miss Abbie Coolidge is visiting relatives
Gouldsboro.

Allot the

colony along the Lamolne
shore is growing apace. All the cottages
are occupied, and summer guests are beginning to arrive at Shore Acres, which
Landlord Eno has put into flne shape.
The government collier “Hannibal”
The

who likes to

Mercerized

Shirt Waists.

Stewart's

LAMOiNE.
at

and

to be of supreme

woman

along the shore,
Tramp.

14.

Coats, Silk

inaugurate should be

we

event, and is bound

seems

The

coaling statiou is rushing

cently received

This sale

bay,
and no doubt the young people will spend
a pleasant vacation.
Dr. Briggs’ naphtha
launch arrived about

Walking Skirts,

Petticoats,

with the sail

delighted

were

place recently pur-

“Olympia”, which was
flagship at Manila, is

Boujj-toServe Cereal

occupying

“Wubur” is making regu-

The steamer
lar

are

the shore.

Monte Carlo Silk

yacht “Waukova”, in charge
Cunningham, from Marblehead^
Mass., arrived this morning having on
board Templeton Briggs, owner, and his
friend, Abbott Hastings, of Boston. The
The

wife.

BEACH.

Dress and

in

has the

are

grocer, has been spending
the Wiggin cottage.

“Sunny Jim.-

and

Mrs. Ferd Veazie and child, of Bluebill,
visiting her parents, C. H. Blake and

B.

Albert M.

Tim Dumps and wife invariably
Force " for Sunday evening tea,
Had
When cook went out that afternoon.
**
’Tis but a saucer and a spoon
To wash—a task not grim—
And all are pleased," laughed

war-

of E. M.

kell, arriving

has loaded

Co.

T. Royal, E Isworl b; Mrs. Albertina Cole. Massachusetts; Mrs. Nellie Con-

Almenis and Melvin

Cooper's novel “Jack Tier”,
same disposition.

Mrs.

NOTES.

Schooner “Alcyone”

The

lie

Capt. Spike

tor the celebrated

turned from

Mrs. 8.

ners, David and Howard Marshall. Bar
Harbor, Mrs. Carrie Smith, Mrs. Jennie

named

In's Mj-to-lar Sis,

to go
the

for

inn.
officiated at

Pastor Petersen
service

deli &

MARSHALL.
an old and respected

Y.

with

children and

curb and sailed

citizen

for

with bis

SHIPPING

dom.

DEATH

hopeful

are

served.

Washington 8x8 and
jobs are t xpected to land here
about next week, and if they come, a very
busy fall is ahead for this town.
^
Towboat “Phillips Eaton” is having

July

occur

small

ready, apparently,

is all

through the same thing again
srke of haviug his own .way.

to

success.

&

new, and

Donnell arrived home from

Miss Mabel

Greatest Ottering of the Season in

very headstrong white terrier, which
was wounded a short time ago by some
unknown person, seems nearly as good as

Mies

Charles,

son
a

York.
The yacht “White Heather”, which he
was in, has been sold.

Horp°r, Havey

“Oapt. Spike”, Ed Cunningham’s

husband
Mrs.

M. GALLERT.

but

Elizabeth Gordon Bowers left for

Later she goes to visit her daughter,
Grace Wooster, iu Waltham, Mass.

last

never

has

a

treatment.

L. Wilbur and wife.

Z.

train

is at home from New

aiifafctiaftnnrts

The

grandparents,

his

Arrangements

afternoon. Rev. J. P.

Maine.

Imogene Pettengili loft on her re
Worcester Saturday.
Master

visit among their cbildreu and old-home
friends. A warm welcome awaits them.

6x20 stone

Dr. Darid Kennedy’s Magic Eye Salre for all
Aiseases or iutUnioiations of the Eye. 25c.

v

Kittery,

Maine Central to have the 9 50 p.
out stop at Waukeag.

Novemhealed,
has had a new trouble set In lately, ami
the doctor thinks that some of the charge
may still be in the wound. Following the
advice of Dr. Hagerthy, he will go to the
hospital at Bar Harbor to-morrow for

lug qualities

to

Francis

The “old reliable”

Volcanoes can easily be extinguished,
A New
•ays the New York Herald.
Zealand man claims (and there are
many who agree with him) to have
discovered a liquid by means of which
volcanoes may be extinguished quickly
whether active or threatening.
Many diseases of the human body
act in the same manner as volcanoes.
Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Kidney Disorders, Female Diseases and many
others all begin with a slight rumble
of pain and distress, and if not treated
in time will burst forth in all their
fury, causing all who are so afflicted
the most intense suffering and making
life a complete burden.
That a liquid has been discovered
that will
extinguish these volcanic
eruptions of disease, whether active or
threatening, is not only certain but a
material fact.
DR. DAVID KENNRDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY is this liquid discovery.
THE WONDERFUL CURATIVE
powers of this famous remedv have cut
a new path through the field of medicine, sweeping with it a startling
record of tremendous success.
Druggists sell it in Hew BO Cent Size
and the regular $1.00 size bottles.
Sample bottle, enough for trials free by mail.
Dr. David Kennedy Corporation, Rondout.N. Y.
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bunker and wife.
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The Butler Stock Co. will play three
nights of this week, July 36, 37 and 18,
at K. of P. halt.
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Mrs. George Keniston returned Saturday from a short visit with her sous and
families at Guilford.
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Bert Young, who was shot
by Pearl Lord, of Ellswofib,
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Mrs. Alonzo Tripp returned this week
from a short visit in Somesville.

the

navy, where he served nine years, making
la all thirteen years of service devoted to
his country.
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Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas

superior

received.

he enlisted

Was

Daniel

rtshiugled.
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commenced baying, but the
weather is not yet good lor making it.

Mias Carrie A. Whittaker, a teacher in
Boston, is at the home of her father,
Henry T. Whittaker, during her vacation.
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Alice B. Rust in returned this week from
visit at Bar Harbor.
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Carroll Dunn was up from Sorrento to
spend Sunday with his mother and sister.
Marlon
Misses Florence Dunn and
Wooster are at Northeast Harbor for the

Harvey I. Gay and wife, of Barre, Vt.,
visiting his parents, Isaac P. Gay auu
wife, and other relatives.
Dr. John Homer and wife, of Newburyport. Mass., are in town, the guests of his
brother, Dr. H. H. Homer and wife.
v

Kor

on

the high seas, July 27, 1838, and died at
his home in Winter port, April 7, 1903
He was ot Engtith parentage but when
very young came to
he ever after resided.
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Mrs. Mary Havey and daughter Lula, of
Bangor, are with relatives In town for a
short time.

THE ADRIANCE BUCKEYE MOWER

The Late William Parker.
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seasou.

is my specialty. It is unsurpassed. Call and examine and get prices and terms.
HAY HORSE RAKES. 1 have the “New Yorker”, “Tylor Champion,’1
“N. Y. Champion” and “Tiger”.
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first time and be relieved of your bilious headaches I
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DO YOU GET UP

Kidney

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

WITH A LAME BACK ?

Philander
trouble.

Trouble

Mra, Ruel Lesch and boh Herbert, ot
Ellsworth, are visiting relatives here.

Almost
papers is

Makes You

everybody

Miserable.

Au.mi

Is

111

with

heart

who reads the newsMiss Evelyn Tourtelotte, of EMawortb
know of the wonderful
cures
made by Dr.
Frills, has been visiting relatives here.
Kilmers Swamp-Root,
Miss Delia McGown, of Lynn, Mass
the great kidney, liver
and bladder remedy.
spending the summer ullh rth tlvea here.
It is the great mediAlisa L’zzie Gotgu s, ct Lynn, M*wo
cal triumph of the nineis spending her vacation with relatives
teenth century;
dishere.
covered after years of
scientific research by
Mrs. Mary Moore and daughter, Carrie
Dr. Kilmer, the emiLynch, have gone to Bar Harbor for tie
nent kidney and bladsummer*
aer
specialist, ana Is
wonderfully successful in promptly curing ; Mrs, Nelson Hadten, of Portland,
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid trouhere with ter
the summer
bles and Bright's Disease, which Is the worst suending
mother, Mrs. Mary Maddocks.
form of kidney trouble.
Dr: Kilmer's Swamp-Root Is not recMrs. Helen Hamilton, widow of the
ommended for everything but if you have kid- i late Kobert
Hamilton, died Tuesday
liver
or
bladder trouble it will be found
ney,
night, Julyw7, at the home of her sister,
the
need.
It
has
Just
been tested
remedy you
Mrs. Melvin McGown, in the sixtieth
in so many ways, in hospital work, in
private
Mrs.
practice, among the helpless too poor to pur- year of her age, of Bright’s disease.
Hamilton had been a great sufferer for
chase relief and has proved so successful in
the last seven months, but bore it all with
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this
paper patience. She leaves three children.
who have not already tried it,
may have a Mrs. Charles Camber, of West Eden,
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
H. Hamilton, of this place, and
more
about Swamp-Root and how to Ralph
telling
Mrs. Walter Lawrie, of Franklin; two sis'led out if y ou have kidney or bladder trouble,
Mrs.
v/hen writing mention reading this generous ters—Mrs. Melvin McGowu and
Francis McQown, of ,tbls place, and two
offer in this paper and
send your address to
brothers—James McFarland, of Helena,
Dr Kilmer & Co..BingMont., and George W., of Princeton,
hamton, N. Y. The
Minn. Fonerailservlces were beldjn the
Home of Swamp-Root,
regular titty cent and
church Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
dollar sizes are sold by all good
druggists.
Rev. J. P. Bimonton officiating.
Don’t make any mistake, but remember* the
July 14,
name. Swamp Root. Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
and the address, Ringnamton, N. Y., on everv
J
bottle.
Fewer gallons;wears longer*1 Devos.
\
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